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INTRODUCTION 
Work supported under Contract Number NAS8-28248 began in 
January 1972 and has continued with varying degrees of effort to the 
present time. The work has involved.the application of improved aero- 
dynamic theory togards the goal of obtaining more accurate knowledge 
of the upper atmosphere. Advancements have been made both in the area 
of aerodynamic theory and the interpretation of the dynamic response 
of objects traveling through the atmosphere. 
The work began as a study of ways of improving models of the 
upper atmosphere as deduced from observation of satellite decay. In 
the development of atmospheric models, it was found that the decay 
of the orbit of a satellite due to drag had been modeled as simply a 
sphere with a drag coefficient of 2.2 traveling through a rotating 
atmosphere. The assumption of a sphere of CD = 2.2 was of course 
recognized to be only an approximation and of particular use in the 
analysis of the drag decay of foreign or some domestic satellites for 
which limited knowledge existed concerning the shape or other physical 
parameters. One of the goals of this work was to investigate the 
magnitude of error made in the assumption of a sphere of Cc = 2.2 and 
to propose more accurate data reduction techniques. 
Chapter 1 describes the major influence revealed in this study 
concerning the influence of real satellite aerodynamics on the deter- 
mination of upper atmospheric density. Chapter 2 presents a method 
of analysis of satellite drag data which includes the effect of satellite 
lift and the variation in aerodynamic properties around the orbit. 
The method was applied to the data from OVI 15 satellite. One of the 
interesting results obtained from analysis of satellite orbit decay 
i 
has been the super rotation of the atmosphere deduced by King-Hele. 
In Chapter 3, a study is presented which shows that satellite lift 
effects may be responsible for the observed orbit precession rather 
than a super rotation of the upper atmosphere. 
Emphasis of this work gradually came to the lower altitude regime 
and the 80 to 120km region in particular. This region of the atmo- 
sphere is of great importance since it serves as a major boundary 
between the lower atmosphere which is constant in molecular weight and 
the upper atmosphere which reaches out many thousands of kq having 
considerable variation in molecular composition. This important region 
of the atmosphere has received little experimental attention due to 
;;, 
the difficulty and expense of performing measurements at these altitudes. 
The falling sphere method is found to be the primary source of information 
for this region. As with satellite drag measurements, it was found 
that simple assumptions concerning the aerodynamics of objects were 
often employed in the falling sphere analysis. The influence of the 
errors made due to the simplifying assumptions were evaluated and an 
improved method of analysis was proposed and applied as reported in 
Chapter 4. 
The work on falling sphere data analysis also revealed that 
most of the 80-120k.m results were based on values of drag coefficient 
in the transition regime that were extrapolated from wind tunnel results 
that were far outside the transition regime. In the work reported here, 
more recent wind tunnel data reported in the literature were obtained 
and more accurate drag coefficient relationships were developed based 
on these data. This work is reported in Chapter 5. 
2 
The improved drag coefficient relationships revealed a con- 
siderable error in previous falling sphere drag interpretation. These 
data were reanalyzed using the more accurate relationships. The 
. . 
result of this work is given in Chapter 6. 
In this work the drag coefficient has been studied for the 
entire spectrum of Knudsen Number and speed ratio. One region which 
was of particular interest is in the very low speed ratio region. 
This region of the aerodynamic spectrum has received little experimental 
attention except for highly viscous flows due to the experimental 
difficulty of obtaining drag data tin a low-density slow-flow situation. 
The theoretical work in this region is discussed in Chapter 7. 
5; j 
The recommendations for future work are presented in the form 
of two proposals given in Chapter 8. Both proposals would involve 
additional analytic work and subsequent experiments using the shuttle 
space craft. 
The computer programs generated during the period of performance 
of the contract are given in the appendix. 
__ -._.-.-.- ______._ -..- ..--___ 
CHAPTER I 
INFLUENCE OF SATELLITE AERODYNAMICS ON ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DETERMINATION 
A preprint of a paper by G. R. Karr and R. E. Smith from Preprint 
Volume of the International Conference on Aerospace and Aeronautical 
Meteorology was published by AMS, Boston, Mass. Presentation was given 
May 22-26, 1972. 
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Gereld R. Karr 
Coordinmted Science Uboretory 
Univermity of Illinoim 
Urbana, Illinoim 
1. I NTRODUCTICN 
Drag-deduced denmitiem of the upper mtwm- 
phere have been a primary l ourco of dete in the 
develomnt of mtmomphmric modelm and to the 
mtudy of the upper atmosphere. In the past, the 
determinetion of etmomphoric denmity hem been 
through the obmorvation of matelllte ‘orbital 
decay war a long pmriod of t ime which necem- 
l arlly required knowledge of only the wrrage 
drmg propertier of the l atellite. Hovever, am 
tracking techniquem become more accurate and the 
ume of l enmitive accelaromcterm increamer, the 
mmmumption of everage drmg propmrtiom is no 
longer valid end a mora accurate treatmmnt of 
l atellito l erodyrumicm mmt  be -de. 
Ihe plrpome of the following dimcummion will 
be to focum on three principle l mtellite l ero- 
dynamic fectorm which influence the interpre- 
tation of matellite dynmmaic remponme; theme are, 
(1) the influence of l atellite orientation and 
l hepe on the dreg coefficient, (2) the effect of 
chmngem In the par flow propertier with altitude, 
and (3) the influence of upper l tmompheric windm 
on the intarpretation of data. 
The three topic8 to be treated mre effectm 
cauming the greatemt l ource of error in current 
data reduction. Other factorm much am aero- 
‘dynamic lift, chmnging l twmpheric composition, 
and changing l etellite l urfece propertiem will 
not be trmated hare but much factorm could be of 
Importance for particular matellite mymtemm 
having Large l erodynemic lift forcer and widely 
vmying gem end l urfece propertiam. no follow- 
ing will then bm limited to l dimcummion of 
ecrodynamic drag affectr only and the l mmumption 
of conmtant matellite l urface propmrtiem. The 
l twmpheric gam will be conmidered of mingle 
l pmciem hmving the warage propertier l mmociated 
with e particuler l ltitude. 
* 
lhim work warn mupported in part by the Joint 
Scrvicem Electronicm Program (U.S. Army, U.S. 
Navy, mnd U.S. Air Force) under Contract DMB- 
07-67-C-0199; and in pert by the Natiorul 
Aeronmuticm and Spmce Adainimtration and the 
hmericen Society for Engineering gducetion 
through the 1971 ASEE-NASA Sumnr Pmculty 
Fellowmhip Program at Harmhall Smce Flight 
Center. 
and Robert E. Smith 
National Aeronautic8 and Space Adminimtration 
Marehall Space Flight Center 
Huntmville, Almbamr 
The three factor8 to be dimcummed are of 
importance in the interpretation of part data am 
well m m  the application to future more accurate 
wamurmmentm . For thim reason, an emtimute will 
be mmde of the pommible correction to prement 
denmity modelm bemed on the remultm of the 
prement l tudy. A m  a bamim for calculation and 
comparison only, the Jacchia (1971) model im 
employed in the l nalymim. Other current modelm 
could be umed for the l mme plrpomem with mfmilmr 
remultm. 
2. SATELLITE AERODYNAMICS 
The aerodynamdc flow regime experienced by 
the majority of l atellitem im free molecular. 
Thet im, the man free peth between coll imionm 
of moloculem in the upper l twmphere im gremter 
than the dimmnmionm of the majority of Earth 
l atallit~m. Thim l mmumption im certainly true 
for altitudes greater than 200 km where the near 
free path fm on the order of kilometerm. 
Although departurem from free moleculer flow will 
occur in region8 of high denmity, the ammumption 
of free molecular flow mtmy be conmidered 
reamonmbly l ccurate to mn altitude of 100 km 
where the &man free path im of the order of 
wears. For convenience, free molecular flow 
im arm-d through out the altitude range being 
conridered in thlm dimcummion. 
In the free wloculer flov of l pace, by 
definition, coll imionm of soleculem with the 
l etellite rutface predominete. For thim reason, 
the l tudy of l atellite l erodynamlcm raquirem en 
undermtanding of the intaraction of gam wleculem 
vith molid l urfmcom . The drag propertiem of a 
l atellite are influenced primarily by the 
exchange of wwntum with the l urfaca during the 
wleculer iqect. 
Ihe demcription of the wleculmr impact to be 
employed in thim dimcummion im the generalized 
gmm l urfmcm interaction (GSI) nod.1 which ham 
direct l pplicetion to the problem of l atellite 
drag, moo brr (1969). Thim modal im reprorented 
in Pipure 1 l hewing a generel non-•pecular typm 
of reflection. The reflected molecuter produce a 
mommntum vector in the direction 9 with an 
average velocity of Uj. Zhe refle 4 ted propertiem 
are l mmumed to depend upon the incident flow 
propertier much that 
5 
3 = ; Pj + (l-Pj)e 
Uj’ - .Ay u 
where uj and Pj are paraPetera of tha interaction. 
Fig. 1. Description of the gas surface inter- 
action. 
Using the model of the interaction described, 
the force components j.n the direction of drag can 
be expressed locally at the surface. The total 
force is obtained by integrating over the entire 
surface exposed to the flow. If the satellite 
velocity is rmch higher than the random kinetic 
motion of the gas molecules, the gas molecules 
can be considered stationary as the satellite 
sweeps out molecules in its path. The assumption 
of such conditions (the hypervelocity assumption) 
allows one to determine the drsg coefficient 
based upon the area projected to the flow. 
Under the assumption of hypervelocity flow 
and the generalized gas surface interaction the 
following results are obtained for four shapes of 
interest. The drag coefficient is defined as 
CD = Drag& V*X 
where b is a reference area. taken to be a 
constant, independent of angle of attack. 
Flat plate with angle of attack g 
x - Area of plate 
% - 2 sin6 - 2J11;;T sin0 60s i Pj + (2-P,)B 
Cylinder with axis perpendicular to flow 
x-DL , D - diameter , L = length 
‘D - * + 9 [,;:;,f,:!,,,l 
where the bracketed term is equal to 4 !whenP = 
J 
1.0. A value of P 
1 
= 3 is not meaningfully applied 
to this shape. 
Cone with axis parallel to flow 
x = Area of base of cone - nr 2 
., ‘., 
%I 
- 2 -2JiTq cos[; Pj + (2-Pj)b] 
where b is the cone half angle. 
&here 
X-nr 
2 
where the bracketed term is equal to zero for 
Pj - 0. A value of P 
j 
= 4 is not applicable. 
The above results clearly illustrate the 
influence of the CSI and the shape on the drag 
properties. The results for a sphere are 
shown plotted in Figure 2. A range of CD from a 
minimum of 2.0 to a maximum of 4.0 is seen 
depending upon the values of gas surface inter- 
action parameters, Q 
j 
and P . 
j 
The results for 
the cone shape reveals that depending upon the 
cone half angle, CD values less than one are 
possible. Thus, it is seen that satellite 
shape and satellite surface properties are 
strong influences on the drag properties. 
4.0 k Pj =20 Sphere -/ 
1.; 
1.2 
1.0 
d-0.8-~ 
1.04 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 
9 “S..., 
Fig. 2. Drag coefficient of sphere as a function 
of gas surface interaction parameters. 
3. THE EFFECT OF SATELLITE ORIENTATION 
Satellites rarely present the same shape to 
the flow during an orbit. For this reason, the 
effect of satellite orientation,which is 
important in determining the instantaneous drag 
properties of a satellite, is also important in 
determining the average drag properties. In 
order to illustrate the effect of angle of 
at tack, consider first a cylinder with spherical 
end caps with an angle of attack u. For the 
special case of specular reflection (Pj ~0) and 
6 
hypervelocity flow, the following analytic 
results are obtained. 
Cylinder with spherical &; Pj = -0, hyper- 
velocity flow and angle oE attack o. 
CD = 2 [l I $ k sine] 
+.Gf!Ir 0 a sin*o - 2.0 
.I n IJ 
sin 
C 3 3 
where 7i = ur* and L/D in the length to diameter 
ratio of the cylinder. 
These results reveal tilat (;p,,for the cylinder 
with spherical ends,chnngcs consIderably depend- 
ing upon the angle of attack and the shape 
(length to diamctcr ratio). As expected, the CD 
value is that of a sphere when Q is zero and is 
progressively influenced by the cylinder as the 
angle o’f attack is incrcascd to a value of 
11 
Since 17 r 2 -. 2 LS used as the reference area at 
all angles of attack, C,, will reach high values 
for large values of L/D. 
For more complex shapes such as the cone, 
results must bc obtained numerically. Figure 3 
shows such results for a 35’ half angle cone. 
The plot is a three axis presentation of the 
surface C,(P. ,8) whcrc 
the front to’s value of 
Pi, varies from zero at 
2 at the rear. The 
angle of attack is varied from zero on the right 
to 180’ on the left. TI~C value of o. was taken 
to be zero in constructin); this plot! The 
function has a maximum value of 4.00 and a 
mfnimum value of 0.399. ‘lhesc results illustrate 
further the strong dependcncc of aerodynamic 
drag on the shape, orientation, and GSI. 
Fig. 3. Computer generated plot of surface 
CD(Pj,g) for a 35’ half angle cone with 
flat base where I’. varies from zero to 
two from front to’back and g varies 
from zero tu IMW from right to left. 
The values of CD vary from 0.399 to 
4.00. 
Just as the instnnLanc.>us values of CD are 
influenced by angle of attack, the average value 
of CD over an orbit alsu depends upon the 
attitude his tory the sate I Ii tc experiences over 
the orbit. Ln order to i llustratc this factor, 
consider the determination of the average drag 
coefficient over an orbit <of. the satellite. The 
time average ot (:,, is givc.n by 
T 
ED-f! CD dt. 
0 
For a circular orbit the satellite will travel at 
a constant rate and, for this case, 
Consider now a spin - stabilized cone shaped 
satellite with a flat base. The orientation of 
the satellite spin axis with respect to the 
orbit is given by the angle X as shown in 
Figure 4. The angle I3s serves to oriente the 
Fig. 4. Coordinated system describing 
orientation of spin stabilized satellite 
with respect to orbit plane. 
spin axis with respect to the velocity vector 
ii,. For a circular orbit, the velocity vector 
will rotate about the spin stabilized satellite 
at a constant rate. Since the instantaneous 
value of CD for each point in the orbit can be 
determined, the average CD over the orbit can 
also be determined by numerical quadrature. The 
results of such a study are presented in Figure 
5 for five cone half angles and for h from 0 to 
900. The base area of the cone was chosen as the 
reference area in each case and the same GSI 
parameters used for each plot. 
The results given in Figure 5 illustrate the 
importance of taking the satellite orientation 
history into account in selecting an average 
drag coefficient. Since the satellite orbit and 
the satellite spin axis will tend to drift In 
space, the average drag coefficient should not be 
expected to remain constant. The amount of 
variation is seen to increase as the amount of 
non-synrsetry of the satellite is increased. Only 
spherically synssetric shapes will experience no 
variation. 
7 
Fig. 5. Average drag coefficient for spin 
stabilized cone shaped satellites as a 
function of spin axis orientation with 
respect to orbit. 
4. EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON DRAG COEFFICIENT (THE 
SPEED RATIO EFFECT) 
The assumption of hypervelocity flow used in 
obtaining the results of the preceding sections 
wi 11 now be examined. A discussion of this 
assumption is facilitated by introducing a flow 
parameter termed the speed ratio, S, defined as 
the ratio of the satellite velocity to the 
random velocity of the gas molecules in thermal 
equilibrium. The speed ratio is given by 
s - u,/Jmii 
where R the universal gas constallt, M the 
A>:. rage molecular weight and T is the tempera- 
ture of the gas. Hypervelocity flow, the 
assumed flow in the preceding work, is approached 
as the speed ratio approaches infinity. 
Two factors influence, the value of the speed 
ratio as the altitude of the satellite orbit is 
changed. First, considering circular orbits 
only, the velocity of the satellite decreases as 
altitude increases. Second, the temperature of 
the atmosphere and therefore the thermal velocity 
of the molecules increases with increasing 
altitude. These two factors combine to cause a 
considerable decrease in speed ratio as altitude 
increases. ‘Ihis effect is illustrated in 
Figure 6 which show8 the value of the circular 
speed ratio as a function of altitude for four 
exospheric temperatures. This plot was 
constructed using values of temperature and 
mean molecular weight from Jacchia (1971). 
In order to investigate the fnfluence of 
speed ratio on the drag coefficient, consider a 
cylinder with spherical ends. Utilizing data 
from Karr and Yen (1972). Sentman (1961). and 
Fan and Andrews (1969), the value of CD for 
three speed iatios were obtained giving the 
following results for the zero angle of attack 
Altitude (km) 
Fig. 6. Circular speed ratio as a function of 
altitude for four exospheric tempera- 
tures based on Jacchia 1971 model. 
case. These three values were used to obtain a 
S cD 
0 2.0 
8 2.106 + 0.450(2L/n~) 
4 2.249 + 0.885(2L/nD) 
second order polynomial approximation to the 
variation in CD with S. The results are 
cDicD = 1 + (0.350 + 1.166 L/D)/S 
s- 
+. (0.592 - .1528 L/D)/S2. 
‘Ihis function is plotted in Figure 7 for three 
values of L/D. Two factors of importance are 
illustrated in these results. 
slender object at low angles of attack are 
strongly influenced by speed ratio effects. 
Even at relatively high values of speed ratio, 
there is strong sensitivity to the length to 
diameter ratio for long slender objects. 
Second, for a given satellite shape, consider- 
able change in the value of CD is seen to occur 
over the range of interest from S =4 to S = 20. 
Combining the results of the polynomia 1 fit 
of CD values for a sphere with the change of S 
with respect to altitude, the change in CD for a 
sphere over the altitude range from 100 to 1000 
km is obtained and presented in Figure 8. These 
results, for the same four exospheric 
8 
5. EPFBCT OF A’RIOSPHBRIC WINDS ON DRAG STUDIES 
gacent +nalytic and axperlmantal l tudiaa 
pint to high velocity l t~rpheric winda In the 
upper l tuaphera . Velociticr of am uch aa 
400 q /aoc have baon reported. Since l atallita 
valocitioa are of tha order 7 km/ret. atmospheric 
winda are expected to be an influence on the 
satellite motion. In order to investigate such 
influence, consider a simple model of the upper 
atmospheric wind structure which includes the 
rotation of the atmosphere at the rotatfon rate 
of the Earth. In addition to the rotation, 
consider an east-west wind which varies in both 
magni tud.e and direction. Results of Challinor 
(1969). suggest that the east-went component 
could be assumed to approximate a sinuroid 
variation with a longitude angle, Q, measured 
from a reference point of zero wind. The 
velocity of a satolllte with rerpect to the 
atmospheric gas in circular orbit is then given 
by 
---mm --------- 
’ * 
----- -- --~- 
4 6 B 10 12 14 16 Y 20 
speed ROIIO, s 
Fig. 7. Change in drag coefficient aa a function 
of speed ratio for three value8 of L/D. 
-.-.- 0 24 5c)o.K 
I - 1CCO.K +. ---- lSOO*K 9 e .@ .C*C* 
2 020 w...- 1m.K 
4 .’ .* .’ 
./ 
Allltude (km) 
Fig. 8. Change in drag coefficient as a function 
of altitude for four l xospherlc 
temperatures. 
temperatures as in Figure 6, show that a sphere 
will experience a change in CD of from 2 to 107. 
depending upon the atmospheric temperature. 
Even greater changes would be expected for non- 
spherical satellites such as the cylinder with 
spherical ends. 
Of importance is the fact that the noted 
change in CD with altitude is found to be 
systematic with altitude. For this reason then, 
it is to be expected that present drag deduced 
density valuer will have these systemstic errors 
incorporated into the results. lhis factor 
could account for some of the dircrepancies in 
dcnsitles at high altitude in comparison to 
densities at lower altitudes. Similar results 
and conclusions were found by Irakov (1965) 
using an analytic expression for CD of a sphere 
as a function 6f S. 
U, = e - rtJe - Vmexsina 
where V is the peak wind velocity, r is the 
dlstanc?xfrom the center of the earth and Qe 
is the angular velocity of the earth. At some 
longitudes , the wind is seen to subtract from 
the atmospheric velocity while adding at other 
long1 tuder . 
The instantaneous drag acting on a satellite 
at,any point in the orbit is given by 
The average drag over one revolution is found by 
integrating over the time in the circular orbit 
- 3 PC,X 
[ 
&fle2 + + “fax 1 
the average drag is found to be increased by a 
factor, Fwind, where 
The increase in drag due to winds for a circular 
orbit la found to be small enough to be 
neglected. The increase is less than 17. for 
typical values of velocities. 
Consider now a more severe case when a 
satellite in an elliptic orbit has ita perigee 
at the peaks of wind velocity. Such a l ltuation 
is likely since, often timer, observations of 
elliptic l atallite orbits are made to determine 
atmospheric propartiaa In the region of perigee. 
Huch of the knowledge of latitude and longitude 
variationa in the atmosphere have developed 
from such observations. 
Consider the perigee passage at o=90°, 
where the wind velocity subtracts, with the 
9 
perigee puaage at 270’. where the wind velocity 
adds. For similar orbits and conatant density, 
the ratio of drag at perigee for these two uaea 
could be taken to be 
Dg00 
D270° 
where r is the orbit radfua at perigee and a is 
the eccentricity of the orbit. In the altitude 
range from 100 to 1000 km, rpa is approximstaly 
.5 km/set, and fi is approximately 7.5 Islp/aec. 
For e values less e hen 0.2, percentage 
differences in drag of the order of three par- 
cent are obtained for Vmx values of 200 to 
400 m/set. The wind effect is found to be such 
larger for this case than for the circular orbit 
case. Due to the lag in solar heating of the 
l tmoaphere , the a-90’ point would occur after 
sunset while the 270’ point would be after sun- 
rise. The results obtained reveal that a 
difference in drag of a maximum of 3% at about 
200 km is explainable by wind effects. If 
these wind effects were not taken into considera- 
tion, the difference in drag would be misinter- 
preted aa being caused by a corresponding 
difference in atmospheric density. Iherafora, 
wind effects could explain swre of the day-night 
variation in density deduced free satellite 
drag. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The preceding discussion has emphasized the 
variability of satellite drag coefficients. In 
particular, the effect of the gas surface 
interaction is seen to dominate. Unfortunately, 
valuer of P  and rr have yet to be determined 
accurately a nough to be uaed in satellite drag 
studies. This factor leads to considerable 
uncertainty in the specification of satellite 
drag coefficients which could cause errors of 
as much of 507. in the values of CD a 2.2 used 
in past data reductions. 
In view of the influence on drag coefficients 
of non-spherically sysssstric shapes and the 
speed ratio, values of CD of around 2.2 are 
likely too low for most satellite shapes. This 
observatton is based on the fact that for a 
sphere the minisum CD for Sdm IS 2.0. Speed 
ratio effects cause the minimum value to be 
increased to values of 2.1 or higher. In order 
for the sphere to have the minimum CD, the gas 
surface interaction would have to be specular 
or the accossnodation coefficient would have to 
be unity corresponding to reflection at near 
zero velocity. Such limiting interactions 
appear unlikely, meaning that CD values highar 
than 2.2 are likely. 
Although an absolute value for C may be 
lacking presently, the results obta ned P  for 
&anger of CD due to shapa, oriantatfou, and 
l ltituda revaal that l ysteutic variation of 
“p around an l baolute value would occur under we, 
ciramstancea. These variation8 ahould ba 
includad in the l nslysis of future satellite 
data whare Information on satellite orientation 
my bs available. 
‘Ihe effecta of l twapheric winda were 
illustrated l saurFng a simple lode1 of the 
l tnrcture . There result8 illuatrate still 
mother ‘source of error in ,drag deduced 
dansity values. Future planned work will 
Sonrider a wre sophisticated modal of the 
l trwture . This l tudy is expected to lud __ _- __ _ 
improved knowledge of the upper l twspheric 
density and wind rtructura. 
wind 
wind 
to 
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SATELLITE AERODYNAMICS AND ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DETERi4lN4TlON FROM 
SATELL I TE DYNAM I C. RESPONSE 
Gerald R. Karr. 
ABSTRACT 
A method for determining satcl 1 ite acrodynsmic properties and upper 
atmospheric clcnsi ty from obscrvcd sate1 I i te dynamic response has been 
successful 1 y dcvcl aped and tested. 
The aerodynamic drag and lift properties of a satellite are first 
expressed as a function of two parameters associated with gas-surface 
interact ion at the sate1 1 ite surface. The dynamic response of the 
satellite as it passes through the atmosphere is then expressed as 
a function of the two gas- surface interact ion’ parambters, the 
atmospheric density , the satellite velocity, and the satellite 
orientation to the high speed flow. By proper correlation of the 
observed dynamic response with the changing angle of attack of the 
satellite, it is found that the two unknown gas-surface interaction 
parameters can be determined. Once the gas-surface interaction 
parameters arc’ known, the aerodynamic properties of the satellite at 
all angles of attack are also determined. The atmospher ic density 
may then be accurately calculated once the true aerodynamic properties 
arc known. 
Employing accelerometer data from the OVl-15 sate11 ite, analysis was 
successFu1 ly made of the aerodynamic properties of that sate1 1 ite 
and a determination was made of the absolute value of atmospheric 
density near the orbit perigee. These results constitute the first 
successful appl icat ion OF the proposed method of analysis. These 
results also serve to il lustratc the potential of the technique in 
the analysis and prediction of satellite orbit .decay in the atmos- 
phere and the accurate dctcrmination of upper atmospheric clcnsity 
from sate1 I itc dynamic response. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of satellite orbit decay prediction and the problem of 
upper atmospheric density determination have encountered a .common 
source of unknown error whi.ch can be traced to a lack of kno’wledge of 
satellite aerodynamics. The basic equation employed in both orbit 
decay and density determination is the familiar drag equation: 
Drag = l/2 pu2c,~ 
where p is the density, U is the velocity of the satellite with respect 
to the atmosphere, CD is the drag coefficient, and x is a suitable 
reference arca. In most applications of this equation to satellites 
the value of CD is consider-cd to have a constant value. Generally, 
however, the assumption of constant drag coefficient is not valid and 
the use of such an assumption can lead to considerable error (see 
Karr, 1972). The uncertainty in satellite aerodynamics has prevented. 
the assignment of’ even an approximate value of drag coefficient with a 
known range of uncertainty. A value of CD of 2. 0 or 2.2 is often used 
in satel.lite drag studi’es and in the determination of atmospheric density. 
These values of CD are likely too small and, combined with the fact 
that CD is not constant, have resulted in an overestitnation of upper 
atmospheric densities (see Karr and Smith 1972). 
A more accurate treatment of satellite aerodynamics has obvious 
benefit to the determination of upper atmospheric density and the pre- 
diction of satellite orbit decay. Satellites traveling in the earths upper 
atmosphere experience the aerodynamic flow regime termed the free 
molecular flow regime. In this flow regime, the collision ot atmospheric 
gas molecules with the satellite surface dominate the flow and collisions 
of gas molecules with other gas molecules may be ignored. Satellite 
aerodynamic properties are then the result of the interaction of high 
speed gas molecules with the solid satellite surface. Unfortunat.ely, 
very little is known about the. gas surface interaction at satellite veloci- 
ties and this lack of information is the basic source of uncertainty in 
satellite aerodynamic properties. 
In the interest of developing a more accurate treatment of satellite 
aerodynamics for application to orbit decay prediction and density determi- 
nation, a model of the gas surface interaction has been developed which 
utilizes two parameters to describe the interaction (see Karr, 1969 and 
Karr and Yen, 1970). The advantage in this treatment of satellite 
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aerodynamics is that no a priori assumptions of the aerodynamic ,I’ -- 
properties need be made. The gas surface interaction parameters /;- 
are considered as unknowns to be determined from the observed 0’ 
dynamic response of the sdtellite as it travels through the atmosphere. 
The deter-mination of the gas surface interaction parameters serves 
as the key to the subsequent determination of both the aerodynamic 
properties and ,the atmospheric density. 
To test the proposed method of analysis, accelerometer data from 
the OVI- 15 satellite is used. The accelerometer data provide an 
accurate, instantaneous measure of the level of aerodynamic force 
and the attitude of the satellite with respect to the flow. As is pointed 
out in the paper, accurate satellite attitude informatin is essential to 
the analysis. The OVI-15 satellite, although less than ideal in shape 
for an aerodynamic study, provided a good basis for the test of the 
proposed method of analysis. The results serve to illustrate the 
potential that this rnethod of analysis has to future determinations of 
aerodynamic and atmospheric properties. 
2. Satellite aerodynamics and the gas surface interkction. 
Consider a local satellite surface element in which the high speed 
flow of molecules is incident at an angle of 0 as shown in Figure 1, 
Associated with the incident flow is the incident momentum which 
gives rise to the incident force pi. This force is colinear with the 
satellite velocity, U, with respect to the atmosphere. Assume for 
now that the speed ratio is infinite where the speed ratio is defined 
as the satellite velocity divided by the thermal velocity of the gas 
molecules. The thermal velocity of the gas molecules is taken to be 
equal to x&?% where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, 
M is the mean molecul.ar weight. 
The molecules reflected from the surface cause a net reaction+ 
force ? r which is colincar wit11 the mass-motion velocity vector Uj 
of the molecules lcsving the surface. 
by the angle Oj. 
The direction of Uj is given 
Modcling of the interaction is performed by providing relationships 
between the incident and reflected quantities. The rcl.ationships are 
gi.ven by 
9 = 5 Pj -f- (l-Pj) 8 
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where a. and P. are the parameters of the interaction. 
3 J 
The subscript j 
is used lf more than one set of interaction coefficients is to be considered 
in the analysis. Untkl more is learned of the. interaction, these linear 
relationships provide a useful. first appl’oximation to the interaction that 
occurs at satellite velocities. The parameters “j and Pj are capable 
of describing a much wider range of possible interactions than other 
models. The development of this model and the capabilities are 
described in detail in Karr 1969 and Karr and Yen, 1970. 
The model described above is particularly useful in the determini- 
nation of forces acting on the satellite surface. The total vector force 
acting on the eletnent of surface shown in Figure 1 is given by 
4 4 -9 4 4’. 
dF = -(U-OjUj) P U*n dA 
where oj is employed if more than one gas surface interaction is 
employed in the analysis. In order to conserve mass at the surface, 
the sum of the aj values must be unity. 
The tnagnitude and direct.i.on of Uj is determined by the parameters 
aj and Pj. The vector force acting on the local element of surface is 
then expressed as a function of cyj, Pj, U, p , and 0. For a given satellite 
shape (assumed to be convex) the total aerodynamic forces azd torque 
acting on the satellite are found by integration of d? and l?xdF over the 
surface exposed to the flow. In general, the results will. be of the form 
Drag q l/2 P U2 CD (aj> Pj, P) X 
Lift 1 # 2=1/2P u2cLl 2(~j, Pj,B)A , 
Torquel,2, 3 = 1/2PU2 CT1 2 3(01j, Pj, B) XX 
, , 
where 0 is an angle of orientation and the subscripts on CLand CT are 
to indicate that there are two components of lift and three components 
of torque. The six aerodynamic properties are found to be a strong 
function of the gas surface interaction parameters. For non-spherical 
objects, the angle of orientation, B , also has a strong influence on the 
drag,li.ft and torque properties (set Karr and Yen, 1970). 
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3. Aerodynamics of the OVI- 15 satellite. 
The approximated shape of the OVI-15 satellite’is a cylinder with 
spherical ends as shown in Figure 2. The satellite spin axis was 
normal to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder with a spin rate of about 
10 rpm. Near the center of the satellite a three axis accelerometer 
detected the forces acting on the satellite. Since the data to be used in 
the subsequent analysis has been filtered and averaged over a number 
of spin cycles,.the aerodynamic properties averaged over a spin cycle 
are developed. 
The total instantaneous vector force acting on the satellite is given 
bY 
i+= 1/2 p u2 K (CD D -P- CL1 L1 f CL2 L2) 
where D, Ll, and L2 are mutually orthogonal unit vectors in the drag 
and lift directions. The Ll and L2 directions are defined with respect 
to the instantaneous orientation such that Ll is perpendicular to the 
cylinder axis and the velocity vector. 
cular to both Ll at-d D. 
The direction of L2 is perpendi- 
Due to symmetry the lift force in the Ll 
direction is zero. 
From Karr, 1969, CD and CL2 are obtained for the infinite speed 
ratio case, g iven by 
CD = 2 + 4 ?I (1 -COS ~9’ Pj (4 - pj) 
-sin3 5 (Cj -“Sj) ]d 5 
,21r 
CL2 = -111 -aj AR cds2 0, 
sin0, TT sin3 5(Cj + Sj)d5 s 
CL1 = 0 
where the first two terms in CD are due to the spherical ends and the 
remai.ning terms are due to the cylindrical section. The angle 5 is a 
cylindrical surface-integration angle. The quantity AR is the area ratio 
of the cylinder to the sphere given by 
AR = -A,yl/&ph = 2rL/lT r 2 = 4L/n D 
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The quantities Cj and Sj contain the parameter Pj where 
Cj = 
COS (Jr/2 Pj t (1 - Pi) 0) 
co9 (I 
Sj = 
sinfl’/’ Pj f i1 -Pj> 0) 
sin 0 
0 = sin’ 
-1 (-- co3 es sin5 ) 
The angle 8s is an angle of instantaneous orientation defined as the angle 
between the velocity vector and the longitudinal axis of the .cylinder. 
Since the OVI-15 spin a&s is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, 
the angle 8s is‘a function of the angle the spin axis makes with the velocity 
vector, y, and a spin angle, X , which changes from 0 to 2rr every spin 
cycle (see Figure 3). 
For certain values of Pj the surface integrals over the angle 5 are 
easily perfornled. 
reflection, 
For Pj = 0, which corresponds to specular type 
3 pa =. 3 p.=o = I I 
1 
J J 
For Pj - 1 which corresponds to diffusive type reflection, 
Cj 
I 
= 0 ; s. 
Pj=l J Pj=l I 
= -l/cos 0, sin S 
For Pj = 2 which corresponds to perfect backscatter type reflections 
‘j p.=2 = I 
-1 ; 
J 
5 1 PjZ 2 = 
1 
The values of C 
i! 
and CL~ at the three values of P- = 0, 1, 2, were 
used to obtain an po ynomial approximation for CD an d 
of P.. 
CL as a function 
J 
Since the accelerometers were body fixed, the output of the acceler- 
ometers were a function of both drag and lift forces given by 
F/i Pu2K = 
II 
_ cfisin’y cos x f CJ 
l-sin2 y cos 21 1 i 2 cos es 
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+ - ‘D 
+ - ‘D 
.sin y sin 
where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the directions of the three axis of 
the accelerometers with i along the axis of the cylinder, k is in the 
direction of the nominal spin axis and j is orthogon.al. Since the data 
being used in this analysis has been averaged over spin cycles, the 
component of force as expres sed above were integrated over the angle X. 
The results after averaging over one spi.n cycle were 
F = 
Y 
sJli ‘y 1 z PU2.nr2 ‘F tajl pjS Y) 
Fz = ‘cos y $ P U2 mr2 CF (~j, Pj9 Y ) 
’ where C’Z is the integrated force coefficient. ” These results show that 
Fy and F, measure the identical forces except for the factor sin Y and 
CO8 y. This property was used by Fess and Young to obtain the angle Y 
which the spin axis makes with the velocity vector. 
The force coefficient CF \vas found by fitting a 3rd order polynomial 
to the values of CF and CL~ at the three values of P- = 0, 1, and 2. J 
CF= A +~~ (G f H Pj + QPj2 + P Pj3’ 
where A= -2 -4 AR E(Y, n .& I= 
G= -4AlZ E (Y, ; v3 l-r 
H=dF-2G-i!A 
Q= -4. F + 5G/4 + 11 Ay4- 
P= F- G/4 - 3 A/4 
F =-4/3 - nAR/2 
where E(Y, i) is a complctc ell.cptic integral of the second kind resulting 
from the average over one spin cycle. -. 
% The accelerometer in the x di.rcction did not function so only Fy and 
F, are treated in the analysis. 
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4: Method of analysis. 
The objective of the analysis is to find the. best values of a ., Pj and 
density which explains the observed accelerometer output of the OVI-15. 
Although aj, Pj, and P are considered as unknowns in the analysis, 
certain assumptions on the characteristic variation of p are made to 
facilitate the analysis. The assumption made is that the density varia- 
tion is symmetric with respect to the perigee of the orbit. The absolute 
value of density is still treated as an unknown quantity. 
; 
4.1 Least squares fit. 
Assuming symmetrical density variation about perigee, differ- 
ences in forces measured at points equal distance from perigee must 
be due to changes in the aerodynamic force coefficient, CF. Since the 
density is equal at these two points, we can write 
1 u2 z 1 p1 (‘I’-Ati) =$ UZ~~~(T +nti) ! 
where the subscript 1 indicates approach to perigee, subscript 2 indicates 
recession from perigee and T is the perigee passage time. The aero-- 
dynamic properties &id forces measured at these two points must then 
satj sfy the following relationship 
;: Fi, F- i2 --= 
CF bj, ~‘j, Yii) CF (ajt Pj’ Y 
where yil and yi2 are the angles of orientation at 
? rospcctively, and I = JT$TF~?Y In the anaJ.ys is, 
found from the preceeding relation, defined as, 
DELi = Fi, CF 
i2 
n ~i2 CF 
il 
i2 1 
TeAti and T tAti 
the quantity Dali is 
where i is used to indicate a comparison made at T 3 hti. A solution in 
the Icast squares sense is obtaincdby finding the values of aj and Pj 
which provide a minimum to the sum-of-DELi-squared for a number of 
observations near pcrigcc 
n 
SUM = ill (DELi)2 
The best values 0.f “j and Pj are those which satisfy 
&-&!-,- - (j ; ats.- 
a(Jl&j) a "j =o 
in thC region of 0 <, Pj 5 2, and 0 2 J-2 2, 
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4.2 Perigee passage time. 
The analysis requires first that the aerodynamic properties be 
different at the comparison points used in the analysis. If the CF were 
not different, then the last equations would be satisfied for all values of 
cx 
9 d 
and Pj. Although the OVI-15 satellite was designed to maintain a Y = 
O thoughout the orbit , considerable uncontrolled drift in the spin axis 
was found to occur. This malfunction was desirable for purposes of this 
analysis since the angle r changed considerably during a given orbit. 
This factor resulted in a ‘changing value of CF over the orbit which pro- 
vided a good sampling of CF and F values for a wide range of angles of 
orientation. The analysis also requires that the perigee passage time 
be accurately known since the comparisons are made at equal points on 
each side of this time. Since the report of Fess and young did not provide 
a perigee passage time, it was necessary to calculate that time from the 
acceleron+er output. Since the aerodynamic properties are changing 
during a perigee pass due to the changing angle of orientation, the peak 
in the F curve is shifted in time from the peak in dynamic pressure. 
The derivative of Fduring a perigee pass is 
-1 
F =sc;+s’cF 
where S is the dynamic pressure. A,t the perigee passage time, the 
dynamic pressure is maximum and S = 0. Therefore, at the perigee 
passage time 
F(T) 
F’ (‘I’) = CF(T) ‘F’ (T) 
This equation was employed to find the true value of T for each data set 
employed. The quantities CF and Ci are a function ofQ’ . and P. in 
addition to the angle Y. The analysis was able to take injo cons?deration 
the expected shift in Foutput which was found to vary from 3 to 15 seconds 
depending UPOII aj, Pj and the rate of change in the angle y . 
4.3 Speed ratio effect. 
As discussed by Karr 1972 and Karr and Smith 1972, changes 
in speed ratio with altitude result in a systematic increase of CD with 
altitude. The amount of increase was found to be a function of the 
satellite shape and orientation. This factor was taken into consideration 
in the analysis of data of the 0~1-15 by approximating the expected change 
in aerodynamics properties with respect to speed ratio. Using information 
from I<arr and Smith 1972 and taking into account the average over a spin 
cycle, the following speed ratio correction factor was obtained. 
COF = 1 + .632/S +.. 56148/s’ 
+ .4 sin’ y (1.66/S - . 1528/S’) 
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The correction factor is a function of the’angle of orientation which must 
be taken into account in the determination of aj and P.. For the altitudes 
of interest for the OVI-15, speed ratios of about 10 a&e obtained which 
result in an increase in the aerodynamic force coefficient of about 5%. 
The determination of density is then strongly influenced by the speed 
ratio effect. 
5. Results. 
5.1 Data used in the analysis. 
An example of the data employed in the analysis is shown in 
Figure 4. Data from orbits number 890, 893 and 896 were employed in 
the least squares fit to aj and Pj. These orbits had significant changes 
in Y during perigee passage and experienced approximately the same 
atmospheric conditions. These nearly polar orbits occurred in mid- 
Septemb.er 1969 with perigees at 150 km, perigee latitude at 10 “S latitude 
with a local perigee time at about 1930. Since the sun declination 
was near +3 O, the variation in density with latitude near perigee is 
approximately zero according to the Jacchia 1971 model of the atmosphere. 
The choice of orbits used in the analysis contributed to the 
reduction of errors resulting from any nonsymmetry of density variation. 
Further reduction in this type error was made by using only data within 
*lob of perigee. In addition, since data from three orbits was used, 
the errors due to wave motion or other short duration density disturbances 
would contribute only to the random error. 
The values of accelerometer output F, angle of orientation Y , 
and time in seconds from the beginning of data transmission are given 
in Table I. The units on F is in counts inWhich 5.3 counts equals 10s6g 
of acceleration. The angle Y is given in degrees. The data is seen to 
cover an angle of attack range of about 28 degrees. All’ the data falls 
within 150 seconds of perigee which for these orbits means that the data 
is taken within f 10 O of perigee. Since the true perigee is always within 
f 20 seconds of the peak F, corrected perigee times will not change the 
range of data significantly. 
5. 2 Gas Surface interaction parameters. 
Using the data given in Table I and taking into account the perigee 
passage time correction and the speed ratio correction, the results of 
the sum-of-the-squares-of-DEG are given in Figure 5. These results 
show a unique minimum of the sum-of-the-squares-of-DELi at Pj = .44 
and Jl -aj = . 6. These values for aj and Pa mean that the reflection is 
between a specular and diffusive type reflec tl ion in direction and has 
moderate accomadation of energy. 
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5.3 Aerodynamic properties. 
Using “j = .64 and Pj = .44, the aerddynamic force properties ; 
of.thc OVI-15 satellite may bc found using the equati.ons already derived. 
The results are shown in Figure 6 which gives CF as a function of angle 
of orientation. The level of CF is dependent directly on the reference 
area, K, chooscn to represent the satellite. The plot is given for two 
acceptable areas (1) the maximum cross sectional arca seen by the flow, 
rrr2+2rL and (2) the minimum cross sectional area seen by the flow, rrr2. 
These results are for the infinite speed ratio case atic1 must be modified 
according to speed ratio influence. 
At angles of-O, 90 and 1,80°, the quantity’ CF is equal to the drag 
coefficient. At all other angles, CF is influenced by both drag and. lift 
coefficients. Thcsc results show that the drag coefficient is higher than 
the valuf: of 2.2 normal1.y assumed in drag analysis. The speed ratio 
correction will cause these values to be increased by about 5% to 10% for 
the altitudes at which the data was taken. 
The atmospheric density values may be obtained since the values 
of Cl’ throughout the orbit have been calculated. ASsuming an orbit of 
c = . 113 and perigee at 150 km, the value of U at the (data points are 
obtained and density values arc given by : 
WI,  J) = 2amF(I, J)/U2(I, J)KC’&(I, J) COF 
where COF is the speed ratio correction factor dcpendcnt upon the angle 
y(I, J), a is the conversion factor needed to convert accelerometer counts 
into accelerometer values (a = 106g/5. 3 counts), and m is the satellite 
mass = 214 kg, The speed ratio correction requires an estimate of the 
speed ratio. For the date, time, and region of the atmosphere for which 
the data co’l;r esponds, an estimate was made of the exospheric temperature 
from information provided by Smith, 1972. In this region of the atmosphere 
the exospheric temperature remains essentially constant and was taken to 
be 1100". Using the Jacchia 1971 model atmosphere, a value of T/M versus 
altitude were fitted to a polynomial over the altitude range of interest from 
140 km to 220 km. The speed ratio is then given at each data point by 
s= u/ J2RX 
where IX is the universal gas constant. Values’ of density calculated in 
this manner arc about 5 to 15% less than those predicted by the Jacchia 
197 1 model. A more complete discussion of these results will be made 
at a later date. 
6. Discussion of results. 
The results of this analysis are important for a number of reasons. 
First, the analysis illustrates a new method for the analysis of satellite. 
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dynamic response. Second, the results ob.tained foraj and Pj are the 
most accurate of measurements of the gas surface interaction parameters 
at satellite velocity, Third, the values of Ce obtained in the analysis 
are the most accurate of measurements of satellite a.erodynamic proper- 
ties. Finally, the results obtained for density are the most accurate 
of measurements of absolute values of upper atmospheric density. 
Past drag analysis have required that critical assumptions be made 
on CD orlp or some of the gas surface interaction parameters. The 
analysis presented here on the other hand has empl.oyed very few assump- 
tions in comparison. The assumption of symmetrical density variation 
” about-perigee is most subject to error. However, the possible error 
introduced by nonsymmetry is expectedto be much less than the errors 
committed in past drag studies. r The method presented here is far 
superior in terms of error than previous methods. 
Improvement of the errors in the present analysis could be made 
by a more accurate treatment of aerodynamics and more accurate 
measurement of accelerations and angles of orientation. The accuracy 
of angle measurements was a.bout L lo while the force measurements 
were accurate to L!L 5% for the dat.a used. The aerodynamic description 
of the OK-15 could be improved by employing a more accurate expression 
for the variation in CF with I’j. The polynomial approximation employed 
in the analysis could be improved or the exact expressions could be 
employed at the expense of computer time. 
The results obtained for CF as a function of angle of attack for the 
OVI-15 is of special interest because of t.he many drag analysis which 
have been performed on the sat.el.lite. For example, Champion, Marcos, 
and McIsaac, I. 970; Marcos and Champion, 1972; Marcos, Champion, 
and Schweinfurth, 1971; have analyzed the accelerometer data of the 
OVI-15 to reveal a number of properties of the upper atmosphere. In 
these analyses, accelerometer data’was used only when the satellite 
was broadside into the flow. ‘This instantaneous attitude would correspond 
exactly to the Oo or J 80° spin axis orientation of the OVI- 15. At this 
attitude CD is equal to CF as given in Figure 5 and would have a value 
of 2.5396 for the case of infinite speed ratio and CX. = . 64 and Pj = .44. 
This value of CD is 15.4% greater than the value o’f 2.2 which was employ- 
ed in these analysis. Additional correction would have to be made if 
speed ratio effects were.takcn into account. These corrections would 
result in substantial decrease in densities reported using a CD of 2.2. 
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OVI-15 orbital data has, been analyzed by Ching 1971 and King-Hele 
and Walker 1969. The King-Hele and Walkerdanalysis employed a 
constant CD of 2.2 independent of the satellite orientation. The reference 
area used b King-Hele and Walker was midway between the maximum 
of 2.578 nr E and the minimum of TT r 2 shown in Figure 5. On the basis 
of the reference area employed by King-Hele and Walker, a CD value of 
between 4.543 and 3.889 would correspond to the values of a! j and Pj 
found in the analysis. 
The orbital decay analysis reported.by Ching 1971 includes a factor 
to represent the changing aerodynamic drag properties of the OVI-15. 
The factor is based on the changing cross sectional area seen by the flow. 
The drag-coefficient is considered constant, while’ the reference area used 
in the analysis is changed by as much as 25%. A 25% correction factor 
is too large in view of the results of Figure 5 which show that the maximum 
change in CD A would be 16%. 
In addition, the effect these results’have on past analysis of OVI-15 
data in particular, the results indicate that the assumption of CD used 
in most drag studies have been too low. The value of CD = 2.0 or 2.2 
which has been used for most past drag analysis is lower than could be 
expected for most shapes witha. = .64 and P. = .44. A sphere for 
example would have a CD = 23352 which isJ7% higher than the 2-.2 
value often used. It shot&% e noted, however, that the results obtained 
here are for one satellite surface and one atmospheric composition. It 
is expected that other surfaces and other’ compositions should change the 
values of a. and Pj and result in a change in aerodynamic properties. 
More data ‘must be collected before a firm value of a. and P. can be 
assigned to a given gas and surface combination. F&ure wdrk should 
be directed towards this goal. 
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TABLE I 
Orbit Number = 890 Time of Peak F = 672 
I F(L 1) GAMA(i, 1.) F(i, 2) GAMA(i, 2) TIME(i, 1) TIMS(i, 2) - 
1 317.5 137.75 320.0 134:8 647 697 
2 307.0 139.50 306.0 133.25 622 722 
.3 291.5 141.75 291.0 132.25 597 747 
4 270.0 142.50 268.0 130.0 572 772 
5 251.0 144.0 244.0 129.0 547 797 
6 225.0 145:75 214.0 127.5 522 822 
Orbit Number = 893 Time of Peak F = 681 
I F(i, 1) GAMA(i, 1) F(i, 2) GAMA( i, 2) TIME(i, 1) TIME(i, 2) 
1 292.0 14.1. 75 292.0 137.25 650 712 
2 282.0 142.75 283.5 135.0 625 7.3 7 
3 264.0 144.50 263.0 132. 75 6bo 762 
4 243.0 146.20 239.5 132.0 575 787 
5 218.0 147.50 215.0 130.0 550 812 
6 199.0 148.20 190.5 128.0 525 837 
Orbit Number = 896 Time of Peak i? = 675 
I .F(i, 1) GAMA(i, 1) F(i, 2) GAMA( i, 2) TIME(i, 1) Time(i, 2) 
1 306.0 133.5 302.5 129.5 650 700 
2 302.0 135.0 291.0 127.7 625 725 
3 289.0 136.25 275.0 126.75 600 750 
4 270.5 137.5 256.0 125.0 575 775 
5 250.0 138. .O ‘231.0 123.0 550 800 
6 226.5 141.0 200.5 120.5 525 825 
Figure 1. The gas surface interaction and the forces of the interaction. 
Figure 2. Configuration of the OVI-15 satellite. 
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Figure 6. Force coefficient as a function of spin axis orientation of the OVI-15. 
CHAPTER III 
AERODYNAMIC LIFT EFFECT ON SATELLITE ORBITS 
A paper submitted to the AIM 13th Aerospace Sciences by 
G. R. Karr, q. G. Cleland and L. L. DeVriee. Presentation was made 
during meeting held at Pasadena, California, January 20-22, 1975. 
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nonaplllatric pattern with rerpact to.the velocity 
xmctor. Conaider. for example. a cylildar or 
Abstract 
Nmrical quadrature ia employed to obtain 
orbit perturbation reaulta from tha ganaral par- 
turbatioa aquationa. Both l arodynemic lift and 
drag forcer arm includad in the l nalyaia of the 
l atallita orbit. An exponential atwaphare with 
l ndpithout atmospheric rotation ia uaad. ACW- 
pariaon la mada of tha pirturbationa which are 
cauaad by atmoaphcric rotation with thoac caused 
by aatellite aarodynamic affects. Reaulta indi- 
cata that aerodynamic lift effect8 on the aami- 
major axia and orbit inclination can be of the 
aama order am the effects of atmoaphare rotation 
depending upon the orientation of the lift vector. 
The reaulta reveal the importance of including 
aerodynamic lift affect8 in orbit perturbation 
l Mlyai8. 
I. Introduction 
The pertu~bationa of a aatellite orbit 
caused by the qnteraction of tha aatellite with 
the earth's atmosphere has bean a topic of con- 
aiderable intereat mince orbital flight warn pro- 
pored. The forcer acting on a l atallita during 
ita paraage through the atmoaphere at apeeda of 
near 8000 m/aec are predominantly the drag force 
which we will define to be that fzrca which acts 
parallel to the velocity vector, V, of the aat- 
ellite with raapect to the atmoaphera. For a 
aatellite havilrg a drag coefficient C  and a ref- 
erence area A, the aarodynmic drag f rce, s  b, is 
given by 
where p la the denaity of tha atmoaphare. An- 
other aerodynenic force which may act on tha 
aatellite ia the aarodyncrmic lift force which 
WC define am the force perpendicular to velocity 
vector of the adtellita with reapect to the at- 
moaphere. Aerodynamic lift foicea ariae when a 
nonspherical satellite travela through the at- 
moaphara at en attitude much that atmoapharic 
molecular are deflectad by the aatellite in a 
t Thia reaearch warn aupported in part by the 
National Aaronautica and Space Mminiatration, 
lfarahall Space Flight Center, Huntavilla, Ala- 
bm, through Contract NAS8-28248. 
*Aaaiatant Research Profaaaor, Mechanical En& 
neering Department, kaociate l&mber AIM. 
Wter'a Dagree Candidate, Ihchanical Engi- 
nearing Dapartint. 
-pace Sciance Laboratory, NASA-WC, PImber 
AI& 
coae with an axia-of am&y ilong- the direction 
of tha unit vector t. If much an object ware to 
travel through the Atmosphere with t in the 
aaaa diraction am V, zhen only drag forcer would 
rerult. Hawever, if a ware at an angle 0, with 
raapact to d, then a lift force will arise givan 
by 
(2) 
where 
aad Z 9 
ia the lift coefficient of the object 
a assumed the am am the x  uaad in 
the drag equation (Eq. 1). 
The drag and lift forcea given in equationa 
(1) and (2) arm both defined using the valocity 
with respect to the atmoaphera am diatinguiahed 
from the inertial velocity of the aatallita v. 
The inertial velocity is defined hem aa she ve- 
locity givan by the orbital element8 of the oacu- 
lating orbit at the aatellite. 
where a and a am the osculating elementa of the 
orbit and E is the eccentric anomoly. Since the 
atmosphere at orbital altitudea may have motiona 
with respect to inertial apace, the inertial ve- 
locity f ia not neceaaarily the acres am the ve- 
locity of the aatellite with respect to the at- 
moaphere t). Thia difference ia due to the w- 
tii of the atmoaphere, d at the satellite, 
The velocity v  ia then mo#ifiad by the atmoapher- 
ic motion to 6iVe 
Orbital perturbationa under the action of 
pure drag (i.e., * = O), 
pheric motion8 witk 
with and without atmod- 
respect to inertial raference, 
have received considerable attention for tha pur- 
pose8 of (1) predicting the orbit of a aatollite 
into the future(dee, for example, Ref. 1) end 
(2) deducing atmospheric propertiea from obaemd 
perturbations (mea, for example, Ref. 2). The 
influence of nonzero lift (@ L 0) haa received 
little attention due to a nukber of factor8 which 
havi? been cited to reduce lift effacta to negli- 
gible valuea. For exmple, randcan ttiling of a 
nonspherical satellite ia often cited aa a reason 
for neglecting lift since the lift vector would 
be randomly oriaatad and tend to a-rage to zero 
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under much conditiona. Second, lift forcaa are 
thought to be nagligible for l atellltea baaed on 
the argwnt that the satellite la a poor nflac- 
tor of mnleculaa aiaca the gaa aurface Interaction 
ia aaad to be inelaatlc. Hcwevar,. the aaaump- 
tion of inelastic reflection la not varifiod ad 
the poaaibility at111 axiat8 of significant lift 
coefflclanta. While many of tha earllor aatsl- 
lltea were nearly apharically l ymnatrlc and ran- 
daply tumbling (uncontrolled altitudea), man7 
recent l atellitea are IW spherical aml may have 
large wing-like configuration8 (much U Skylab) 
and generally require altitude control by.alther 
activa or paaaive mean*. Such aatellltaa may 
then experience lift forcea of greator magnitude8 
than experienced by peat aatellitea. 
Another raaaon that lift'forcea have ra- 
ceived little attention la the poaaibility that 
orbital perturbationa that have been cauaad by 
lift forcea may have been wrongly attributed.to 
other effecta, much am atmospheric motlona. At- 
moapherlc motions that are not colinear with the 
inertial velocity can give rime to pure drag 
forcea with casponenta perpendicular to the in- 
ertial velocity vector. One of the major motion8 
of the upper atmosphere often included in drag 
atudiea. la that'movemant which is correlated 
with the rotation of the earth. The atmosphere 
la anewmad to rotate in inertial space with 
about the amne angular velocity of the earth. A 
pure drag satellite in an inclined orbit would 
then experience component8 of the drag force 
which are perpendicular to the orbital plane. 
Theme forces cause the orbit plane to rotate In 
space. The observation of rates of change of 
the orbital plane of aelected aatellitea ham 
been uaed as evidence of the rate of rotation 
of the upper amoaphere under the assumption of 
pure drag only (see Ref. 3). We will show that 
aerodyncrmic lift forcer can give rise to orbital 
plane changes of magnitudes canparable to thoae 
caused by rotation of the upper atmoaphere. 
Thin la not raant to imply that there la no at- 
mospheric rotation because there la strong evi- 
dence to suggest a co-rotating atmosphere for 
the earth. We will shav, however, that lift 
forcer of seemingly amall magnitude can at least 
produoe orbital plane changes that are of the 
ems magnitude aa those assumed to be caused 
by atmospheric rotation. On thin basin we feel 
that lift effects should be exmined carefully 
in the reduction of orbit perturbation data for 
the purpoae of deducing upper atmospheric mo- 
tion*. 
The purpose of thin paper la to examine the 
eaaeutial characteriatica of orbit.perturbatlona 
that raault when a satellite haa lifting prop 
ertiea. Comparisons will be made with pure drag 
cameo where appropriate and caapariaon will alao 
be made with the effect of the atmosphere ro- 
tating at the earth's rotation rate. Thebaaic 
aerodynamic relation8 will be presented and m 
ployed in the general perturbation equationa. 
Lift forcea will be divided into two claaaea: 
(1) lift forcea in the orbit plane and (2) lift 
forcea perpendiculer to the orbit plane. N-r- 
ical integration of the perturbation equationa 
waa made uaiug an exponential atmosphere for pur- 
poaea of illuatration of the aerodynamic lift 
effect*. Special amphuia is 81-n to the de- 
pendeuce of lift effect8 on high eccentricitlea 
in order to expand on previous work valid at lar 
eccentricltiea. High l ccantrlclty orbita dao 
ham tha effect of coucentratlug all tba aaro- 
dynwlc effect8 at the pmigu~rq&m mince the 
l tmoaphafic dauaity dropa off arponantlally ray 
f- pOri6W. 
II. Aurodyuamic Lift 
In the free molaculo l nvinnant at orbital 
l ltltudaa, aerod~ic lift and drag fomoa are a 
direct function of the interaction of the atwa- 
pharlc gaa wlaculea with tha axpoaad l urfacaa of 
the l atelllte. Tha characterlatlca of the gu 
l urfaca Interaction for collision of upper atma- 
pharlc mnleculaa with satellite material8 at m- 
locltlaa of tha order of 8000 m/sac la not wall 
understood . The gu l urfece interaction la de- 
accgad~&rlmannar ualug amodeldoval- 
f which tha.force acting ou au ols- 
mnt of aurface exposed to tha flar la divided 
Into two ccqmnanta. With mfemnca to Figure 1, 
FIGUBE 1. Illuatration of Forcea &ting Due 
to Gaa Surface Interaction 
the force acting on the aurface will have ccmpo- 
nenta Pi which is the force aaaociated with the 
mamntm carried by the iucaaing molecule8 and' 
F- which la the reaction force aaaaciated with 
dleculea leaving the aurface. The group velocity 
of molecule8 leaving the aurface, U 
4' 
la uaumad 
to be aoma fraction of the group va oclty of tha 
incoming moleculea, U, due to poaalblo lualutic 
colllalona with the aurface. Tha ralationahlp 
between U 
J 
and U la given by 
‘Uj I J-i-q- u 
where the proportiorrality term la expreaaod aa 
Jm in order that the paramater a reatilo 
what Ii cuat~rily ted the the-1 L- 
datlon coefficient. A second par-tar ia lntro- 
ducad to provide the direction of tha reflautad 
fore.. The augle of reflection lu choaan la a 
liuaar ralatlouahip between the angla of lual- 
deuce, 0, and angle of reflection, gj, glvmn by 
% = % Pj + (1 - Pj) 8 
where Pj la the adjuatablo parroter with P 
j 
= C 
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giving specular reflection (Cl = 0) and P = 1 
giving diffusive reflection (4 =n/2, independent 
of w. The maaa~flux impingin$ on an *lament of 
aurface is given by 
. 
m =-PC .ii dA 
where if is the unit outward normal of the my- 
face. The exchange of massntum that taken place 
at the .aurfaca gives the net force acting on the 
aurface 
.p = - (b - dj’ p d . d d A (8) 
The total drag and lift forces acting on an ob- 
ject are obtained by integrating equation 8 over 
the exposed surface of the satellite. Detailed 
results for spheres, cylinders, cones, and flat 
plates are given in reference 4 and 5. 
The above equations show that forces perpen- 
dicular to the velocity vector can only arise 
through the d 
j 
term in equation 8. Since.the 
msgnitude and direction of fl are functions of 
a and P the lift force ac 4 ing on any object 
dlrectlyjielated to the gas surface interaction 
is 
paramsters. This observation provides added mo- 
tivation for the study of lift-induced orbit per- 
turbations, since measurements of such perturba- 
tions could yield information on the gas-surface 
interaction. . . 
For purpose of illustration of lift-induced 
orbit perturbations, flat plate drag and Lift 
properties will be used, given by 
CD = 2 sin Be - 
2J1- sin es co8 f Pj+(2-Pj)'tl 
II 4 
(9) 
CL=- 2J1- sin Ss sin+ Pj+(2-P,)es [ 1 
(10) 
where 8 is the angle of attack >f the flat 
plate. 'For Cl = 0 the plate is edgelon into the 
flow while fog 0 = n/2, the plate has the out- 
ward surface nor%1 into the flow. Equation 10 
shows that the factor,/- plays an important 
role in determining the Liftjmagnitude. If the 
molecules have an inelastic collision with the 
surface, the velocity of reflection may be ex- 
tremely low, the value of a would be near unity, 
and the Lift very small. Ta e perfectly elaatic 
or perfect specular reflection (P = 0, a 
would provide the higheat possibla values J 
= 0) 
of 
lift. 
Laboratory experiments at velocities corre- 
sponding to satellite velocities are not con- 
clusive on the gas surface interaction to expect 
at orbital altitudes. Work by Hulpke8 for ex- 
maple tends to show elastic colLisions while 
other experimenters have found diffusive type 
uncertainties.in upper atmospheric density, accu- 
rate determinations of the gas surface interaction 
from drag studiea 
work by Reiter and 
of drag and torque 
lite provides the best values of gas surface in- 
teraction parameters since atmospheric density la 
eliminated in the analysis. Reiter and Moe, e& 
ploying a number of gas surface interaction modela, 
concluded that the energy accaaaodation a Is 
in the range of .7S - .95. This would putjm 
in the range of .5 to .22. The accommodation c& 
efficient8 coming from their studies are high, 
indicating inelastic collisions. The value of 
Jm is seen to be significant even at high 
ad accourn ation coefficient values (for example, 
a = .99 gives- = .l) which implies that 
11ft forces may also a ave significant values. 
The ratio of lift forces to drag forces act- 
ing on an object is a nondimensional measure of 
the magnitude of Lift effects. For the flat plate, 
this ratio is obtained from equations 8 and 9 
(11) 
The Lift to drag ratio given in the above equa- 
tion is tabulated in Table I for four sets of,gas 
surface interaction parameters. The values are 
tabulated as a function of angle of attack and 
shm that (1) small angles of attack of a flat 1 
plate yield the highest L/D values, (2) specular 
reflection causes the highest L/D values (L/D = 
tan e for specular reflection) and (3) highly 
IneLaGic collisions (a = .99, P = 1) cause 
Lift forces which are almost 107. df the drag 
force . The values of a = 
sen to simulate the gas 1 
.75, P = 1 were cho- 
surface I teraction re- d 
suits obtained by Reiter and Moe. This set of 
parameters produced L/D values of near 0.5 and 
this value of L/D will be used to illustrate the 
orbital perturbation caused by lift forces. The 
intermediate case (a = .5, P. = .5) was chosen 
only to illustrate t a e effect'of reflections 
other than specular and diffuse. The L/D values 
for the intermediate case are seen to be near 
unity at the small angles of attack. 
A typical satellite would not have the high 
L/D values as experienced by the flat plate which 
is an ideal Lifting body at orbital altitudes. 
For comparison, Table II gives the L/D values 
obtained from results given by Sentman (Ref. 10) 
for a typical satellite shape and typical gas 
surface interaction values. The shape is a cy- 
linder with a conical end and having a total 
length of 4 times the diameter. The values of 
L/D are generally lawer than the flat plate val- 
ues because this object maintains a high drag 
profile at all angles of attack. The peak value 
of L/D of .044 is seen to occur at near 250 angle 
of attack. While this L/D is much smaller than 
flat plate values, the Lift force will be nearly 
57. of the drag force for this typical satellite 
.shape. 
Having now established the likely existence 
of aerodynmnic lift forces of magnitudes from a 
few percent of the drag force and greater. the reflection (Ref. 9) or both (Ref. 6). Due to 
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orbitel psrturbetione thet l re cherectarietic 'of 
theme forcsr will be pmeentod. In vi- of the 
f-t tnat the earodynwic dreg force ie tip prin- 
ciplo l ource of orbit81 perturbetione, a lift 
force of even a fw parcent of the dreg form ie 
acpected to bo l ignificent. In order to enhence 
the lift effect8 aud to reduce computer tti, en 
L/D velue of .5 wee choeen for wet of the rtud- 
ier . The camputer l lmuletion q~loyed l light 
l etellite weight l leo for the purpoee of anhenc- 
ing the eerodynmic effects. For there rauacu, 
the rreulte obteined ue not likely-to l iarlete 
any knmm l etellite but era preeented only to 
illuetrete the chuecter of lift-induced orbit 
perturbetione. 
Table X 
Plet Plate Lift to Dreg Retioe 
Be Speculer Diffuee Diffuee Inter. ajd,P d) a =.75, 
j Pj-1 
O- 0.5 0.1 1.0 
2O 
so 
loo 
28.636 11.4 0 
E" 150" 
5.671 
3.732 
45O 
55O 
65' 
85O 
2.145 1 428
1.000 
0.700 
0.466 
0.088 
0.491 0.100 0.997 
0.477 0.099 0.985 
0.453 0.097 0.947 
0.428 0.094 0.896 
0.374 0.087 0.772 
0.318 0.070 0.642 
0.261 0.066 0.514 
0.203 0.053 0.392 
0.145 0.039 0.276 
0,029 P.W 0.054 
LID 
Table II 
for Typical Satellite Shape 
(from Sentman, Ref. 10) 
Asla.of Attack 
0 
10 
15 
3'3 
45 
55 
L/D 
0.0 
0.037 
0.041 
0.044 
0.033 
0.023 
0.013 
III, Orbit Perturbation IZquetione 
The epproech will be eimilar to that taken 
by other8 in that the expreeeiow for perturbing 
force will be l ubetituted into the general per- 
turbetion l quetione for the time derivetime of 
the orculeting orbital element8 a, e, i, w, end 
n; the l ani-major exie, ehcentricity, inclination, 
l rgmmnt of perigee, end right ueenriou of the 
ucendiog node, reepectively. Numeroue good re- 
femme8 provide datailr of the derivetion of 
thora equetione with l pecific application to dreg 
forma (We, for expple, Ref. 11). The tome of 
the equetione wet ureful for thie work era given 
U 
!.Ji’ - 
c- 
2f 
l/ 
(P 8 1 2(1 
LIP T. 02) 
- .2) 
+ (l-2) 
%= 
f coe(e + I#) 
l/2 If2 
(IA 3 ( 1 - a21 
l in I! (13) 
w (14? 
dn 
z- 
r ein (9+(u) 
(p ep2 (1,e2) 1'2ein i 
w (15) 
(16) 
1 a<l-e2) [ 1 
l/2 
-Tz CI 
(a + coo E) N (17) 
r ein (0 + ur) w (18) 
l/2 
(cl a) 2 lf2 (l-e ) ten i 
where 
l/2 -l/2 
f - 1 2 (1-e ) (1 + e CO8 q I (1-e coo E) 
(19) 
The eagle 0, the true enomely, ten be uprereed in 
torw of L, the eccentric encwly, by 
8 I co.-l 
( 
CO8 t - 0 
1 - 0 toe B 1 (20) 
and the radium, r, can elro be axpreeeed u e 
fruiction of E by 
r I a (1 - 8 co8 E) (21) 
The T coaponant of force im tangent to the orbit 
peth end poeitim in the direction of motion; tha 
I coqonent ie paeitive in the direction of the 
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outward noreul to the orbit p&th end la in tlu 
orbit plene; the W caqmaent la the forea pert 
pendiculer to the orbit.plene with poeitiu being 
in the emee direction u the orbit uyuler mu- 
mentw vector. The earodynwic form acting on 
the l etellite will be expreeeed in caponante e- 
long A, T, d W. 
Coneider a flat plats in orbit with the 
orientation of the plate held conetent with re- 
epect to the N, T, W coordinete l yetem. The unit 
vector It will be taken u the norm1 to the flat. 
plate with component8 in the N, T, W directive 
given by 
a+ = CO8 aw COB em 
% = COB 0” sin a, (22) 
aw = sin a, 
Equations 1 and 2 give the 'lift end dreg force as 
a function of the rClative velocityb. The re- 
lative velocity d is first found wtth respect to 
the R, S, W coordinate eyetern in which the B di- 
rection is radially outward from the geocenter 
and S is perpendicular to R and W with positive 
being in the direction of motion. An atmosphere 
rotating et the earth'6 rotation rate, if la to 
be considered the only atmospheric motio8'for 
purposes of this study. The velocity field pr+ 
duced by the atmospheric rotation is given by 
T*=# 
e x F 
= r ne [co13 I s^ - sin I coe(Ekw)f;] (23) 
where f, G, and r are unit vectors. The inertial 
velocity of the satellite is given by 
The relative veioclty 'ct is eaten by equation 4. 
Equations 4, 23, and 24 are substituted into 
equations 1 and 2 to obtain the component8 of lift 
end dreg in the B, S, W coordinate eyetao. The 
obtained from the following relationship between 
the unit vectors 
A 
N=+-[( 1 + e COB e) ^R - e sin e $1 
(25) 
i =+- [a sin 8 P + (1 + e COB e) g] 
Using equations 25 and 22, we find 
(26) 
+ = ; peOw con em (l+ecoe8) 
- co8 s ein INy 0 ala 0 1 
tr I ein 4" 
The engle Oe celled for in the dreg aud lift re- 
letionehipe can be obtained in tones of the orbit 
perllmater end the englee OW end Qf from 
8 a L sin-l J-+- 
( ) 
(27) 
where 
t = i P + (r i-n, r coo 1); +[ne r c08(e+w) 
ein I G] (2W 
It lo convenient t? write the velocity d u l 
fpnction of E end Is. To do thie, the following 
relationehipe are employed 
. 
r = meminE R 
. l/2 
re P a (1 - e2) i 
S/2 
(1 - a coa Q2 ; 
(29) 
Subetitution of there reletionehipe into t 
equatione, end teking camponentl in the 8, 
directlone, we obtain the following compon&e of 
force R, S, end T. 
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S ‘P 
g; %L?s 
t n ein aa 
(1 - e CO8 E) 
C 
2 l/2 Cl.coe I 
- (l-e ) - - (l-e toe n 
( 1 +- % cOtee+Bp) I' 
g I2 1 
u 'P v2 i 
1 
,+ n ale (l- a toe E) a 
-+g- (1 - a cos El2 coo (e .+ w)ein i 
R cot em + 5) 
I 
(32) 
cD ii CL i 
*em Bp -2m .%=P ,m-meal 
of l etollite end n = J pla3. 
Thie concludes the devalopmmt of the orbit 
perturbation relationships. Rquations 30, 31, 
end 32 l loog with the trensfometion relations 
given in equation 25, provide the neceeeary re- 
letioue to write the orbit perturbation equations 
in the form 
etc. 
The etmoephere density celled 
betion equetione is gimn by 
e, 1, w, n, El 
(33) 
for in the perturc 
p (r) = pp 0 - @-hp)/H 
h-P is the density et perigee, h la the 
height 6f perigee, H la the scale hei& et 
perigee, cud h la the height of the satellite 
givenby h P r- 
the earth. 
5 where 5 la the rdiue of 
Iv. Method of Celculetione 
The orbit perturbation equations were inte- 
grated mmericelly using E es the independent 
verieble proce~r .k~tyd;d;~@mg*Kutte fourth order 
discussed in ref.13wer used 
Double precieion vu uead to meintein eccurecy. 
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The step else on AR wee teken es small as 0.1 de- 
gree dapemIing on the rate of variation of the or- 
bital eleaente. The accuracy of the reeulte la 
not expected to be good near the final eteges of 
decay mince the orbital elmnts are changing rap 
idly. Errors aleo build up et lcw eccentricitiee 
due to the high rate of chenge InW which invali- 
detae the assumption of constant orbital enguler 
mmantrnn implied in equations 29. 
The integration of the equctione etepwise 
in C is a departure fran previous work by Cook 
(Ref. 14) in which a series expansion was euploy- 
ed to fecilitate the integration enalytically 
fra 0 to m. We did not take this approach for 
two reeaons: First, the results obtained by Cook 
are only valid et low eccentricities (learn then 
.2) and expensione for high eccentricitiee were 
not found. Second, we were interested in the lift 
effects on orbit decay which are not apparent if 
one tekee, u Cook did, equation 12 to imply that 
lift forcer have no effect on decay of the semi- 
major axis. Equation 12 ehws that the rata of 
chenge in a is, to first order, a function of 
only. forces tengent to the orbital path. For a 
non-rotating atmosphere, drag force8 only would 
produce tangential components and lift forces 
would not effect a. We find that in a non-ro- 
tating atmosphere, n = 0, lift forces do effect 
the value of a ova?! that of drag alone. This 
is clearly a second order effect which we find is 
comparable to the effect of atmospheric rotation 
on a for LID = .5. Result8 such es theee are 
found' by stepwise integration of the orbit equa- 
tions and would be lost if integration frw E E 0 
to 2rr were done assting all parauetera remain 
constant over the interval. 
V. Results 
The results are grouped into three classes 
of lift orientation: (A) Lift forces perpendicu- 
lar to the orbit plane, (D) Lift forces in the 
orbit plane and in the same direction around the 
orbit, end (C) Lift forces in the orbit plane 
which change direction at perigee and apogee. 
The first and last type of lift orientation servos 
to approximate cases in which satellites meintain 
an orientation with respect to inertial space. 
The second type of lift orientation serves to ap- 
proximate the earth oriented object. 
A. Lift Perpendicular to the Orbit Plane 
For a flat plate with angles of orientation 
with rerpect to the N, T, W coordinate system 
given by (BW = constant other than zero, 6 
VG:) ) lift force8 will be produced in the W dire 
which is perpendicular to the orbit plane. The 
effect on the orbit of aarodynemic forces perpen- 
dicular to the orbit plsne have been studied by 
Cook end Plimner (Ref. 15) and Cook (Ref. 16) for 
the care of a satellite having pure dreg with the 
parpandicular forces arising due to the rotation 
of the atmosphere. For c@arison, we took the 
case of a non-rotating atmosphere with en aero- 
dyneuic lift force of L/D = .5 end .l acting per- 
pendicular to the orbit. 
The orbit parclmetere most seneitive to forces 
perpendicular to the orbit plane is the orbital 
inclination I end right ascension of the escend- 
ing node n he pointed out in rafernnce 15, the 
perturbation8 inn ceured by aerodynmic force8 
perpendicular to the orbit are la88 thau .1X of 
thore caured by the Obl&tOM88 of the l rdh. The 
incliuatiou i i8 not affected by earth obletc 
-88 to 8uch Ul Urtent d i8 thUOfOW a 8uoli- 
tive indicator of aerodynmic fotce8 perpendicu- 
l&to .thi plane. 
The characterirtic8 of orbit41 iucliMtioa 
chanS.8 cau8ed by aerodynamic lift war8 found to 
be not much different from there CaU8ad by l tmo- 
8pheric rotation acting on a pure dr8g ratellite. 
One difference ir, of cour8e, that the mitude 
of campouent of drag force in the W direction 
camed by atmorphcric rotation i8 propox+mal to 
8in i wherea aerodynmic lift forcer are iade- 
pendant of i. Therefore, incliuatioo change8 of 
near 8ero inclination orbit8 UU8t be caured by 
wrdyamic lift effect8 only, eince l two8pheric 
rotation can have no influence et zero inclina- 
tion. For cumpariron purpo8e8, the lift induced 
rate of change in inclimxtion with no atmorpheric 
rotation We8 normalized with re8pect to tha in- 
clination rate# of change for a pure drag ratel- 
lite et 1 P 45 in an atmosphere rotating at the 
earth'8 rotation rate. There la8Ult8 are pre- 
8ented in Figu 
F 
2 for L/D = 
with BD = 
.5 s"d L/D - .l 
.2 m l.Kg end 5 = .l m /KS. 
1.0 .I .2 .3 .4 .6 .e .? 
FIGURE 2. Out-of-Plane Effects On Orbital 
Inclination 
The notation 
?I 
is used to signify that the lift 
force i8 in th W direction. Figure 2 ehovs that 
the rate of change in inclination for L/D = .l is 
ovar twice that that would be caused by atmo- 
rpheric rotation. The curve for C/D = .5 shcws 
that the effect is proportional to L/D. Figure 
2 al80 rhowr a cperiron of the etmo8pheric ro- 
tatlou et 1 . 90 with X=e8peCt to that at i = 45O. 
Ihe effect ir proportional to the ratio of the 
8i1mr of the angle8 a8 would be expected. 
Figure 2 rhovr an increeae in the rate ratio 
a8 a function of e. The rea8on for thi8 increa8e 
i8 due to the decrease in diidt for the atm- 
rpheric rotetion effect u e ir iucreued rince 
the imrtial welocity uear perigee increaeer with 
a. The l tmo8pheric rotation effect ou i de- 
crruej riace it i8 proportional to the ratio of 
V to v which decrrue8 with eccentricity. The 
ebdynwic lift force i8 not affected by e 8ince 
L/D ir iudependent of welocity. 
B. In-Plane-Lift Force8 Conetant in Direction 
Consider uow a flat plate with angle8 of 
orientation ruch that g I 0 and 0 Ls conetent 
(other than zero). Thikl orientetia would pro- 
duce a lift force that ie in the N direction sod 
coa8tant in Sign around the orbit. Two ca8e8 will 
be coaridered, (1) L/D = .5 with the lift force 
directed alway in the po8itiwe N direction and 
(2) L/D = .5 with the lift force directed alwayr 
in the negatiwe N direction. As pointed out above, 
equation 12 ehow8 that there lift force8 do not 
caure a chauge in a to firet order. 
We invsetigated the change in a and e (A a/ 
A t and A e/A t) at a point near perigee, but al- 
ways after perigee, U8ing the numerical methods 
dercribed. Ihe rerults are given in figures 3, 4, 
ami 5 in which the effect of lift and the effect 
of atmospheric rotation are both compared to the 
effect8 caused by pure drag only with no atuospher- 
ic rotation. The notation 
% 
i8 ueed t0 8ignify 
that the lift force i8 in th N direction. 
Figure 5 8hm?8 that A a/A t ie poeitive or 
negative depending upon the oriantation of the 
lift vector. The magnitude of the effect ie de- 
pendent on the eccentricity, being larger for 
8m8ller value8 of e. Al80 plotted in Figure 3 
is the effect 8n A a/A t due to a rotating atmo- 
sphere (i = 45 ). The magnitudes of the two ef- 
fact8 are casparable and are Been to be of order 
5% of the drag-nonrotating-atmosphere effect a- 
lone. Ihe lift effects are eecond order effect8 
as pointed out above while the etmoepheric ro- 
tation effect8 are first and second order. The 
first order effect due to atmospheric rotation 
corn??? in becauee the force in the T direction &8 
decreased by the wind for i between 0 and 90 . 
Figure 4 shows that the effect on e hae much 
the same character as the effect8 on 8. 
_ __---------- --- 
I,> 
//- 
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FIGDRg 3. In-Plane-Lift Effect8 on Semi-Major 
hi8 b2.y ht.8 
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Pm 4. En-PlaI'I8-Lift Effect8 011 ECCentriC- 
ity Becey Rates 
Figure 5 8hfx?s the dependence of A e/A t on 
pmigee height for two eccentricity value8 e I .2 
Belw a perigee altitude of 130 Km, 
revgree while the lift effect8 becam larger and 
do not change 8ign as doe8 the atmospheric rotation 
110 120 II) 1Y) 1Y) 
l”lW hrlc Altll”dm. KM 
FIGURE 5. In-Plaue-Lift Effect8 on Inatante- 
lU2OUS Semi-Nejor hi.8 Decay Rate8 
as a Fumtioo of Perigee Weight 
Th8 effect of CoMtant lift on the orbital 
lifetlas is 8howu in Figure 6. The lifetti 18 
computed from tim of initiel couditiow until the 
altitude become8 circular. Although the computation 
technique was not desirned to handle zero eccentric- 
itiO8, little error is involved since tha orbit 
ccentricity urlully would becam zero frw ini- 
tially high valuer only very near final decay. The 
lifetti8 are nonmlizd with re8pect to the life- 
tW of a pure dry 8etellite hming the 8mm drag 
U tha lifti~ 8etellite. The etmu8phem wu taken 
to hmm zero rotation in order to clearly 8hw the 
affect of lift. 'fh& m8Ult8 8hw that in-plm lift 
affect8 teud to decreue the lifetime for high ec- 
centrfcity orbitr, independent of the direction of 
1.1 
1.W 
1.W 
1 h 0 1:: au 
3 
QR 
0.M 
05 
.l .z .3 .4 .6 .6 .7 .8 
Inhid Eantrlcity. 4 
FIGURE 6. In-Plane-Lift Effects on Satellite 
Lifetime8 
the lift vector N(M8umed to be constant in sign 
around the orbit). At lw eccentricitie8, the ef- 
fect on lifetime 18 la88 but there 18 reparation of 
the effect 8ccordiug to the rign 8nd magnitude of 
the lift vector. The m8Ults et lw eccentricities 
contain sonm error due to the rapid rotation of the 
orbit in epace. For thie reason, the magnitude8 of 
the influence on lifetime may be in error at lw 
eccentricitiee by au unknown amount. The curve 18 
presented here in order to ehw the clear tendency 
of lift effect8 to reduce lifetime M eccentricity 
i8 increased. 
With reference to equation 16, the effect of 
aon8t8nt lift force around the orbit ehould have a 
8igni.fic8nt effect on & 8ince the N component of 
fOme 18 multiplied by co8 E. This ~88 al80 noted 
8nd evaluated by Cook (Eef. 14) for lw eccentrici- 
tiel. U8ing the 88~18 eerodynwic valuer used by 
Cook, we evaluated &-for lw and high eccentrici- 
tie8 8nd compared the result8 as reen in Figure 7. 
The COmp&rf8On with the Cook re8ult 18 reen to be 
good et the lwest eccentricitie8 u8ed in our ny 
ice1 work. In ddition, our re8ultr rhw that 
for higher eccentricitie8 continues to decrease with 
lncre~ing e. 
C. In-Pl8ne-Lift Force8 Which Ch8ng e in Sign et - 
Perigee and Apogee 
Con8ider a flat plate flam 8uch that the 
8ngle of ettrrek in the I?f pl8xm ah8nger dircontinu- 
ourly in 8ign, but rem8in8 cowtent in m8gnitude, et 
perigee end woea. TM8 8peciel cue 18 of interert 
rince it h88 the effect of l ppro8im8ting a 8pCb 
crrft with 8ttitude coptrolled with re8pect to in- 
ertial 8pa8. TWO cue8 Uf8e; (1) lift in QO8ftfw 
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FIGURE 7. Argument of Perigee Rate of Change 
with Lift and Drag 
direction of N before perigee and in negative di- 
rection after perigee and (2) lift in negative di- 
rection of N before perigee and in positive di- 
rection after perigee. These types of lift his- 
tories have the effect of making the N ein E term 
in the equation for de/dt (Rq. 13)either always 
negative, case 1, or always positive, case 2. 
Case 1 18 the 8ame as that considered by Cook in 
reference 14. Inetantaneous values of A a/A t 
8nd A e/A t at a point just past perigee for both 
poeitive and negative values of lift are given in 
figure8 2 and 4. Valuer of A e/7 where T is 
the orbit period were computed and found to agree 
well with the result8 published by Cook and will 
not be presented here. Of special interest, hw- 
ever, was the effect of the discontinuous lift 
cases on orbit lifetime which was not considered 
by Cook. 
The lifetime of the orbit was found to be 
etrongly affected by the discontinuous lift cases. 
The results are given in Table III in which the 
lifetime is normalized to the lifetime of a satel- 
lite having drag of the same magnitude as the lift- 
ing satellite and with no atmospheric rotation. 
The lifetimes for case 1 lift historiee were seen 
to be increased by 1.7 to 3.5 this over the drag 
only lifetime8. Only three lifetimes were can- 
puted due to the long computing times required as 
Table III 
Discontinuous Lift Effect on Lifet.ime (L/D=.5) 
(Lifetime) /(Pure Drag Lifetime) 
e 
.l 
.2 
.3 
Case 1 Case 2 
N ein E is Neg. N sin E is PO8. 
1.7 .52 
3.2 .f+s 
3.5 .41 
the eccentricity was increased. The case 2 lift 
history is seen to reduce the lifetime to about 
half compared to the drag-only c&Be. Careful anal- 
y8fS of our reeulte shows that the case 1 lift 
hi8tory ha8 the effect of reducing the perigee de-. 
cay rate of the orbit, thereby reducing the drag 
effect, whereas the case 2 lift history causes the 
perigee height to decrease faster then the pure 
drag case. This effect is best understood by con- 
eidering the relationship for perigee radius, r 
given by P' 
rp = (1 - e) a (35) 
The time derivative of rp is 
2 = (l-e) $ - a $ 
The values of da/dt and de/dt are negative for pure 
drag and for both case 1 and case 2 lift histories. 
The action of case 1 and case 2 lift histories is 
to modify the decay of perigee height with respect 
to the pure drag case in the following manner: 
+ (higher order terms) 
0 
where X is a number of magnitude .l. The plus 
sign is taken for case 1 and the negative sign is 
taken for case 2. The subscript o refers to the 
pure drag values of i- 
P' 
VI. Conclusions 
Satellite lift forces were shown to be of the 
order of a few percent of the drag force for an 
ordinary satellite and may range up to near unity 
for a satellite designed to have high lifting forces. 
Reference to figure 2 concerning the lift effects 
on the orbit inclination leads us to conclude that 
an L/D of only .Ol would produce an orbital in- 
clination rate of change of a magnitude nearly 25% 
of that attributed to atmospheric rotation. Clear- 
ly, then, an attitude stabilized satellite with a 
lift force consistently perpendicular to the orbit 
plane could produce large changes in the inclina- 
tion which may be wrongly attributed to high ve- 
locity upper atmospheric winds. 
The results obtained concerning the effect 
of different lift histories on the lifetime of the 
orbit are conclusive on three points:, (1) constant 
lift directed either positive or negative along N 
about the orbit causes a reduction in lifetime at 
high eccentricities, (2) a discontinuous lift with 
change in sign at perigee and apogee,such as to 
have positive lift before perigee,causes increased 
lifetime over a drag-only satellite, (3) a discon- 
tinuous lift change of the other type, in which 
the lift is negative before perigee, causes a re- 
duced lifetime of the satellite. These conclusions 
are apparent from the results given in figure 6 
and those given in Table III. 
Due to difficulties we had in the numerical 
procedure near final decay of the satellite, the 
rnnnbers on lifetime may be in error. For this 
reason, we stress that the results merely provide 
the character of the orbital perturbations dne to 
lift and may be in error in absolute value. ,We 
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Future work should be done on the observation 
of lifting effects on existing satellite orbit8 iu 
order to confirm the rerulta obtained here. In 
addition, analytic work and further numerical 
etudier need to be done on the influence of lift 
the orbital elementa. on 
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Abstract' : : 
A new approach to the analysia'of falling 
sphere drag data is described in which the data 
from tw trajectories through the same region of 
the atmosphere are.analyzed simultanequ8ly. The 
analysis provides important aerodynamic infor- 
mation which ?a used to obtain an improved value 
of atmospheric di&ity. The technique is applied 
to a set of falling sphere:data in which a sphere 
trsn8ition-flow parameter and atmospheric density 
results are obtained in the SC-120 ltln region from 
published data for falling.spberes over Kwajalein. 
Another set of data for a falling sphere teat over 
Wallops Island is also analyzed with comparable 
results. 
Introduction 
The falling sphere technique has been the 
prime source of measurements of atmospheric 
density and temperature in the important altitude 
range of 80 to 120 km. In particular, the result8 
from three falling sphere experimental groups 
provided the information used to supplement the 
1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere."' These groups 
were Peterson,-Hansen, McWatters and Bonfanti,' of 
the University of Michigan; Faire and Champion* of 
the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories; and 
Pearson' of Australian Weapons Research Establish- 
ment. The results obtained by these groups are 
summarized in the 1966 supplements to the U. S. 
Standard Atmosphere.' The method of analyeis in 
all these experiments was to first measure the 
acceleration, a, acting on the sphere from either 
trajectory analysis or accelerometer readings. The 
drag equation 
Drag -+'c,,h - ma (1) 
is than employed to deduce the density, p, where V 
is the velocity, CD is the drag coefficient, x is 
a reference area and m is the mess. The mass, 
acceleration, velocity, and area are all measured 
quantities, leaving only p and CD as unknowns in 
equation (1). A table of CD as a function of 
Reynolds number, R,. and Mach number, M, is usually 
employed to obtain a value.of CD. A density value 
lo than determined by solving equation (1). Since 
CD is a function of Reynolds number and Mach 
number which are density and temperature dependent, 
*This work was supported by the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Adminietration under Contract 
NASg-28248 through NASA/MSFC, Huntsville, 
Alabama. 
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'the analysis of the drag data.uaually involves l 
nunber of interationa until there is convergence 
,to a final density value. 
The work reported here is the remult of an 
examination of the falling sphere technique for '\ 
the purpose of proposing possible improvaPents, 
particularly in the area of aerodynamics. As with 
all.drag deduced density experimenta,.the value8 
employed for the drag coefficient in the data 
reduction is a major source of error. The poaai- 
bility of error due to drag coefficient is largest 
in the.00 to 120 b region, due to the paesage of 
the sphere through various aerodynamic regimes. A 
typical falling sphere trajectory will be in a 
free molecule flow regime at high altitude and will 
pass through transition flow into continum flow at 
low altitudes during descent. In addition, the 
speed of the falling sphere may pass from subsonic 
to supersonic and back to subsonic during a typical 
trajectory. 
A coneiderable improvement in knowledge of 
sphere drag coefficients has been made recently 
through s comprehensive experimental program at 
AR0 which was sponsored by AFCRL for specific 
application to the falling ephere program. The AR0 
work reported by Bailey and Hiatt6 covers a 
velocity range from 0.1 to 6.0 in Mach number and 
a Reynolds number range from 20 to 100,000. While 
this data is extremely useful, there is still a 
lack of accurate information for the near-free 
molecule drag coefficients which would correspond 
to Reynolds numbers below 100. 
In the work reported here, two new methods 
of falling sphere data analysis are proposed 
which should find application in the low density, 
high altitude region of the atmosphere where 
accurate aerodynamic information is still lacking. 
The proposed methods involve the simultaneous 
analysis of the trajectory of two spheres 
travelllng through the same region of the atmo- 
sphere with different velocity. As an illus- 
tration. the falling sphere data of Peterson,' 
et al. and Peterson and McWatters' is analyzed 
using one of the proposed techniques. 
Basic Theory of Dual Falling 
Sphere Experiments 
Consider an experiment in which two sphere 
drag measurements are performed in the sam8 
region of the atmosphere but at different 
velocities. 
Dl - + P v; CD 14 (2) 
D2 CD2 x2 
Since the spheres are in the s-e region of the 
atmosphere, the values of density are the ssme for 
equation (2) and (3). Assume also that the 
dependence of CD on p, V and a third quantity B, 
which will be discussed later, is well understood. 
,' Then, in general 
CD1 (P, B, VI) + CD2 (P, B, v2) (4) 
and equations (2) and (3) represent a set of two 
equations in the unknowns p and B. The values of 
p and B are found by solving equations (2) and (3) 
simultaneously. 
P - P CD,, D2, VI, Vg, x1, x2) 
B - B (D1s D2, V1. V2, ^I. x2) (6) 
In the process, not only is a value of density 
obtained but also the two drag coefficients are 
determined for the two cases. 
The basic theory of dual falling sphere 
analysis depends on the fact that the drag 
coefficient is not independent of the velocity and 
can be written as the function of two other 
parameters at most. The dependence of the drag 
coefficient on density and the quantity B must be 
known in order to write equations (5) and (6). The 
quantity B will be seea to be the temperature 
for the first case discussed below and the 
transition flow parameter for the second case. 
If the drag coefficient were a function of more 
than.two unknowne, for example 
CD = CD (P, Bt, BS, B,. ’ ’ ’ %) 
then two possibilities exist. One could consider 
multiple falling sphere experiments designed so 
that a + 1 drag measurement would provide infor- 
mation necessary to invert the m + 1 drag 
equations, giving 
P-P (D1,D2 l * *  D,,,‘h V2,““V,+rA1.A2’*‘~l) 
Bl - B1 (Dl, Dp, '** Dm+l, Vl l **.*) 
B2 - B2 (Dl, D2. l ** Dm+l, V1 l ****) 
. 
. 
B, - B, (Dl, l *** Ddl, Vl, l *...) 
The second possibility, aad the one more 
practical to consider, would be to assume all 
(8) 
but 
two of the quantities needed to determine the drag 
coefficient in equation (7). An error is of course 
made depending upon the accuracy of the 
assumptions but the total error is expected to be 
leas thaa in single falling sphere analysis where 
all the Bi quantities must be assumed. The approach 
taken in the following discussion is to&iuce the 
unknowns in the drag coefficient to the density aad 
one-other quantity called B in the above. The 
potential of the dual falling sphere technique 
appears .to be greatest in the high altitude region 
in which the flow is free molecule and the drag 
coefficient is very' sensitive to the atmospheric 
temperature as discussed in the next section. 
Temperature and Density 
Determination in Free Molecule Flow 
In the free molecule flow regimf the drag 
coefficients of a sphere is strongly dependent 
upon the speed ratio for speed ratios of order 
unity and less. The speed ratio is defined as the 
ratio of the sphere velocity to the thermal 
velocity of the gas given by 
s - v/dEF (9) 
the free molecule sphere drag coefficient is 
obtained from free molecule theory to be 
sfm - 2 [(l+$-3) erf S+ 
+ ($+-$) $1 (l+ K) (lo) 
where K is a factor of order unity dependent on 
the gas surface interaction. 
The drag coefficient is found to be inde- 
pendent of density In a free molecule flow. The 
nature of the dependence of CD on S is better 
illustrated by the expansion of equation (10) for 
the cases of large and small values of S. The 
results are 
.- 
CDfm 2 
'i 
yS+ij 8 1 8 s-L 
240 
s’ 1 (l+K) 
(11) 
S 11.25 
CDfm - + 1 (1 + K) 
(12) 
S 1. 1.25 
Equation (11) shows that CDfm tends to infinity 
as S tends to zero while equation (12) shows that 
CDfm tends to 2 (l+K) as S tends to infinity. 
Values of S of order unity and less are seen to 
cause the greatest variation in CDfm. 
Since falling sphere velocities at high 
altitudes typically correspond to speed ratios 
of unity or less, a dual falling sphere analysis 
may be feasible and fruitfully applied in this 
region. Consider two sphere drag measurements 
at free molecule conditions 
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‘1 l l’A1 - + P ‘1’ CDf,, (S1. x1) 
- i P v1’ CDfa (T, V1, Kl) 
-2 l 2/A2 * t. PVzf Qfa (S2, $1 
- ; Ps2 CDfn U. v2. K2) (14) 
where the speed ratio has been written as a 
function of teperature which must be the same for 
both measurements. Since free molecule drag 
coefficient Is independent of density. tha dearity 
c&n be eliminated in the above equations givi~ 
'1 a1 
$v2cD fm 0. VI, K1) A1 
(15) 
m2 p2 
-1 
yv2c Dfm (T, Vgr K2) A2 
Equation (15) now contains the unknowns T, K1, and 
K2. If the two spherea have the same surface 
propertiee and Vlis not much different from V2,one 
would expect the gas surface interaction to be the 
rame for both spheres, Therefore, 
K1 - K2 - K 
and the common factor (l+K) can be eliminated 
from equation (15). leaving a single equation in 
the unknown temperature T. merefore. from 
equation (15) 
T - T (ml al, m2 as, V1, V2, Al. AZ) (17) 
and either equation (13) or (14) may be used to 
obtain 
0, Vs K)] 
Notice that the value of K becomes importent in 
determining the value of density but 1t1 not 
required in determining temperiture. 
Discu~clion of Proposed Free 
Molecule Analy(1Ie8 
The abovc procedure would provide a more 
accurate measurement of taperature at high 
altitudes than that proviqed by single sphere 
experiments. In single falling sphere experiments, 
the temperature 16 deduced from the dendty values 
by integration of the hydrostatic l quatioa 
beginning at the high altitudes. Am discuared by 
Barman, Clung, Jones 8nd Liu.' this method of 
d~terriaing temperature 10 subject to large errors 
at th@ high altitudes. The dual sphere analysis. 
however, is indepeaqent of the deneitp detcrmi- 
aation aad become8 more accurate at higher 
altitude6 where free molecule condition8 prevail. 
A survey of published falling Sphere data did 
not produce data of the type needed for an example 
analysis of the free molecule type. The proper 
data could be obtained by launching two spheres at 
near the asme time but with different velocities. 
Another technique would be to track the sphere 
both during ascent and descent since the veloci- 
ties would be different due to drag effectcl. Data 
of the latter type is .available but only Et lower 
altitudes where the flow is transition rather 
than free molecule. Analyrnis in the transition 
regime is considered in the following section. 
Dual Falling Sphere Analyeie 
in the Transition Regime 
As a falling sphere passes into regions of 
greater density, the drag coefficient must change 
from a free molecule value (2 aad greater) to a 
continuum value (1 and less). The flow regime 
between the limits of free molecule and continuum 
is termed the transition flow regime. Since no 
theoretical expression is available which can be 
accurately applied to the transition flow regime, 
empirical and semi-empirical relationships are 
commonly employed. One such relationship given by 
Matting3 has application to drag coefficient 
determination in the near-free molecule side of the 
transition regime. The expression is given as 
'D - CD, + (CDfm - CD& e-E'Kn (19) 
where CDc is the continuum drag coefficient, Kn is 
the Kundsen number, and E is the parameter which 
must be dttermined from experiment. The above 
equation is semi-empirical based on a first 
collision analysis of near-free molecule flow. 
For application to falling sphere analysis 
the quantity E/Kn can be expressed as a function 
of density since 
where r is the sphere radius. Therefore, write 
E/Kn E C-J p r (20) 
where Cg will be termed the transition flow onset 
parameter. SinOe CDfm and CDc are fUnCtiOIIS Of 
velocity, temperature, and the gas surface inter- 
action, the functional dependence of the 
traneition flow drag coefficient is written from 
equatione (19) and (20) 
=D - CD (P, C3, T, v, K) (P) 
since CD contains four UnhOm patSmeterS, 
two parameters muet be assumed in order to perform 
dusl krLkg sphere analysis in the transition (falling) 
.rglPe. The value of temperature will be assumed 
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to be given by the usual methods of integration of 
the hydrostatic equation since Bartman,' tt al. 
point out that the temperature deduced by the 
integration methods becomes more accurate at the 
lowtr altitudes. The second parameter to be 
assumed in the analysis is the gas surface interr 
action parameter, K. The value of K * 0 will be 
employed in the analysis for reasons discussed 
later. A gas surface interaction in which 
molecules are reflected in the specular direction 
corresponds to K - 0. independent of the degree 
of accommodation to the surface temperature. 
Therefore, C3, is chosen as the unknown parameter 
which will be determined in the analysis in 
addition to the density p. The value of C3 is not 
well established due to a lack of experimental 
results in the near-free molecule regime. The 
analysis will then help establish the value of 
this important parameter for use in future experi- 
merits. 
Raving chosen the unknown parameters, the 
method of analysis is similar to the free molecule 
flow analysis. Consider two drag measurements 
in the transition regime at the same region of the 
atmosphere but at different velocities. 
% * + p vi2 aDcl+ (CDfml- cDcl ) e-C3Pr I A 
D‘ - 3 p V2' 
w-9 
2 cDc2+ (CDfm2-CDc2 ) emC3Pr I 
A 
where the spheres are taken to be the same size ao 
that A1 - A2 - A and r * 1 r2 - r. The quantity 
exp (-C3pr) can be eliminated In the above 
equation giving a single equation in the unknown 
density p. 
(Dl/++ (cDfm2- ~Dc2)-(D2/+V;A)(~Dfml-~Dcl) 
P’ (23) 
cDc1 CDfm2- cDc2 CDfml 
and C3 is found from either of equations (22) once 
a value of-p is determined from equation (23). 
L In C3--p 
ID/+ V2 A) + - CD, 1 (24) CDfm - cDc 
., The transition flow analysis has been 
successfully applied to five sets of falling sphere 
measurements over Kwajalein made by the University 
of Michigan group in 1963 and 1964 as described in 
the next section. 
Analysis of Kwajalein Falling 
Sphere Measurements 
The University of Michigan falling sphere 
measurements consist of data taken both during 
ascent and during descent for one of the three 
spheres tjected from the rocket during the ascent 
phasti The spheres were made of Mylar inflated 
with lsopentane having an inflated diameter of 
0.66m and a mass of 50 grams. The vdlocitr 
altitude history of a typical flight is'shown in 
Figure 1. In thisparticular flight there is aa 
ovtrlap of ascent and descent data in the region 
between 90 and 110 km. Data of the type shown in 
Figure 1 art suitable for analysis as a dual fall- 
ing sphere experiment using the method outlined 
above. 
Unfortunately, not all flights had regions of 
overlap. Of the 13 successful flights over ,' 
Kwajalein, only six have any overlap. The sounding 
number and the region of overlap of the ascent and 
descent are the following: 
Sounding 2; 100 to 102 bn 
Sounding 3; 99 to 102 km 
Sounding 8; 104 to 109 km 
Sounding 12; 99 to 104 km 
Sounding 13; 96 to 107 Ion 
Sounding 14; at 102 km 
The plots of these data are given in the reference 
by Peterson,3et al. The data used for the work 
reported here was obtained in the form of computer 
output of the University of Michigan analysis, a 
sample of which is also given in reference 3. The 
temperature data obtained in that analysis was 
used directly in this work after smoothing over the 
data in the region from 80 to 120 ha using a third 
order least squares polynomial. The drag term 
required in equations (23) and (24) was obtained 
using the published values of CD and p in the 
following relationship 
D - - (P CD> 
+ V2A 
published values (25) 
Due to noise in the data, the application of 
equations (23) and (24) could not be made point 
by point. A smoothing of the data was then 
performed over the region of 80 to 120 km employ- 
ing a second order least squares polynomial fit. 
This meant that the ascent and descent 
trajectories were smoothed over a distance of about 
20 km. 
The CD 
f 
values used were obtained from either 
equations ( 'P) or (12) and CD, values were obtained 
using a polynomial fit to the data given in 
Reference 6 for the highest Reynolds numbers. The 
mean molecular weight needed to determine speed 
ratio or Mach number was obtained from a polynomial 
fit to the mean molecular weight given in the 1962 
U. S. Standard' for the region between 80 and 120 
km. 
Discussion of Results for 66om Spheres 
Values of C3 were calculated in the region 
of overlap for each of the soundings. Due to the 
smoothing operations only one value of C3 could 
be obtained from each sounding. Soundings number 
8, 13, and 14 were analyzed using all the data 
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points provided in the 80 to 
results are 
C3W = 3.8200 x 
120 km region. The 
10' nr/kg 
C3(13) - 3.2352 x.10' m2/kg 
C3(14) - 5.2345 x 10' m2/kg 
The data for soundings 2 and 3 were noisier 
than the rest and a value of C3 could only be 
obtained After eliminating a number of the most 
divergent points. The results were 
c3(2) - 5.852 x 10' m’/kg 
C3(3) - 15.924 x 10' m'lkg 
The noisy data associated with these results is 
likely tht cause for the values being higher than 
for the other three. 
The data for sounding 12 was smooth yet a 
solution for C3 could not be obtained. It should 
be noted, however, that sounding 12 was also cause 
for concern by the Michigan group because of the 
l nomoulous behavior which they felt might be due 
to a small leak in the inflated sphere. 
Results From 7 In. Sphere 
Additional overlapping falling sphere data was 
obtained for an accelerometer instrumented 7 in. 
sphere experiment over Wallops Island flown in196L. 
The data is published in NASA-CR-29 by Peterson and 
McWatters' consisting of results obtained from the 
first tests of the accelerometer system. The 
method of analysis was the same as used on the 
66cm data. The result obtained was 
C3 (7 in) - 1.5583 x lo6 dkg 
This result is within a factor of two of that 
obtained for soundings 8, 13. and 14. The factor 
of two difference may be due to the different 
surface properties of the 7 in. as compared to the 
66cm. Also, the 7 in. sphere enters the 
transition regime at a lower altitude than does 
the 66cm sphere due to its smaller size. The 
different molecular composition at lower altitudes 
may cause a change in C3. These questions could 
be answered by analysis of more 7 in. trajectory 
data. 
Atmospheric Density Calculations and 
Discussion of Results 
After determining a value 6or C3, the drag 
data taken in the original experiment may be 
reanalyzed to obtain new values of density employ- 
ing equation (22).An iterative technique was 
employed using the unsmoothed temperature and 
drag values givtn in Reference 3. A comparison 
was made of the density values given in reference 
3 with the density values obtained using 
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C3 - 4 x lOam'@g which represents an average of 
the results for soundings 8, 13, and 14. A point 
by point caparison was made for each of the 
soundings 8, 13. and 14 and the average was 
obtained. The results are presented in Figure 2 
which shows that the densities calculated using 
the methods described in this paper produce 
generally higher values than obtained in the 
original experiments. 
Figure 3, obtained from reference 2, shows 
the mean values of density obtained in all 13 of 
the original experiments as compared to the 1962 
U. S. Standard.' This figure shows that the 
original analysis resulted la a nearly 10% lower 
density value above 100 km than given in refer- 
ence 1. Application of the results of the current 
work shown in Figure 2 would cause the density to 
be nearly equal or somewhat greater than tht 
U. S. Standard above 100 km. Both methods of 
analysis give a higher density in the 90 to 100 km 
region than that given in the U. S. Standard, but, 
neither analysis is correct in this region as 
discussed in the following: 
In the 90 to 100 Ion region, the Knudsen number 
is of order .l as is shown In Figure 2. Transition 
flow is considered to be within the limits of 10 
to .l which means that in the 90 to 100 Ion region 
the flow is near continuum rather than near free 
molecule. For this reason, equation (19). which 
is derived on the basis of near free molecule 
theory, is likely not valid in this lower region. 
The results could be improved by employing a more 
valid relationship. The method of analysis vould 
remain the same however. 
The results obtained in the 90 to 100 km 
region in the original analysis, reference 3. are 
also not correct due to inaccurate values of CD. 
The recent work on CD reported in reference 6 shove 
that the values of CD used In the original 
analysis were,about 10% higher than those measured 
in the wind tunnel. Therefore, somewhat higher 
values of density would be obtained in the 90 to 
100 km region but not to the degree indicated by 
the results shown in figure .2. 
Above 100 km, an average 10% higher density 
is found using the CD values calculated from the 
transition flow analysis. This difference can 
partly be explained by the difference in the 
treatment of the gas surface interaction. In the 
current analysis, a value of K - 0 was ustd while 
in reference 2 the treatment of the gas surface 
interaction resulted in an additive term of the 
form 2fif3Sw was used where Sw is the speed 
ratio molecules would have if they obtain the 
temperature of the sphere wall, Tw - 300'K. Values 
of K which would cwpare more to the assumption 
made in reference 3 were attempted but the results 
for C3 obtained for higher values of K were not as 
consistent as the ones obtained with K * 0. In 
some cases, no solution for C3 could be found for 
K greater than zero. These results tend to 
-- 
iudlcate that K - 0 is a proper choice but more 
conclusive evidence is needed in order to f& this 
important parameter. 
Conclusions 
The method of analysis reported here has 
demonstrated potential for application in high 
altitude falling sphere experiments. The values 
of C3 obtained represent one of the first experi- 
mental measurements of this quantity under high 
altitude conditions. More accurate values of C3 
are needed to remove this unknown in the analysis 
of falling sphere experiments could then be 
designed to measure still other unknown quantities 
such as temperature. Dual falling sphere measure- 
ments of both temperature and density at high 
altitudes have been proposed and appear to be an 
experiment well wrth performing. 
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Figure 3. Departure from standard atmosphere of 
of the mean and standard deviations of 
13 density measurements deduced in the 
original experiments at Kwajalein 
Island (plot is copied from reference 2). 
Figure 2. Average of ratio of density computed 
ueing equation (19) and density 
obtained in original experiment for 
soundings 8. 13; and 14 with 
C3 - 4 x 10' m’fkg. 
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CHAPTER V 
A SPHERE DRAG BRIDGING RELATIONSHIP IN THE LOW 
MACH NUMBER TRANSITION REGIME 
50 
A-Sphere Drag Bridging Relationship in the Low 
Mach Number Transition Regime* 
bY 
** : 
Gerald R. Karr 
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Introduction 
Transition flow is defined as the flow regime in which the mean 
free path of the gas molecules is of the same order as a typical dimension 
of the body under consideration. 1 At the boundaries of the transition 
regime are the free molecule regime (mean free path much larger than the 
characteristic dimension) and the continuum regime (mean free path much 
less than the characteristic dimension). The drag coefficient of a sphere 
is known to change markedly in the transition flow regime between the 
limits of free molecule and continuum flow and is a strong function of 
Mach Number. The drag coefficient in the free molecule regime approaches 
infinity at zero Mach Number and approaches a value near 2 at hypersonic 
Mach numbers. At the continuum limit, on the other hand, the sphere drag 
coefficient has a more complex nature which is known to depend on the 
Reynold's Number and the turbulence or lack of turbulence in the flow. 
In this work, however, the high density boundary of the transition regime 
will be assumed to be at Re 02 z lo4 for which the drag coefficient has 
a value of near 0.4 at subsonic velocities, increases in the transonic 
regime to a value of near 1.0 and approaches 0.92 at hypersonic velocities. 
* 
Research supported under National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Contract NAS8-28248, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. 
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The continuum limit 'of the transition regime was taken as Re = lo4 for a0 
two reasons: (1) the sphere drag data employed in this work all corre- 
sponds to Re < lo5 and (2) sphere drag variations which occur above 
Re OD = lo4 are more clearly correlated with continuum parameters (Re and 
turbulence) rather than what is normally considered transition flow 
parameters (Kn and surface to gas temperature ratio). 
Due to the lack of adequate theory of the aerodynamics in the 
transitional regime, analytic determination of the sphere drag coefficient 
is usually made through semi empirical relations which are based on near 
free molecule flow theory and experimental results. These formulas are 
called bridging relationships, a number of which are reviewed in refer- 
ences 2,.,L3.,and 4. The accuracy of a bridging relationship may be de- 
termined by comparison with experiment and most formula have at least 
one free parameter in order to obtain a best fit with given data. As 
discussed in reference 4, it is found, however, that available bridging 
relationships are typically accurate only over a limited range in 
Mach Number and Knudsen Number. The purpose of this paper is to report 
on a bridging formula which, with three free parameters, was found to 
predict to about 6% accuracy the sphere drag results obtained by the 
ballistic range method by Bailey and Hiatt.' Although Bailey and Hiatt 
provide plots of curve fits of drag coefficient as a function of Reynold's 
Number to a claimed accuracy of f 2%, the analytic results obtained here 
are provided as a function of Knudsen Number and have the advantage of 
allowing for ready interpolation as a function of Mach Number and Knudsen 
Number. Finally, it should be noted that the results obtained here are 
applicable only to fitting the Bailey and Hiatt measurements which are 
somewhat unique for sphere drag data in that the sphere surface temperature 
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was equal to the gas temperature (Tw/T, = 1). The results then have 
application, for example, to falling sphere data analysis where T~/T~~ 1 
but would not be applicable to wind tunnel data where typically TJT~ >>l. 
The Bridging Relationship 
The bridging relationship used in this work is a modification of 
that developed by Matting6 and also given by Rott and Whittenburg. 7 
Using a first collision, two fluid flow approximation, Matting obtained 
the result which can be written as 
'D = 'DC + - 'D ew 
E/Kn 
C 
(1) 
where CD is the drag coefficient, CD is the continuum drag coefficient, 
C 
cDFM 
is the free molecule drag coefficient, Kn is the Knudsen Number 
(defined as Kn = mean free path/sphere diameter), and E is the free 
parameter. Equation 1 is seen to provide the correct limits as Kn is 
allowed to vary. At the free molecule flow limit, Kn + co, which gives 
'D = 'DyM* At the continuum limit which in this work is taken as Re = 104, co 
Kn * 0, which gives CD = CD . The limits are approached asymptotically 
C 
which is what is observed experimentally. As will be shown, however, 
Equation 1 is not found to accurately predict the CD variation in the 
low Mach Number transition regime for any value of the free parameter E. 
Equation 1 is found to predict a much steeper variation in CD than what 
is observed in recent experimental results of Bailey and Watt.' 
In order to correct the failure of Equation 1, a second free 
parameter was introduced which was found.to improve the accuracy con- 
siderably. The new form of the bridging relation is given by 
CD = CD," kDF, - CDc ) e - E'(Kn)X (2) 
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where x is the new free parameter introduced her.e. By raising Kn to a 
power; the steepness .of the var&ation of CD with respect to Kn may be 1. : 
controlled, thereby better fitting the experimental results. 
Met&d of Determination of Free Parameters 
: . 
The'values'of free parameters are determined from a be& fit to 
. 
experimental data. The experimental data used here is that reported by 
Bailey and Hiatt' 
e. 
which are obtained by the ballistic range method for 
which TWIT a, = 1 and covers a. range in Mach Numbers from 0.1 to 6.0 and 
a range in Reynold's Numbers from 15 to 50,000. Due to a lack of coverage 
in the transition regime at the lowest Mach Numbers, the data used in 
this work is limited to between M,FY .72 and M M 6.0. m Also, since only 
6 of the 35$ d'ata points in the range have lo4 < Rea, < 105, a value of 
Re 43 = lo4 has been used as the continuum limit. This range in flow 
parameters is of particular interest to falling sphere data analysis and 
also has application to satellite reentry and sounding rocket trajectories. 
Bailey &id Biatt provide tables of the experimental results : 
arranged in groups of approximately the same Mach Number. For example, 
32 measurements of sphere drag coefficients were made for 1.'45 5 M,s 1.65 
and 36 measurements made for 2.8 5 M, 5 3.2 (see Table I for complete 
list). For each measurement the values of M,, Re,, and CD are given from 
which a Knudsen Number can be derived using' 
Kn= += (3) 
where R is the 'mean free path;d is the sphere diameter, and y =“1.4. 
The continuum and free molecule drag coefficients are assumed to 
be functions of Mach Number only. The free molecule drag coefficient8 
is given by 
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(4) 
where erf is the error function and where S is the speed ratio given 
by s = VI d- 
2 RT , which can also be expressed in terms of Mach Number 
asS=M 
d---l 
y/2. The quantity K in Equation 4 is a factor of order unity 
dependent on the gas surface interaction. 
Since the evaluation of Equation 4 is complicated by the presence 
of the error function, a useful expansion of Equation 4 for low and high 
values of S was employed in the analysis. The results of the expansion 
are 
CDFM 
-+ + + + S - ?- 210 S3 1 (1 + K) (5) 
CDFM 
(S 2 1.25) = 2 1 + 1 - 1 
s2 4s4 1 (1 + K) (6) 
which are accurate to better than .l% with respect to Equation 4. 
The continuum values of drag coefficient were obtained also from 
Bailey and Hiatt using values of CD versus M for Re = 10,000 which, for co 
the Mach numbers of interest here, correspond to Kn w 10 -4 . The ex- 
pression employed is given by 
CD (M 3 1.0) = .92 + .166/~ - .366/~~ 
C 
(7) 
which is found to give an accuracy of at least 5% with respect to ,the 
experimental results. For Mach Numbers below 1.0, the following values 
were used 
% (.l < MI 1.0) = .403 - .142 M2-+ .459M4 (8) 
C 
, 
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Using the relations given above, the data in a given,Mach Number 
group were used to find the best values of x and E in a least squares 
;. .: 
..E sense. The least squares equation was written and the partial derivatives 
with respect to x and E were found. A computer program was developed to 
find the values of x and E which made the derivatives zero and thereby 
made the error a minimum. 
Results and Discussion 
For each Mach Number set tested, a root-mean-square (rms) value 
was computed and used as a measure of the accuracy of the fit for that 
set of data. The value of K required for the free molecule ,drag co- 
efficient value was found to have influence on the results obtained. 
The KMS value for a given Mach Number was found to be improved if the 
value of K was taken to be a small negative number. Therefore, K becomes 
a third free parameter of the fitting process. 
The least square results showed that x and K have a Mach Number 
dependence while E is nearly constant. The x and K values were found to 
be nearly linear in Mach Number and approximated by the following rela- 
tionships, 
x = .399 + .016 M (9) 
K = -. 002438 - .01842697 M (10) 
and the average value of E was found 
E = .212 (11) 
A set of x, K, E values are thus obtained over the full range of Mach 
Numbers under consideration. Equations 9, 10, and 11 were employed in 
Equation 2 and the results compared to the AR0 drag data. The KMS values 
that resulted are given in Table I along with the number of data points 
and the values of x, K, and E. The average RMS value of the 16 sets of 
data tested in Table I IS .059. 
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Figure 1 shows a plot of CD vs Kn for six of the seventeen sets 
of data employed in the analysis. I The bridging relationship is shown 
as the solid lines which are calculated based on the midrange Mach 
number of a given set of data. The figure illustrates the success of 
the bridging relationship'in the transition regime and shows that much 
of the 6% rms error can be traced to scatter in the data which is nearly 
f 10% at some values of Kn. One failure worth noting, howeyer, is the 
tendency of the bridging reiationship to underestimate the C D value in 
the 10 -3 -2 < Kn < 10 range by about 5% in some cases. This is likely 
a slip flow influence which has not been taken into consideration in 
this work. 
Table I ., ' 
RMS Values of Curve Fit to AR0 Data Using Equations 9, 
10, and 11 in Equation 2 
Midrange Mach Number of 
Mach Number Number Range Data~ Points X E K RMS 
.72 .70 - .74 
.81 .79 - .83 
.915 .88 - .95 
.965 .96 - .97 
.989 .98 - .998 
1.135 1.08 - 1.19 
1.25 1.2 - 1.3 
1.375 1.3 - 1.45 
1.55 1.45 - 1.65 
1.75 1.65 - 1.85 
2.05 1.9 - 2.2 
2.55 2.4 - 2.7 
3.00 2.8 - 3.2 
4.00 3.8 - 4.2 
5.00 4.8 - 5.2 
7 
9 
20 
10 
8 
24 
15 
28 
32 
23 
30 
18 
36 
28 
40 
.4105 
.4120 
.4136 
.4144 
.4148 
.4172 
.4190 
.4210 
.4238 
.4270 
.4318 
.4398 
.4470 
.4630 
: .4790 
.212 -.016 .013 
.212 -.017 .076 
.212 -.019 .065 
,212 -.020 .123 
l 212 -.021 .082 
.212 -.023 .036 
,212 -.025 .055 
,212 -.028 .075 
.212 -.031 *OS0 
.212 -.035 .051 
.212 -.040 .060 
.212 -.049 .059 
.212 -.058 .054 
.212 -.076 .060 
.212 -.095 .041 
6.00 5,8 - 6.2 33 .4950 .212 -.113 .042 
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Conclusions 
A sphere drag bridging relationship has been developed for the 
low Mach Number transition flow regime which fits recent experimental 
results to an accuracy of about 6% rms. The experimental results used 
were exclusively those reported by Bailey and Hiatt in tests ran at AR0 
and reported in March 1971 in which the sphere surface temperature was 
equal to the gas temperature. The results of this work should have 
application, for example, to the analysis of falling sphere data in 
which Tw/T M 1. OD 
Due to the unique nature of the Bailey and Hiatt data (i.e., 
Tw/Tco = l), it is of interest to examine the conclusions these data 
indicate concerning the nature of the transition flow regime. Using 
the parameters found in fitting these data, Eq. 2 was plotted, CD vs M, 
(Fig. 2) for 0 < Kn < 03 and . 1 < M < 6 for constant values of Kn. Since 
the highest Kn tested by Bailey and Hiatt was 10 -1 and since there was 
little transition flow data below M = 1, the curves for Kn > 10 -1 and all 
the curves for values of Kn for M < 1 are extrapolations. The results 
obtained, however, point to two important conclusions: (1) the width of 
the transition regime in terms of Knudsen Number is wider than usually 
assumed and (2) the free molecule drag coefficient implied by the results 
is less than usually assumed. 
Since the value of x (which is a measure of the slope of the CD 
vs. Kn curve in the transition regime) was found to be about .45, the 
width of the transition regime is increased over that obtained using the 
Matting relation which has x = 1 (Equation 1). This conclusion is 
illustrated by substituting into Equation 2 the value Kn = 5 which is 
the usually assumed upper limit of the transition regime. 1 The results 
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at M = 6, Kn = 5 give C /C 
D Dfm 
= .956 which shows that the free molecule 
limit has not been reached at this value of Knudsen Number. A value 
of c /c 
D Dfm 
= .99 is found to be reached for M = 6 at a value of Kn = 
100. 
The free molecule limit was found to be of importance in the de- 
velopment of the bridging relationship since K had to be adjusted to neg- 
a&&w values in order to obtain an accurate fit. This implies a free 
molecule drag coefficient.less than two for the high values of Mach 
Number tested. Results from other experimenters' show that the drag 
coefficient in the free molecule limit is greater than 2 at Mach Numbers 
from 4 to 6. This departure from the results of others is likely ex- 
plained in that much of the sphere drag data at high Knudsen Numbers and 
31. .i 
high Mach Numbers used by others are obtained in low density windtunnels 
whereas the experimental data employed in this study was obtained ex- 
clusively from ballistic range data. The higher surface-to-gas-tempera- 
ture ratios that occur in windtunnels cause higher free molecule drag 
due to the energetic reflection of molecules at the surface. This effect 
is clearly shown in recent sphere drag experiments 9,lO in which C 
Dfm 
is found to decrease as Tw/TW is decreased. In fact, an extrapolation 
of the data of reference 10 down to Tw/T = 1 indicates a C of 2 or less. Q) D 
A free molecule sphere drag coefficient of less than 2 requires that the 
gas surface interaction be non uniform on the surface of the sphere. 
This possibility is discussed by Cook 11 in which he proposes that the 
lowest possible free molecule drag of a sphere is 1.5. The lowest value 
implied in this work is 1.844 at M = 6 where K = -.113. 
The above conclusions are tentative but point to a need for free 
molecule experimental data in the low Mach Number regime at surface 
59: 
temperatures close to ambient. Although the Bailey and Hiatt data do 
not reach free molecule conditions, the extrapolation discussed above 
show that the data lead to different conclusions than obtained from 
Tw/ToD / 1 experiments. 
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FIGURE CAPTICWS 
Figure 1. Comparison with Equation 2 of Sphere Drag Coefficient.Data 
(Ref. 5) as a Function of Free Stream Knudsen Number for 
Const‘ant Values of Mach Number. 
Figure 2. Sphere Drag Coefficient as a Function of Free Stream Mach 
Number for Constant Values of Knudsen Number. 
. ..i 
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CHAPTER VI 
IMPROVEMENTS IN FALLING SPHERE DATA ANALYSIS IN THE 80 TO 120 KM REGION 
!!-; 
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Improvements in Falling Sphere Data Analysis in the 80 to 120 Km Region 
bY 
Gerald R. Karr and Robert E. Smith 
The analysis of falling sphere drag data is a principle means of 
density and temperature determination in the 80 to 120 Km region of the 
earth's atmosphere. This important method of atmospheric probing was 
reported by Bartman, et al' in 1956 and has found wide use in upper atmo- 
spheric research. The method is particularly useful in the 80 to 120 Km 
region which is above the altitude capability of most aircraft and balloon 
probes but below normal satellite altitudes. 
In a typical falling sphere experiment, a sphere is ejected from a 
sounding rocket and the trajectory of the sphere is measured as it falls 
through the atmosphere. The trajectory information is analyzed to de- 
tennine the velocity and acceleration as a function of altitude. This 
information is then used in the drag equation 
1 Drag = 2 p V2 CD A (1) 
where density, p , is obtained for a given value of drag coefficient, CD, 
and sphere crosssection area A. 
Temperature values are obtained from the density measurement using 
the hydrostatic equation 
dp = - gpdz (2) 
where g is the acceleration of gravity, z is the altitude, and p is the 
pressure. Equation 2 may be integrated between any two limits in altitude 
to give the pressure at z 
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P(Z) = - J- g p dz + P (2,) (3) z 
0 
:,The temperature at z is obtained by substituting the values of p and p 
_ 3 
into the equation of state, 
P(Z) = P (2) (R/W(z)) T(z) (4) 
where R is the universal gas constant, W is the molecular weight and T 
is the temperature. 
The temperature determination is seen to require knowledge of the 
pressure or equivalent temperature at some reference altitude (~(2,) in 
Equation 3). In practice, the integration of Equation 3 is taken in the 
negative direction, from the point of highest ascent down to the lower 
altitudes. The temperature at z. is usually obtained from some atmospheric 
model. The error caused by possible incorrect temperature selection is 
minimized by the practice of downward integration since the term . P(Z,) 
in Equation 3 becomes small in comparison to the first term as the inte- 
gration proceeds to the lower altitudes. Thus, the effect of error in the 
initial temperature selection should become unimportant at one to two scale 
heights below the initial selection point. This was verified in the present 
study by selecting temperatures from O°K to 1000°K at 120 Km. The effect 
on results below 100 Km due to such wide choices in temperature at 120 Km 
was found to be negligible ( < 1%). 
Another source of error in the falling sphere method is the value of 
CD used in the drag equation, Equation 1. The typical trajectory of falling 
spheres in the 80 to 120 Km region is found to correspond to an aerodynamic 
flight regime for which sphere drag coefficients have been highly uncertain. 
- ’ 
Due to the low densities (10 -5 to 10 -8 Kg/m3) and the low Mach numbers 
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(1 to 5) experienced by falling spheres in this "region, the aerodynamic 
flight regime is classified as the transition flow regime (Ref. 2). The 
mean free paths of gas molecules in this region of the atmosphere vary 
between 10m3m to 1Om which means that the flow is too dense to be consider;d 
free molecule but two rarefied to be considered continuum. While the free 
molecule and continuum values of sphere drag coefficients have long been 
well known, the values of CD in the transition flow region have only re- 
cently been measured to adequate accuracy. 
The purpose of this paper is to report on improvements made in the 
falling sphere method of analysif. The most important of which is an im- 
proved relationship for the sphere drag coefficient which has estimated 
accuracy of at least 5% over the range applicable to falling sphere tra- 
jectories. 
I ;' 
The second improvement in the analysis 1s to employ both the 
t -. , 
ascent anddescent trajectory data in the data reduction. These improve- 
ments are applied to published falling sphere data and comparison is made 
with the results of previous analysis. 
Drag Coefficient Relationship - 
Recent sphere drag experiments reported by Bailey and Hiatt3 have 
provided and improved the drag coefficient information in the transition 
regime. The experiments were made in a Mach number and Reynold's number 
range of particular application to falling sphere data analysis (0.1 <. 
M, < 6.2 and 20 < Re < 10'). These data were obtained in ballistic range 
in which the temperature of the gas and the sphere temperatures were 
approximately the same. The data are obtained in a consistent.manner by 
one group of experimenters over the complete ran,ge of flow parameters, 
applicable to the falling sphere flight regime. In view of the importance 
of this single source of drag data, a curve fitting relationship employing 
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this data exclusively has been prepared by Karr. 4 The sphere drag bridging 
relationship thus developed is given.by 
cD = cDc + e 
-E/a (Kn)X (c 
DFM 
- 'DC) (5) 
where a = .499 -!- and where C 
Dc 
and C 
DFM 
are the continuum and free 
l-r 
molecule drag coefficient, respectively. The quantities E and x are 
parameters of the curve fit and Kn is the free stream Knudsen number. 
The free molecule and continuum drag coefficients may be written as 
functions of speed ratio, S , and Mach number, M, given by4 
where 
CD (S 5 1.25) = 16 + + -+ - S3 
FM 3 l-r 70 > 
(1 + K) 
cD (S _> 1.25) = 2 (1 + K) 
FM 
cD ( M _> 1.0) = .92 + .166/~ - .366/~~ 
C 
cD (.l < M <_ 1.0) = .403 - .142~~ + .459M4 
C 
and M= 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
where y is the ratio of specific heats of the gas, and (1 + K) in 
Equations 6 and 7 is a factor or order unity which is related to the gas- 
surface interaction. The least squares curve fit of the above relations 
to the data of Bailey and Hiatt has revealed that Equation 5 will fit the 
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data to an accuracy of about 5% (based on RMS value) for the following 
values of the parameters 
x = .399 + .016 M (1.1) 
K = -. 002438 - .01842697 M (12) 
E = .212 (13) 
The use of Equations 6 through 13 in the sphere drag bridging rela- 
tion given in Equation 5 provides values of drag coefficients which are 
based on the most accurate and applicable information now available. In 
order to use this relationship in the drag equation, values must be 
available for the velocity V, temperature T, molecular weight W, and the 
Knudsen number, Kn. The velocity is a measured quantity while values for 
the others are obtained as discussed in the following. 
Knudsen Number 
Knudsen number is defined as the ratio of near free path, %, to the 
characteristic length of the object. We take the characteristic length 
to be the sphere diameter, d . Therefore, 
Kn = k/d (14) 
The mean free path is inversly proportional to number density, n, for a 
simple gas (c.f. Ref. 5)and given by 
-1 
a = ( 2 n no2) (15) 
where o is the diameter of the gas molecules. Using the average molecular 
weight, we write the mean free path as a function of density 
-1 
a = 2Tr &-- a2) 
A , 
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(16) 
where NA is the Avogadro constant. Using a value of (5 = 3.72 x 10 -10, 
which is representative of air5, we obtain 
Kn = 2.7 x 10" .w 
Pd (17) 
for p in units of Kg/m3 and d in meters. 
In developing Equation 17, we have neglected the small effect tempera- 
ture has on the value of (3 and we have assumed the gas molecules each 
have a mass corresponding to the average molecular weight of the gas. 
Molecular Weight 
A value of molecular weight is required for the Mach number, speed 
ratio, and Knudsen number expressions. (We assume y = 1.4, independent 
of the molecular weight). The mean molecular weight is known to be a con- 
stant of 28.964 up to about 90 Km altitude. At that altitude, the heavier 
molecules begin to settle out causing a drop in molecular weight. Models 
of this molecular weight with altitude are provided in Ref. 6. Representa- 
tive values of the variation is given by the following equation 
w= 24.68 + .1235 z - .000874 z2 (18) 
where z is the altitude. Equation 18 gives values of molecular weight 
with an accuracy of better than 1% in comparison with a nominal spring/ 
fall values given in Ref. 6. 
Temperature- 
The temperature at a given altitude is determined as stated in the 
introduction, by downward integration of the density profile. However, 
since the drag coefficient is a function of temperature (i.e., Mach number 
and speed ratio are inversely proportional to the square root of temperature), 
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values of temperature pust be available before determination of density 
is made using the drag equation. Thus, we are lead to an iterative 
procedure for finding both density and temperature. The procedure is 
begun by assuming some initial temperature profile from which, given the 
unusual velocities, the Mach number and speed ratio are found.. Once a 
density profile is obtained (to be discussed in the next paragraph) using 
the assumed temperature profile, a new temperature profile may be con- 
structed. This process is repeated until the values of both temperature 
and density no longer change beyond a specified error limit. 
Since the drag coefficient has been written as a function of density, 
the drag equation becomes of the following form 
Drag = -+-p V2A CD +e -bpX (CD - CD > 
C FM .: :c 
where b is defined through Equation 17 and 5. 
b= ~/(2.7 x 10 -' w/d>x 
(19) 
(20) 
Equation 19 is a nonlinear equation in the unknown density and must be 
solved using numerical procedures. 
Solving for density from the drag equation of the form given in Equation 
19 has two advantages. First, as already pointed out, the relationship 
for CD represents recent, accurate drag measurements. Second, by solving 
Equation 19 for density directly, we eliminate the uncertainty of choosing 
a drag coefficient from a set of values tabulated as a function of Mach 
number and Reynold's number. Falling sphere experimenters effectively 
solve an equation like Equation 19 by iterating between tabulated C D values ,' 
and using the simple drag equation. The solution of Equation 19 is obtained 
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much faster and the solution is likely more accurate than that obtained 
in such iterative procedures. 
Application of the Proposed Method 
The procedure outlined above was applied to sets of falling sphere 
data reported by Peterson, etal? for measurements made over Kwajalein 
during 1963 and 1964. One of the reasons for using this data to illustrate 
the application of the proposed method of analysis is the importance of 
the results which were obtained in the original experiment. This set of 
data is of particular interest since it forms the basis for the density 
and temperature model in the 80 to 120 Km region for what is labeled 
"15'N Annual" 6 , in the U. S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966. A 
7 summary of the density results obtained by Peterson, et al. are given in ..;- I' 
Figure 1 which is a copy of Figure 2.20 of Reference 6. 
A second reason for using this particular set of data was the avail- 
ability of the information required in our analysis. Through one of the 
original experimenters, K. McWatters, 8 we obtained the detailed computer 
output (a sample of which for one flight is given in Reference 7) for the 
fa.lling sphere measurements made by the group. The data of interest is 
the density, p,, temperature T o, drag coefficient CDo, Reynold's number ReO, 
Mach number MO, and velocity V 
n , as a function of altitude, z , which n 
resulted from their analysis of the falling sphere trajectory. Of these 
quantities, only velocity and altitude were measured where the subscript 
n is used to indicate this. The remaining quantities were deduced and we 
use the subscript o to indicate this. The measured drag force, however, 
can be found by taking the deduced density and the drag coefficient em- 
ployed in obtaining that density, and substitute these values into the drag 
equation. Therefore, 
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(Drag) = 1 2 n 2 pi 'n "Do An 
where the area is based on 0.66 m sphere diameter. Thus, in this manner, 
the values of altitude, velocity, and drag force are obtained.as measured 
in the original experimen.ts. The accuracy of these measurements is ex- 
pected to be at least 5%? 
In order td begin the iteration for density and temperature, the data 
analysis requires that an initial temperature profile be given. Of all the 
temperatures given in this initial.profile, the only one of importance is 
the one given at the altitude a,t which the downward integration is begun. 
For the Kwajalein data, the highest altitude for which data are available 
is 120 Km since data above 120 was considered too, inaccurate. In our 
analysis we have taken the temperature at 120 Km to be 460O~ which is based 
on the 15ON Annual model given in Reference 6. 
I I. 
For comparison, Peterson, 
7 et al. used a temperature value of 361'K at 120 Km which is based on the 
1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere. 9 The higher temperature was chosen in this 
work in view of the fact that the results obtained in the original analysis 
revealed that the temperatures were generally higher than the USSA 1962 at 
the high altitudes. The effect the choice of a lOOoK higher temperature has 
on the final results will be discussed more in the conclusions. 
Temperature Interpolation for the Descent Trajectory 
At this point in the discussion, we describe another improvement to 
the data analysis which is applicable to the Kwajalein falling sphere data. 
Much of the data obtained over Kwajalein consists of two trajectories; 
ascent and descent. Soon after ejection of the sphere, the radar tracks 
the sphere during its ascent to apogee. This tracking begins usually near 
100 Km and data is then terminated at 120 Km for accuracy reasons as dis- 
cussed above. During the passage through apogee, the radars "lose" the 
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sphere. Also because of smoothness requirements, data processing during 
(See Fig. 2) 
descent generally does not start again until about 100 Km. In the orig- 
inai' analysis of thfs data by Peterson, 7. 
., i 
et al., the ascent and descent 
trajectories were analyzed separately. That is, the downward integration 
required for temperature determination was begun again at the top of the 
.., 
descent trajectory with a temperature choice based on USSA 1962. The 
temperature thus chosen at the top of the descent trajectory is potentially 
erroneous, the effect of which will propagate two scale height down into 
the descent trajectory. We have developed a more accurate procedure for 
choosing the temperature value at the top of the descent trajectory which 
employs the ascent temperature values and an isentropic relationship. The 
ascent temperature values in the 100 em region are considered to be more 
accurate than the higher altitude values since this corresponds to two 
’ , 
scale heights below the 120 Km altitude where the temperature is taken 
arbitrarily to be 460O~. 
The temperature determination procedure employed in the present 
analysis is as follows: 
Step 1. Density profiles are determined for both the ascent and de- 
scent trajectories, p,(z) and p,(z), respectively. The 15' N Annual model 
is used to give an initial temperature profile. 
Step 2. A new ascent temperature profile, TA(z), is determined for 
the ascent‘data using the downward integration method. 
Step 3. For the region of altitude for which both ascent and descent 
data points are available, an isentropic relationship is employed to find 
the temperature for the descent trajectory points, TD(Z), given by 
Y -1 
TD (2) = TA@) (p,(.) / p,(z)) 
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.’ 
where y is the ratio of specific heats. In using this relationship, we 
are assuming that the densities which have been measured at the same 
altitude by the drag method are different due to an isentropic process. 
The sphere trijeciory is such that at about 100 Km altitude, the ascent 
and descent trajectories are about 80 Km apart. 'Wave motion in this 
region of the atmosphere could then account for the differences in density 
which are seen. Over the length and time scales of interest here, the 
assumption that such processes are isentropic is reasonable. 
Step 4. For the remaining altitude points in the descent tra- 
jectory, the temperatures are dgtermined using the downward integration 
method. 
Step 5. Based on the new temperature values, calculate new 
values of Mach number and drag coefficient to be employed in the 
determination of new density profiles. That is, start again at Step 
1 above and continue the iteration procedure until convergence is 
reached in both temperature and density results. 
The above procedure requires at Step 3 that at least one data 
point of the descent trajectory be at the same, or nearly the same, 
altitude as a point on the ascent trajectory. This requirement is met 
for six of the thirteen flights made over Kwajalein and reported in 
reference 7. Table I gives some of the characteristics of the flights 
studied in this work including the range of overlap for the six flights. 
Two of the sfx flights had only one point in common while flight d 13 
-- 
was found to have 12 data points in common (data is provided approximately 
every kilometer, on the kilometer). 
- --_ - 
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Results 
Density and temperature profiles were obtained by the methods de- 
scribed above for the six falling sphere flights over Kwajalein which 
had overlap in altitude coverage of the ascent and descent trajectories. 
The density profiles were compared with that published in the U. S. 
Standard Atmosphere 1962. 9 The ratio of the density found in this work 
to the USSA 1962 densities is shown for each of the six flights in Figures 
3 through 8. Also contained in these figures are the temperature pro- 
files obtained in the analysis. Table 1 lists the sounding number which 
was designated by the experimenters, the time and date of the flight, 
and the altitude range covered on the ascent and descent trajectories for 
the six flights analyzed. 
The mean and standard deviation of the density and temperature pro- 
file ratios (with respect to the models indicated) are plotted in Figures 
9 and 10, respectively. For the altitudes outside the region of over- 
lap, six values were used in construction of the mean and standard de- 
viation. For some altitudes within the overlap region, as many'as 12 values 
were used. 
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Discussion of Results 
The summary of density results given in Figure 9 show a signifi- 
cant departure from that obtained in the original analysis of Peterson, 
et al. 1966. This departure is found to be primarily because of the in- 
complete information on drag coefficients available to the original 
experimenter at that time. The drag coefficient values employed in 
the present analysis are considerably more accurate and reveal a point 
of maximum departure from the 1962 standard at 105 Km rather than at 
92 Km. 
The temperature results given in Figure 10 show better agreement 
with the original analysis than does density. The departure at 120 Km 
is artificial since the choice of a temperature value at 120 Km is 
completely arbitrary. The departure in temperature between the present 
and.original analysis at high altitudes is not the cause for the de- 
parture in density at these altitudes. In fact, if the value of 
temperature at 120 Km used by Peterson, et al. were to be employed in 
the present analysis, the departure in density results would be even 
greater than given in Figure 9. The colder temperatures used by 
Peterson, et al. would result in lower drag coefficients and therefore 
even higher densities would be obtained from the drag equation. The 
results we have obtained seem to clearly point towards the higher 
values of temperature at altitudes near 120 Km. 
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Table 1 
:’ 
Range of Range of 
(GW Ascent Descent Overla 
Figure Number Sounding Number Time & Date of Flight Altitude Altitude Range 
3 2 .; 0257 March 29, 1963 100-120 102-80 100-10 
4 3 .' 0328 June 18, 1963 99-120 102-80 99-10 
5 8 1458 Nov. 14, 1963 104-120 109-80 104-10 
6 12 1820 March 13, 1964 99-120 104-80 99-10 
7 13 1125 May 12, 1964 96-120 107-80 96-10 
8 '. 14;,j: -I. 0101 June 17, 1964 102-120 102-80 120 
, -3 b 
DEPARTURE (PERCENT) 
Fig. 1. Departure from standard atmosphere of the mean and standard 
deviations of 13 density measurements deduced in the original 
experiments at Kwajalein Island (plot is copied from Ref. 2). 
Fig. 2. Velocity-altitude history for falling sphere sounding 13 
in which ascent and descent trajectory overlap. 
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Figure 4. Temperature and Density Profiles Obtained from 
Sounding # 3. 
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Figure 5. Temperature and Density Profiles Obtained from 
Sounding # 8. 
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Figure 6. Temperature and Density Profiles Obtained from 
Sounding # 12. 
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Figure 7. Temperature and Density Profiles Obtained from 
Sounding # 13. 
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Figure 8. Temperature and Density Profiles Obtained from 
Sounding # 14. 
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Figure 9. Mean and standard deviation of density results obtained 
in the present analysis for six falling sphere flights 
over Kwajalein. Mean of ,results from original analysis 
given for comparison. 
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original analysis given for comparison. 
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CHAPTER VII 
FREE MOLECULE DRAG AT SPEED RATIO LESS THAN UNITY 
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Free Molecule Drag at Speed Ratio Less Than Unity 
Gerald R. Karr 
Assistant Research Professor 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
The University of Alabama in Huntsville 
This work concerns results obtained in the calculation of the 
drag force acting on objects which (1) have dimensions much less than 
the mean free path of the gas (Knudsen number much less'than one) and 
(2) have velocity with respect to the gas which is much less than the 
thermal velocity of the gas (Speed ratio, S, much less than one). These 
conditions are characteristic of those experienced by certain aerosols 
and Brownian type particles which are suspended in a gas or which are 
forced to travel through a gas such as in separation processes. . 
The purpose of this work is to investigate the influence of two 
factors which enter the calculation of the free molecule drag force; 
(1) the shape of the object and (2) the gas surface interaction. Past 
investigations 1,2,3 have concentrated on the second of these factors 
while assuming the particles are perfectly spherical in shape. The 
gas surface interaction has generally been taken to be composed of a 
specular fraction and a second fraction which is purely diffusive (see, 
for example, Ref. 4) or a modified diffusive such as the elastic- 
diffusive reflection employed in Ref. 3. The form of the diffusive 
fraction of the reflected molecules has received considerable attention 
because comparison of sphere drag calculations with experiment lead to 
the conclusion that all the molecules must be diffusively reflected in 
order to explain the observed high drag coefficients at low speed ratios. 
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Inthe work reported in this paper, the drag coefficients for both 
specular and diffuse reflection were obtained for non-spherical objects 
in order to investigate the influence of shape at very low speed ratios. 
The drag coefficients were obtained by employing the expression 
for force acting on an element of surface in a free molecule flow valid 
at any speed ratio and taking the component of that force which acts 
-in the direction of the velocity vector. The drag component of force 
was divided into a part due to the momentum of impinging molecules, 
Di 9 and a part produced by the reaction force of ,the molecules leaving 
the surface, II,. Expressions for both specular D,(specular) and 
diffusive Dr(diffusive) reflections were developed. The total drag 
force is then given by D = Di + Dr for an element of surface at any 
angle with respect to the flow and any speed ratio. The expressions 
were then integrated over the surfaces of various shapes including 
oblate spheroids, cylinders with flat and spherical ends, and cones 
with flat ends. The drag force coefficients were obtained for these 
objects at low speed ratios for both specular and diffusive reflection. 
The total drag force acting on an object is written 
D= 
where the ratio D,/Di represents the effect of the reflection normalized 
with respect to the incident contribution. For a perfect sphere, for 
example, and for S << 1 
Di(sphere) = -& par2@Z7 V . 
The attached figure presents examples of values of Dr/Di for oblate 
spheroid shapes as a function of the minimum-to-maximum radius ratio. 
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The results show the sensitivity of the Dr/Di to both the reflection 
characteristic and the object shape. 
The results obtained in this-work show that the magnitude of 
the force coefficient is strongly dependent upon the shape and orien- 
tation of the object for both specular and diffusive reflection. Since 
non-spherical aerosol or Brownian particles would pre,sent randon orien- 
tation with respect to the velocity vector, the force coefficient for 
a given object would be an average value. The results obtained in this 
work provide the information needed to obtain the average force co- 
efficient for various non-spherical shapes. One conclusion reached in 
this work is that both specular and diffuse reflections can produce 
high drag force coefficients at low speed ratios for non-spherical 
objects and neither should be excluded from consideration in such cases. 
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A 
Proposal to Develop Zero-g Brownian Motion Experiments 
bY 
G. R. Karr 
Introduction 
Robert Brown in 1828 is credited with establishing as an impor- 
tant phenomenon the observed irregular and perpetual motion of macro- 
scopic particles suspended in gases or liquids. The theory of this 
motion, which has become known as Brownian motion, has received the 
attention of Einstein, van Elmoluchowski, Langevin, Uhlenbeck and 
Ornstein, Chandrasekhar, and many others. The motion received much 
early interest because it has been established through the theory that 
Brownian motion is direct observation evidence of the molecular state 
of matter. For example, from observation of Brownian motion, one can 
measure Avrogodros number and this method was in fact considered to 
provide the most accurate measurement of this quantity in the early 
1900's. The theory of Brownian motion establishes that the motion is 
described as a random process which is found to be a major step in the 
development of the field of study now called stochastic processes. 
Experimental investigations of Brownian motion has not received 
the interest of physicists recently and modern interest in Brownian 
motion is primarily in the theory and its application. However, with 
the unique environment which will be provided by the Space Shuttle, the 
possibility now exists for performing experiments involving Brownian 
motion that could not be done in a one-g environment. It is proposed 
here to study possible experiments that may be performed in a zero-g 
environment which involve the observation of Brownian motion. It is pro- 
posed to'assess the feasibility and importance of such experiments. 
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The Theory of Brownian Motion 
The currently accepted theory of Brownian motion was presented 
by Ornstein and Uhlenbeck in 1930. Beginning with the equation of 
motion of a Brownian particle (called the Langevin equation) we have' 
d2x m- = -mB v+F(t) 
dt2 
(1) 
where g is a drag coefficient and where F(t) is a random forcing term 
characteristic of the Brownian motion. Ornstein and 
the solution for the mean square displacement of the 
F = 2 k T2 (@t - 1 + e - Bt) 
m3 
which has the limits for t large compared to g -1 
-p 2kT t 
mB 
Uhlenbeck obtain 
particle given, by 
(2) " 
(3) 
which is the result obtained by Einstein and for t smaU compared to 
B 
-1 the result is 
-&Tt2 
0 (4) 
where u. is the initial velocity of the particle. 
Other quantities may also be calculated. For example, the mean 
square velocity of Brotiian particles all startdng at velocity u. is 
- u = y .+ (+ 3) e-2Bt 
u2 O 
'(5) 
and the velocity distribution function of the particles is given by 
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m 
I-T k T(l-e -2 p .t 
l/2. ’ - I 
,_, .. -(6) 
which shows that the particles eventually reach a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
4. 
distribution. -. '.. 
The above results are all for what 1,s calleda free par+cle.. . ,,. 
That is, the only forces acting on the Brownian particle are the.drag 
term qv and the random forcing term F(t). For the case of Brownian 
motion in an external force field, such as gravity, theory is not so 
clear nor as complete as for the free Brownian motion. Uhlenbeck and 
Ornstein, for example, consider the Brownian motion of a particle which 
is bound in a harmonic force field at frequency wo. Three cases result 
and the solutions for the mean square displacement under these conditions 
are provided. 
Overdamped case; 8 >> 2 w 
7 x0 = 3 + (x02 - 3) eBBt (cash (U't + Ai sinh w't)2 (T) 
where iu' = $ -w2 
Critically damped case; fl = 2 UI 
kT - + TX0 = m32 
X 
-fj)(l++)'eeBt (8) 
Underdamped case; B < 2 w 
AC+ 2 kT 
2 
2 xo m &2 xo -- JL m w2 wit + 2wl sin WI (9) X 
where 2 w1 = 
While Uhlenbeck and Ornstein obtained solutions for the harmonic 
forcing cases, the case for constant forcing has not been solved as 
completely. ..L 
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For example, Wang and Uhlenbeck state in their 1945 paper that they 
have been unable to find the general solution for the constant force 
case. Solutions do exist, however, for the special case when the 
friction force is high and the observation time is large (i.e., for 
t >> p-l). Chandrasekhar, for example, obtains the time varying dis- 
tribution of Brownian particles in a gravity field and is able to show 
that the particles arrange themselves in a barometric distribution with 
respect to the gravity vector. 
Solutions for other observables of Brownian motion in a constant 
force field are apparently not available. For example, the mean square 
displacement or the velocity distribution function in a gravity field 
were not found in the references cited. Part of this study will be di- 
rected toward a thorough investigation of the recent literature on this 
subject. From the literature that has been searched, however, it is 
apparent that Brownian motion in a gravity field will be much more com- 
plex than the free motion and that sensitive experiments in one-g would 
be strongly influenced by gravity. 
Zero-g Experiments 
The zero-g environment offers at least three advantages in the 
performance of Brownian motion studies. 
1. The theory of Brownian motion in zero-g is well established 
while the motion under gravity is difficult at best to interpret. 
2. Convection currents can be minimized or eliminated in zero-g. 
3. In zero-g, particles of larger sizes and masses can be em- 
ployed in Brownian motion studies. 
The purpose of the proposed work is to study possible Brownian 
motion experiments and to assess the value and feasibility of such 
experiments. While it is expected that other experiments will be proposed 
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and studied during this work, the following set of experiments have 
already received preliminary consideration.and will be described 
briefly. 
A*. Particulate drag in the transition regime 
As is well known, Brownian motion is observed in both liquids 
and gases. The drag or friction coefficient, B, in these media is, 
however, considerably different. The friction factor in a liquid for 
example is in the fluid dynamic flow regime called "Stokes~floW and 
isdescribed as a highly-viscous flow. For a Brownian motion in a 
gas, however, the flow is free molecule if the mean free'path of the 
molecules is large compared with the size of the particle. It is 
therefore proposed that a possible zero-g experiment is to vary the 
properties of the suspension medium or the particles, so as to obtain 
friction factor information in the transition flow regime between the 
Stokes regime and the free molecule regime. The proposed work would 
. consist of determining the range of particle and medium properties 
that would be required to probe the transition regime. Also to be studied 
is the limits imposed on such an experiment by the one-g environment. 
The transition flow regime has proved very difficult to probe in ground- 
based experiments and becomes progressively more difficult as the speed 
is reduced. The experiments proposed here would provide data at the very 
low end of the velocity spectrum, a region, for which little or no data 
now exists. This possibility of increasing the range of understanding 
of fluid dynamic drag appears to be of great value. , 
B. Gas surface interaction 
Brownian motion observations provide an excellent basis for 
studying the interaction of molecules with surfaces. The motion is a 
direct consequence of the bombardment of the particle surface with 
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molecules of the surrounding medium. '-The free molecule regime is best 
for such observations since the motion is isolated from the effects.of 
viscosity that occur in the Stokes flow regime. The proposed experi-. 
ments would consist of (1) the.preparation of particles of known corn-- 
position and surface properties, (2) the preparations of gases of known 
composition and temperature, and (3).collection of data on the resultant 
mean displacement and velocity distribution.to determine the friction 
factor B. The value of B determined in such an experiment can,be di- 
rectly related to the effect of the gas surface interaction. The data 
can then be correlated with respect to the gas and surface properties. 
The physics of the gas surface-interaction is not well understood 
at present and experimental data of the type proposed here would be valu- 
able in identifying the important characteristics of the interaction. 
A factor.of two variations in the friction coefficient, g, is theoreti- 
cally possible due to the effect of the gas surface interaction. Ground 
based experiments such as the oil drop experiment do not have the sensitiv- 
$ty needed to determine these effects. 
C. Verification of Brownian Motion Theory 
The Brownian motion theory proposed by Uhlenbeck and Ornstein is 
the currently accepted theory of the motion. The theory of Einstein and 
Smoluchowski is found to be the limiting case of the Uhlenbeck and 
Ornstein theory for large times (t >> g-l) for the free particle case. 
Edward Nelson further proposes that the Einstein-Smoluchowski theory is 
also limited to the case of large friction (B large) and points to ex- 
perimental results of Kappler and of Barnes and Silverman to show-that, 
for the harmonic forcing case, the Einstein-Smoluchowski approximation 
-1 is invalid for the underdamped case even for t >> S . For the same 
reasons as mentioned above, the presence of the one-g field requires 
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that particles be small and light. For such cases then, it is difficult 
to probe the Brownian motion for short times (t;5 8-l). The motion for 
short times can be used to verify the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein theory. e : The / : 
results for t >> g -1 are the same for both the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein and 
the Eins'tein-Smqluchowski theories and.thus such'results can not be used 
. 
to distinguish the theories. Due to the difficulty in making measure- 
ments in the short time on earth, there appears to be little, if any, 
experimental verification of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein theory. It is, 
therefore , proposed that since the zero-g environment offers the 
opportunity to adjust the size -of S over a wide range, a properly de- 
signed Brownian motion experiment in space would allow for the verifi- 
cation of theory of Brownian motion. The proposed work will seek to 
establish the conditions required to perform such an experiment. 
Proposed Work 
The three experiments proposed above are clearly of great value 
and preliminary study indicates that they are also feasible. During the 
proposed study, these experiments and others will be considered in detail 
to determine the value of the experiment, the reasons that zero-g are 
required, and the feasibility of performing the experiment. Extensive 
literature searches and personal contacts will be made to ascertain the 
state-of-the-art knowledge of Brownian motion theory, motion experiments, 
friction coefficients, gas-surface interaction, etc. Experimental tech- 
niques will be surveyed and recommendations made for space experiments. 
It is also expected that preliminary experimental development will be 
undertaken to test observation methods, data collection methods, and 
data analysis techniques. 
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B 
An Experiment Using the Molecular Beam Apparatus Proposed for Space Shuttle 
Title: Aerodynamic Force Measurements in Space 
Principal Investigator: Dr.. Gerald R. Karr, The ~tinfrcrstty of Alabama in 
Huntsville, Huntsville, Alabama. 
Summary of Proposed Work 
The feasibility is to be determined of employing the satellite orbit 
environment in the measurement of forces resulting from the interaction of 
atmospheric gas with solid surfaces at satellite velocities. To be con- 
sidered is an experiment designed to measure the aerodynamic forces acting 
on surfaces exposed to the high-velocity, low-density gas flow which is 
generated as a satellite travels through the upper atmosphere. In partic- 
dar, the use of the proposed Molecular Beam Laboratory will be considered 
for providing the required beam definition and orientation. Engineering 
and scientific gains would be generated by the results of this experiment 
which utilizes an aspect of the orbital flight environment not easily re- 
produced in ground based facilities. The study would evaluate means for 
measuring the aerodynamic forces on a selection of surfaces having a broad 
range of material and physical properties. The study would determine the 
desirable number of surface materials, the range of surface temperatures, 
the range in degree of surface contamination, the number of surface coatings, 
and the angles of attack to be tested in the proposed experiment. Finally, 
the feasibility would be determined of correlating the force measurements 
with changes in gas properties. 
Justification 
The determination of the feasibility of the proposed experiment is 
desirable in view of the potential benefits the experiment would provide. 
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At present, satellite aerodynamic properties cannot be predicted accurately 
because of the lack of information the proposed experiment could provide. 
Analytic studies reveal that satellite aerodynamic properties are a strong 
function of the character of the force caused by the gas surface inter- 
action. The gas surface interaction, in turn, is expected to be a strong 
function sf surface properties and surface orientation. The design of 
satellites to take advantage of (or to reduce) the aerodynamic forces and 
torques has not been possible because of the lack of information on the 
forces caused by the gas surface interaction. Knowledge of the character 
of the surface forces and the major influences on these forces is necessary 
to the design of satellites to have specified aerodynamic drag, lift, and 
torque characteristics. Such knowledge is also needed in order to inter- 
pret the dynamic response of satellites in the atmosphere as is done in 
the determination of atmospheric density from satellite drag measurements. 
In addition to the engineering information provided by the proposed 
experiment, the results would also contribute to the scientific knowledge 
of the gas surface interaction at satellite velocities. The expected 
results would compliment both orbital and ground-based molecular beam 
studies which provide force information indirectly. The proposed experi- 
ment would then serve to guide future investigations into the more subtle 
details of the interaction. 
Finally, the study of the feasibility of the proposed experiment 
is justified on the basis that the experiment may be a relatively in- 
expensive method of obtaining valuable information. Consequently, the 
experiment could require few equipment components with low development 
cost and short development time. The information gained would be of 
immediate engineering value and would be a valuable complement for future 
gas-surface experiments. 
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Method 
The objective of, this study is to determine the feasibility of- 
.perfonning a space experiment to measure the aerodynamic forces 'on sur- ' 
faces as a function of gas and surface properties and surface orientation:. 
The study is divided into three areas: (a) Methods of making measurements, 
(b) Selection of surfaces and surface conditions, and (c) Correlation of' 
results with gas properties. 
(a) Measurement Techniques 
The feasibility of making the measurements required will be 
investigated taking into consideration the expected low level of force 
and the perturbing influences of environmental factors, To be considered 
is the feasibility of the aerodynamic‘forces acting on flat or shaped 
surface samples exposed to the gas flow generated by the motion of the 
satellite through the atmosphere. The perturbing influence of molecules 
reflected from the satellite may require that the surface samples be ex- 
tended on a boom ahead of the vehicle. Methods will be evaluated for 
measuring the forces, orienting the surface samples, and, changing the 
surface Froperties. 
'The accuracy of the proposed measurements is to be evaluated 
considering perturbing environmental influences such as upper atmospheric 
wind and density fluctuations. Methods of calibration and monitoring of 
the environment will be considered as means of increasing the accuracy of 
the proposed experiment. 
(b) Selection of Surfaces 
The selection of surfaces to be tested in the proposed ex- 
periment will consider the need to reduce satellite payload weight and 
volume while yielding results of the widest possible interest. The se- 
lection of surfaces will be on the basis of providing information of the 
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many factors thought to 
interaction. Among the 
influence the forces caused by the gas surface 
factors of interest are the influence of surface 
material, surface temperature, surface roughness, surface coatings, sur- 
face contaminates, and surface angle-of-attack. to the flow. .The feasibility 
study would establish a series of experiments which best isolate the in- 
I 
fluence of the individual factors,, The surfaces selected will span those 
used in satellite construction so as to provide engineeripg information ., 
for future design. 
(c) Measurement of the Influence of Gas Properties 
Since the gas surface interaction is influenced by both the 
surface properties and the gas properties, the feasibility is considered 
of determining the influence of the gas properties on the surface forces. 
The upper atmospheric gas composition, temperature, and degree of ioniza- 
tion are a strong function of altitude, geocentric latitude and longitude, 
and time. To be investigated is the possible correlation of the measured 
forces with the changes in gas properties that occur naturally over the 
orbit. The feasibility will be studied of identifying the gas-property 
influences on the forces caused by the gas surface interaction. Study 
will be made of the orbital parameters which provide the best conditions 
for the experiment. 
Personnel 
The principal investigator of the proposed study is Dr. G:R. Karr 
(resume attached) who has done considerable work on the theory of the gas 
surface interaction and satellite aerodynamics. Since Dr. Karr has pri- 
marily theoretical experience and capability, there Fs a recomized need for 
cooperation with personnel who have' experimental capability and.experience. 
In view of the good working relationship which exists between Dr. Karr, 
The University of Alabama in Huntsville, and NASA Marshall Space Flight ". 
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Center, Huntsville, it is proposed that the theoretical expertise of 
Dr. Karr be ccnnplemented with the experimental expertise of MSFC personnel 
such as Dr. P. Peters (a surface physicist) and/or Dr. R. Smith (an atmo- 
spheric physicist) both of the Space Science Laboratory at MSFC. 
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APPENDIX 
Listing of computer programs developed and employed under NASA Contract 
Number NAS8-28248. 
Program Name 
LESQA 
RHORAT 
AFILIP-HIGH CM 
AFILIP-LOW CM 
CDCLEV 
CFEVAL 
RUFSPH 
CLELAN 
Page 
106 
111 
119 
123 
127 
130 
133 
137 
105 
PROGRAM LESQA 
. 
This is a computer program which analyzes‘ density, temperature, 
velocity and altitude measurements from falling sphere experiments. 
Also in the input data are the densities and drag coefficients em- 
ployed by the original experimenters so that acceleration data can 
also be deduced. Both ascent and descent data are employed. The data 
are employed in an orthogonal curve fitting routine so that ascent and 
descent data can be correlated at equivalent altitudes. Speed ratio 
effects, molecular weight changes and drag coefficient variations are 
all taken into consideration. A density is determined which best 
represents the data based on the measured properties and those pre- 
dicted by theory. A density profile is thus determined using both 
ascent and descent information. 
106 
XXF (s)= .399+.016*5 
CSIF(SJ = .997561?977-.01842696~~S 
DIMENSION C30~9~~JrC3A~900J,HHO~9~O~~CDC~~9nO)rOACHD~9OO~~CDFM~~9~ 
10J-rSRD~90~JrCDCA~9~OJ~~ACHA~9~OJ~CDFMA~9OOJ~SRA~9~~J~VRATIO~9~O~ 
D-IMENSlON VAOR(~OLJJ~VDUR(~OOJ 
DIMENSION WVA~900J~WVD~900J~CVA~90~~~CV0~90~J~ALPHvA~900J~8ETvA~90 
10) rflETVD(SOOJ rALPHVD(9OOJ 
DIMENSION,AT~9O0JrTE~~~,9~OJ~wT~9OOJ~CT~9OO~~ALPHAT~9OOJ~~ETAT~9OO~ 
lrTOR(9OOJ 
DIMENSION wD(90OJ 
DIMtiNSION ALT(~O~JrYAOH(SOOJrYDOR(9n0) 
DXMENSION WA~900JrCA~900JrALPHAA~9~~J~BETAA(900)rT~~9OO~~T2~9~0~~ 
lT3~900),YA~~O0JrYU~9OOJ~CD~900)rALPHAD~9OOJ~~ETAD~9OO~~~D~9O~~~~A 
l(9OOJ 
DIMENSION A~~900J~RHOA~9O0J~CDA~9OO~~RHOD(9nO~rCOD~9OOJ~AD~9OoJ~ 
lTBMPA(90~JrTEMPD(YO~J~VA(9O~J~V~(9~OJ 
10 READ (5r302J (SAJ 
302 FONMAT (13). 
READ(Sr250JtC3rFJ 
READ(Sr3OlJ(MA~MO~N~ALTMJ 
READ~~~~~~J~AA~IJ~HHOA~IJ~T~MPA~I)~CDA~IJ~VA~~J~I=~~MAJ 
READ~5~3OOJ~AD~TJrHHOD~IJ~T~~PD~I~,CDD~IJ~VD~IJ~I=l~MDJ 
kHlTk(6rZSAJ(C3rkJ 
WRITE(~~~O~)MA,MDINIALTM 
WR1T~~6r3O3J~AA~lJ,RHOA~lJ~T~MPA~IJ~CDA~I~~VA~I~~I=l~MAJ 
kR1T~~6r303J~AU~IJrRHO~~l~~TEMPD~I)rC00~I~~VD~I~~I=l~M~J 
304 FOR~AT(///3HMA=,I'br3HMtJ=tI4v3H N=,I4r5HALTM=rElO.SJ 
303 FOflMAT' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
GAMKA=l.q 
PI=3.141592653 
CONVSM=(GAMMA*.5J**.5 
DO 80 I=lrMA 
At(IJ=AA(IJ 
80 TEMP(IJ=TEMPA(I) 
DO 81 l=lrMD 
AT(~A+IJ=ADtlJ I 
81 TEMP(MA+lJ=TEMPDlIJ 
YT=MA+MD 
300 FORMAT (ti7.3,Eb.3rF8.4rF5.3eF8.2) 
301 FOHMAf(313rF6.2) 
DO 70 I=lrMA 
70 WA(IJ=l.O 
DO 71 I=l,MD 
71 YD(IJ=l.U 
WRITL (6r3LJSJ SA 
305 FORMAT (4X, 17HSOUhDINb NUMRER =rI3/J 
kRlTt(6r201) 
DO 2 I=lrMD 
YI~=HH00~1J*CD~(IJ 
SXb=SXD+ADtIJ 
kHlTt(6rlO~)AD(IJ,YID 
Y=ALOG(RhOU(1J+CGD(IJ) 
YD(IJ=Y 
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2 CONTlNUE 
WRlTE(6rZOU) 
00 1 I=lvIJIA 
YIA=RHOA(I)*CDA(I) 
Y=ALOG(RlIOA(I)*COA(I)) 
YA(I)=Y 
CRIft~6,10U~AA~f~rYIA 
1 CONTINUE 
MURITE (6,200) 
DO 60 I=l,MA 
60 kRITL (6rlOO) AA(l)tYA(I) 
hi?ATk (6,201) 
DO 6A I=l@Mo 
61 LvRITL (60100) ~Dll)rYD(f) 
N=tll 
00 30 K=lrN 
30 ALl(K)=ALTM+.S*(K-1)~lU.U 
LT=O 
JT=O 
KFI=S 
KT=3 
KO=2 
KA=2 
KFA=P 
KFIJ=2 
KCA=2 
KCD=2 
LA=0 
LD=o 
JA=O 
JO=0 
KVA=5 
LVA=O 
Lvu=o 
KVD=3 
JVA=O 
JVD=U 
KFVA=3 
KFVD=3 
CALL 0RfHl.S (ATIT~MP,WTIMT,LT,JT,C~~ALP~AT~~ETAT,KTIT~~T~~T~~IND~T 
1) 
CALL ORTHh (AA,YAIUAI~A,LA,JA,CA,ALPHAA,~ETAA,KA,T~,T~~T~,-IN~~A) 
CALL ORTHLS ~AD,YO~ID,~O,LO~JO,CD~ALPHAOIBETAD~KD~T~~T~~T~~INO~D~ 
CALL ORTHLS (AA,VA,UVAI~AILVA,JVA~CVA~ALPHVA,BE~VAIKVA~T~~T~~T~~IN 
1DlVA) 
CALL ORTHLS~AD~VD~WVD~MD~LVnrJVDICVD,ALPHVD~ALPHVD~~ETVO~KVD~Tl~T2~T3~INO 
11VU) 
x1=0 
hRITE(6r103) I~O~VA,lI~CVA~l~,~IIICVA(II+l~~ALP~VAtII~~BETVA~II~~ 
lII=lrKVA) 
xx=0 
YRITE ~~,~U~~I~O~V~~II~CVO~~~~(~~~CVO~II+~~~ALPHVO~II~~~~TVD~II~~ 
lII=leKVD1 
11=0 
~RITE~6,103~INU1A~lIICA(l~r(ITICA~II+l~rALP~AA~~I~~~ETAA~~I~~lI=l~ 
l)<A) 
11=0 
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WR~T~~~~~~~~INO~O~~IICO~~~~(~I,CO~~~+~~~ALPHAD~II~~BETAD~II~~II~~, 
1KD) 
11=0 
WR1T~~6rl03~INUlT~II~CT~l.~r(II,CT~II+l~~ALPHAT~lI~,BETAT~~IS~~II=l 
1,KT) 
103 FOHMAT(//I3///2X114r2X~E20.7~/(2X,I4r2X13E2n.7)) 
CALL COEFS (JA~CA,ALPHAAIBETAAIKCAIBAIT~~T~~T~~IN~~A~ 
CALL COEFS (JnrCO,ALPHA0,BETAD,KCD8BO~Tl~T2,T3,IND20) 
CALL FITY~ALT~N~JA~CA,ALPHAA,BETAA,KFAIYAORlfl~l2~IND3A~ 
CALL FITY~ALT~N~J~~CO~ALPHAO~BE~AD~K~D~YOORIT~~T~~INO~D~ 
CALL FITY(ALT,N~JTICTIALPHATIRETAT~KFT~TORITI~T~~IND~T) 
CALL F~TY(~LT~N~JVA,CVAIALPHVAIPE~VAIKFVA,VAOR,T~,T~,IND~VA~ 
CALL FITY~AL7rN~JVU,CVO~ALPHV~~BETVD~KFVO,V00R~Tl~T2~INO3VO~ 
WRITE (6,500) (KIULT(K)~TOH(K)~VAOHO,VOOR(K),K=~~N) 
500 FORMAT(//~X,~HK~SXI~HALT(K),BX~~HTOR(K)~~X~~HVAOR(K)~X~~HVOOR(K)~/ 
1(2X113,F10.4,3~15.~)) 
k;RITE (6r450) (frBA(I),I=leKCA) 
WRITE (6,451) ~II~~D(I)~I=~~KCD) 
450 FORMAT ~//4X~lhlriSX~SHPA~I)r/(2X115r3X,E20.7)) 
451 FORMAT ~//4X~1Hl,15X,SHR~~i~,/(2XII5r3X~E2O.7~~ 
YRlTfi(6r202) 
DO 3 I=lrN 
EANM=24.68+.1235*ALT(I~-.OO0875*ALT~I)*ALT~I~ 
RG=8314.34/EANM 
SRD(I)=VUOH(I)/(2.*RG*~OR(I))**.5 
IF (SPD(I)-lr25)145r195r196 
19s S=SRlJ(I) 
CMJ = S/CONVSM 
GSI = GSIFtCMD) 
COFMD(I) =(2./(P1**.5))*(8./(3.*S~+~.*S/l5.~8.~S*S~S/2lO~~~GSI 
GO TO 197 
196 S=SRU(I) 
CMU = SICONVSM 
GSI = GSlFiCMO) 
SI2=1./(!a*S) 
SI4=SIE*SIZ 
CDFMO(I)=2.*(1.+SIZ-.25*SI4)*GSI 
197 OACHD(I)=SHO(T)/CUNVSM 
DY=~ACHD(I) 
COCA(I)=. 92+.166U714/0M-.366U714/(0M*DM*DM) 
VRATIO(I)=VAOR(I)/VDOR(I) 
SRA(iJ=VAOH(IJ/(2o*RG*TOR(l)J**.5 
IF (SRA(i)-1.25) 9Sr95r96 
95 S=SRA(I) 
CMA = S/CONVSM 
GSI = GSIFtCMAJ 
CDFMA(I) =(~./(PI**.S))*(~./(~.~S)+B.*S/~~.-~.*S*S*S/~~OO)*GSI 
GO TO 97 
96 S=SRA(I) 
CMA = S/CONVSY 
GSA = GSIF (CMA J 
SI2=1./~5*5) 
SI4=SI2*5IZ 
CDFMA(I)=2.*(l.+SA~-.25*SI4~*GSI 
97 DACHA(IJ=SHA(IJ/CONVSM 
DM=DACHA(I) 
CDCO(f)=. 92+.1660714/0M- .3660714/(0M*DM*OM) 
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PROGRAM RHORAT 
This program takes falling sphere data and performs the usual 
analysis to determine the temperature and density profiles. The data 
in the region.of overlap ,of the ascent and descent trajectories is 
treated as if the atmosphere were influenced by isentropic waves. 
Thus, differences in density at the same altitude will result in 
differences in temperature at that altitude according to the isentropic 
relations. 
The program also inputs various standard atmospheres so that 
ratios of the measured density and temperature can be readily com- 
pared to the standard values. 
111 
XXF(S)= ,3Y9*r016*S 
GSIF(S) - .9975617977-.018424966*S 
EANHF(Gl=24,6B+rl235~G~oOOO~74*G*G 
PARAMETER NPP=200 
DIMENSION Hl500~,NAD~500l,NAA~~500l,TUl5o0~l,TU2~~OO),THE15ool, 
~SIG~~OO~,PU~~~~~,PU~(~~~),PHE(SOO),S~P(~~O~,T~SR(SOO~~,SISR~SDO) 
DIHENsION RHDD(lOOl,RAIS0(l0o),TRA(lOOl,CISO(lool~ 
UI~IENSION TTA(NPPI,WTA(NPP),CTA(NPP),APTTAlNPP),BETTA(NPPl 
DIMENSI,ON GR~~~~~,GRA~~~~~,ALPHG~~OO),BETAG~~DO~,GRD~~~O~,CG~~OO) 
DIMENSION TINA(NPPJ,TIND(~~PP~,THA(NPP),~HD(NPP~ 
OIHENSION SRAINPPl,CDF~A~NPP),DACHA~NPPl,CDCAlNPPl,SRD~NPP),CDFHD 
l(NPP),DACHD(NPP),CDCD(NPPl 
DIflENsION AA(NPP),RHOA(NPPI,CDA(NPP~,RHOD~NPP),CDDI~PP),AD(NPP~, 
lTEHPA(NPP),TEHPD(NPP),VA(NPPl,VD(NPP), 
lRHOGA(l00),NAN(lO0),RHORA(lOo), CDGA(~~~),CDRA(~~~~,RHOGD(~OO~,NDN 
I(~~~),RHORD(~~~),CDGD(~OO),CDRD(~OO) 
DIMENSION RHLS(NPPl,RHLSAINPP),RHLSD(NPPl 
DIMENSION RHOSA (NPP),RH~SD(NPP~ 
DIMENSION ALS(NPP),RHOS~NPPI,TES(NPP),T~INPPJ,T~~NPP~,T~INPP~,FPS( 
lNPP),sMOL(NPPJ,w~NPP),CS~NPP),ALPS~~PP),BETS~NPP) 
DiHENSION AT(NPP) 
l ,XA(NPP),XD(NPY),C3A(NPP),C3D(NPP) 
~,HHA(NPP),CRA(f~PP),APA-(NPP),BEA(NPP~,RHD~N~~),TE~AD~lOO~ 
I,TTA(NPPl,TTD(NPP) 
CC = 307072000.*,64 
KTA = 8 
JTA = 0 
LTA = 0 
READ (5,801) (HS) 
READ (5,8.00) (ALS(I),RHOS(I~,TES(I)~,FPS(I)B~MDL(I~,I~~,HS) 
READ (5,600) (GR(IJ,Irl,MSJ 
WRITE(6,599) 
599 FORMAT(lH0 ,8X,‘ALT’,BX,‘CRAVITY’l 
WRITE (6,601) (ALS(I),GR(I),I-l,HSl 
600 FORMAT tlOX,FlO*5) 
WRITE (6,803) (HS, 
WRITE ~6,~02)~ALSfIt,RHOS~I),TES~IJ,FPS~Il,S~OL~IJ,1=l,~SJ 
801 FORMAT (110) 
800 FORMAT (F15.5,E15.5,F15r5,E15,5,F15.5) 
803 FORMAT (/// ,~X,~HMS=,IAO,~X,~~HUOS, STANDARD,// ,~X,~HALS,IZX,YHRHO 
~S,I~X,~HTES,~~X,~HFPS,I~X.~HS~OL,//I  
802 FORMAT (2X,Fl5,5,El5,5,Fl5,5,ElS.5.F15~5) 
.ER=.OOOl 
DO 60 I=l,MS 
60 RHLS(I)-ALOG(RHOS(1)) 
KKK=6 
CALL ORTHLS lALS,RHLS,W,MS,O,O,CS,ALPS,BETS,KKK,Tl~T2,T3,lNDll 
GAMMA-104 
CONVSM=(GAMnA.rS)@*,S 
PI=3.141592653 
DO 84 1=80,120 
H(Il.0 
TU(Ilr0, 
TUZ(Il=O,O 
112 
TM~tll-O*O 
SIbi I I=00 
PJ(l)=O. 
PUL( 11=n. 
PME( I )=fl. 
84 SIPfI)=O~ 
10 READ (5,302.) iSA 
READ(S,310)(HADl 
KEAD (5,200) (C3,El. 
K~AD(5,3Oll~HA,HD,N,ALTHJ 
KEAD(5,300)(AACIJ,RHOA(I),l~M~~A~IJ,CDA~IJ,VA~I~.I-l,~A~ 
K~AD(5,300)(AD~I),KHDO(I~,CDD(I~,~D~I~,I=~,MD~ 
TEA = TEHPA( I J 
TED - TEMPO(I) 
DO 48 I .- Ir?A 
NAA(I)-AA(I)**2 
Y8 AT(I) = AA(I) 
00 85 I=I,MD 
TtMAD(I)-0.0 
RHDD(I)=O.O 
85 NAU(I)=AD(IB+.Z 
DU q9 1 - I,5 
49 kTA(I) - l 5 
DO ‘i7 I = 6,MA 
‘47 VJlA(I) = 1.U 
CALL ORYHLS (ALS,6R,W,HS,O,O,CG,ALPHG,BEYAG,‘),TI,Y2,Y3,INDl) 
CALL FITY (AA,HA,O,CG,ALPHG,8EYAG,‘l,GRA,Yl,Y2,IND3) 
CALL FITY (AD,MD,0,C6,ALPHG,BETAG,~,GR0,Y1,T2,1ND3) 
601 FOKHAT f~x,2FIUe5) 
WHITE (6,bUI) ~AA(IJ,GRA~IJ,I-I,HAJ 
WHITE (6,601) (AD(I),GKD(I),I-1,MD) 
DO 5 I=l,luo 
COnA(I)=O.O 
5 CDKD(~~=O~O 
#KITE (6,305) 5A 
WRITE(6,3ll)(MAD) 
WYITE (6,201) (C3,El 
bvHITF(6,30Y)MA,MO,N,ALTH 
~KITF16,303~(AA~I~,RHOA~I),TEHPA(IJ,CDA~IJ,VA~IJ,I-I,HAJ 
wKITE(6,3O3)(AU(I~,KHOU~Il,TEMPD~I~,CDDtIJ,VD~~~,I=I,~DJ 
iO5 FOKMAT (YX, 17HSOUNOING NlJHRER =,13/) 
301 FOH~AT(313,F6~2). 
300 FOKHAT (F7.3,E8.4,F8,4,F5*3,F8.2) 
31 I FOKMAT (‘tX,YHHAD=,I‘t/) 
310 FUKHAT (12) 
304 FOKMAT(///JHHA- ,I‘+,3HMDP,1‘),3H N-,I4,5HALTM=,EJO~5) 
303 FOKMAT (YX,F6.2,2X,E7.2,2X,F’t.o,2X,F5.3,2X,F6.l/) 
3U2 FOKMAT (13) 
200 FOKMAT (2E20eIO) 
2111 FOKMAT (//,~x,~HC~=,E~U,~O,~~,~HE=,E~O~~O) 
CALL FITY (AA,HA,fJ,CSrALPS,RETS,KKK,RHLSA,YI,T2,1ND3) 
CALL FITY (AD,HD,O,CS,ALPS,RETS,KKK,RHLSD,Yl,Y2,IND”,) 
HNU-0 
DO 54 I-l,HD 
55 KHUGO( I )=RHOD( I) 
76 DU 12 I-I,HA 
ALYA-AA(I) 
113 
R‘~~~I,~~S~/LIN~~IALTA) 
S,RA(~)=VA(Il/(Zo*RG*TEMP~(I~~**o5 
IF. lSHA(l t~-li251 95~95~96 
95 S.SRA( 1 ). 
c.nA. = S/cONVSH 
cs-1 .= GSIF(CnA)’ 
cr.m~.(I) ~(~,/~.P~O~,~~~~~O~g~/(3.~~~+~,0~/1~~~~~0~0~0~/210~~0~~~ 
GO TO’ 97. 
96 S-sRAlI t 
CMA - S/CONVSM 
GSI y GSIF(CH-AJ 
SI2.I./(S*S.l. .:: 1, .,. 
SI~=SIZ.SIZ 
CDF~A(I).2,*(lr*SI2-~2S*SI,o.GSI 
97 DACHA(I).SRA(I)/CONVSM 
DH’DACHAII) 
CDC~(~)..92+,~46071~~D~-~366071~~(~~.0~~DHJ 
DC.COFHA(Il-CDCAII) 
NN.20 
RHOO=RHDA(IJ 
K=-1 
XAI I) . XXFICMA) 
x = XXFICMA) 
C3A(IJ . ,2I2.(CC/EANHF(ALTA))..XA(II 
C3 . C3A(I) 
30 FX=RHOA(II.CDA(Il/(CDCA(I)+DC.EXP(-C3*(ftl-(DO.*X II) 
CALL wEGIT(RHUU,FX,E,K,NN) 
GO TO (30,31,32,33),K 
31 RHDGA(I)-RHO0 
GO TO 39 
32 HHOGA(I)-OeO 
GO TO 34 
33 RHOGAtI)--I*0 
3L( NANf 1 )‘=NN 
RHOHA(RHOGA(I)/RHOA(I) 
CDGA(Il.CDCA(l)+DC~EXP(-C3*(Rt+DGA(l).*X )) 
RHOSA(I).EXP(RHLSA(I)I 
CDRA(I).RHOGA(IJ/RHOSA(I) 
12 CONTINUE 
IF(HAD-50) 20~21~21 
20 DO 58 JK-l,HAD 
TERAD(JK)-TEtlPAolA-HAD+JK) 
RHDD(JK).RHOGA(MA-HAD+JK) 
58 TEHPD(JK)-TEMAD(JK)*(RHOGD(JK)).*(.‘o 
GO ‘TO 22. 
21 TE;MPD(Il = TED 
22 00 11 1.1,HD 
ALTD.AD( I ) 
RG=83~‘i.34/EARHFlALTD) 
sHD(II=VU~I~/(~~.RG.T~HPD(I~~~.~~ 
IF (SRD(I)-1.25)195,195,~96 
195 S=SRD(I) 
CM0 = S/CONVSM 
GSI = GSIF(CHD) 
CDFHDlI) =(2r/(PI~~,5~~~l8r/(3.~S~+8,~S/15~.6o@S~S.S~2JDo~~~SI 
GO TO 197 
I96 S.SRD(I) 
114 
C”D - S/cONVSH 
GSI - GSIFf’c~ut ,; : 1 
S12-1,/fS.5~ ’ 
SIY*S12*SI2 
CDFHDlI~-2o*fl~*SI2~~25~SI~l~GSI 
197 DACHDII).SRD(Il /CONVSH 
Dfl .DACHD (;I,) :, ‘: . . 
CDCD(I)=.92+,1660714/0fl-,3660714/(0B~0M*0ll) 
_r ‘. 
DC-CDFMDIII-CDCDIII 
NN-20 
K--I , .. 
RHOG-RHODII)  
X0(1) - XXFICND) 
x - XXFICHDI . . ,: ‘. 
C3D(I) - .212*(CC/EANHF(ALTD))*oXD(I) ,‘, 
c3 - C3D(I) 
40 FX-RHODI I )*CDDf I l / fCDCDf I )+DC.EXPt-C3~(R-H~OO**x 1~1 
CALL wEGITfRHOO,FX,E,K,NN) 
GO TO (40,41,42,43l,K 
41 RHOGD(I)-RHO0 , 
GO TO 44 
42 RHOGD(ll-0.0 
GO TO 44 
43 RHOGDfI)--I*0 
44 NON(I)-NN 
RHORD(I) .RHDGD( I)/RHOD(I) 
CDGD(I).CDCDfI)*DC.EXP(-C3.(RHOGD(I)*.X )) 
RHOSD(I)-EXPfRHLSDfI)l  
CDRD(Il-RHOGDII)/RHOSD(Il  
RAISO(I).(RHOD(O/RHOGDfIJ)..,4 
I1 CONTINUE 
rJRITE (6,902) 
.RITE (6,900) (AA(Il,RHOGA(I),RHORA(IJ, CDGAfI),CDRA(Il,NANfIl, 
I XA(I),C3A(Il,I-I,,(A) 
WRITE (6,901) , 
WRITE (6,900) (ADfI)DR~O~DfIIDR~DD(Il , CDGD(I~~CDRD~I),NDN~I~~ 
1 XD(I),C3DfIl,I-1,MD) 
8B-0.0 
DO 61 K-2,HA 
BB-BR~(AA(K~~AA(K-~)~.~RHOGA~K)OGRA~K)~RHOGA~K~~~OGRA(K-~)J~ALOG 
I(RH~GA~K~*GRA~K~/~RHOGA~K-I~*GRA(K-~)~~ :_ : 
61 TINA(BB 
88-0.0 
. . 
00 63 K-2,HD ,; 1 .,’ 
0B.B8~fAD(K)-AOfK~ll). IRHOGDfK)~GRD~KJ~RHOGD(K~ll.GRD(.K-l))/A~O~ 
2(RHOGD(K).GRDfK)/(RHOGOfK-l l*GRD(K-1))l  
63 TIND(K)-BB 
THAIII-TEHPAIII 
DO 64 KK-2,HA 
ALTA-AAIKKJ j 
RG=8314r34/EANHFfALTA) 
64 THA~KK)*TINA~KK).~~UO~~(R~OGA(KK)*RG)+RHO~A~~)~THA~~)~RHOGAIKK) 
THD(l)-TEHPDIII 1 ., 
.UO 65 KK-2,IjD -. .I 
~~Torni~ ( KK j3 .‘T., :, i .- * 
RG.8314.34/EANRF(;LTD) 
65 THD~KK).TIND~KK).~~UOO~~RHOGD~KK~~R~~~R~OGD~~~*THD~I)~RHOGD~KK) 
115 
-_.--__. I 
DO 57 I-1,nD .: 3 
TRA(I)+TEHADfIJ/TEMPDfIl 
_ .. 
57 CISO(I).RA1SO(I)/fRA(I) I 
WRITE 16,610) (AA(I),TEMPA(I)DTHA(I)DI-~DM~) 
~HITE~~,~~~)~AD~~~,TEMPD~~),THD~~~,RA~SO~~),TEMAD~~),C~SO~~~ 
l),I.l,MD). 
DO 71 I-1,MA 
D~FA-A8SffTEMPA~~)-THAf~tt/TH~~~)))+D~~~ 
71 TEMPA(IJ.A8S(THA(Il) 
IF (HAD-50) 23~24~24 
23 flAl*tlAD*l 
GO TO 25 
24 MA1 i 1 
25 DO 72 I-flAl,HD 
DIFD.ABS((TEHPD(I)-THD(I~~~THD(I~)+DIFD 
72 TEMPD(I).A8SfTHDf1l) 
SUMD.OIFA+DIFD 
TEHPA( 1) . ,TEA 
IF ISUHD-ER) 74~714~75 
75 MNO-HNO+l 
IF (HNO-Fit 78~78~74 
78 GO TO 76 
74 CDNT 1 NUE: 
DO 81 I-1,nD 
JC-NAD( I) 
MfJC,l-M(JC)*l 
TU2(JCl-TU2fJC)+TEMPDfI)~*2 
PUZ(JC)-PUtfJC)*CDRDfI)**2 
TU(JC).TUfJC)+TEMPOJIl 
PUIJC).PUfJCI+CDRD(Il 
81 CONTINUE 
DO 82 I-1,MA 
JC.NAAI I) 
H(JCl.HfJCl*l 
PU2(JCl-PU2fJCl*CDRA(Il..2 
TU(JC).TU(JC)+TEMPA(I) 
PU(JCl-PUfJC)*CORAfIt 
TUZ(JC)-TUZfJC)*TEMPA(I)**2 
82 CONTINUE 
DO 83 I-80,120 
THE(I)-TUfI)/MfI) 
SIG(I).(fTU2(I)/MfIl)-THE()l*.21...5 
PnE(I).PU(I)/M(Il 
J - I-79 
THSRfl) - TME(I)/TES(J) 
SISH(Il . SIGfI)/TES(J) 
83 SIP(II.((PU~~I)/M~I))-PHE~I)~~~)**~~ 
WRIT~~~,~~~~~~,M~~~,TH~(I).SIG~I),P~E~I)DSIP(I)DTMSR~I),SISR~~), 
11 -80,120) 
650 FORBAT(6X,IH),6X,4HHo,7X,6HTnE(I), 9X,6HSIG(I), 9X,6HPHE(Il, 
1 ~X,~HSIP~~~,~X,~HTHSR~I),~XD~HSISR~~.)/~(~XDI~,~X,I~,~~~~~~)) 
610 FORMAT f6X,5HAAfI),lOX,8HTEMPA~~),l4x,6HTHA(I)/~(4%,FIOoS,2~2O~l~) 
3) 
611 FOHMAT~~X,~HAD(I),~OX,~HTEMPD(I),~~X,~HTEHAD~~)D~X.~HRAISO~I), 
112X,6HTRA(I),)UX,7HCIS00//(4X,FI0.5,5~20,)0)) 
900 FORMAT (2X,~)0.4,4E14.6,110,2E)4.61 
901 FORHAT I///,6X,3HALf,9X,5HRHDGDD9%,5HRHDD ,)0X, ~HCDGD,lOX,,tWCDR~, 
116 
I 
lllX,3HADN,9X,‘XA’,l3X,‘C3A’~ 
902 FORnAT l///,bXe3HALT,9X~SHRHOGA,9X, 5HRHORA~lOX,4HCDGA,1OX,4HCDRA, 
lllX,3HAAN,9X,‘XD’,13X,‘C3D”~ 
OXQT 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
850 
8 6.. 
87. 
88. 
09. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104r 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108, 
109. 
110. 
Ill* 
112. 
1130 
114. 
115. 
1 lh. 
117. 
11s* 
119. 
120. 
80. 
al. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
es. 
86. 
87. 
86. 
co TO 10 
EN0 , ‘: 
41 
1 r999 
1.662 
1.382 
lq150 
9.563 
7.955 
6.617 
5.504 
4.579 
3.819 
3.170 
2.59t) 
2.137 
1 r/b3 
1.45v 
1.211 
1 .ooti 
8.415 
7.044 
5.911 
4.974 
4.159 
3.493 
2.945 
2.492 
2.117 
1.804 
1.543 
1.323 
1.139 
9.829 
8.360 
7.153 
6.153 
5.321 
4.623 
4.035 
3.536 
3.112 
2.740 
2.436 
9.564 
9.561 
9.558 
9.555 
9.552 
9*550 
9.547 
9.544 
9.541 
-E5180.6,5 4.065 gE328.964 
-ES180.&5 4.888 -E32aa9b4 
-E5180.65 5.877 -E328,964 
-65180.65 7.067 -E32R.964 
-EblBO.bS 8.496 -E328.9&4 
-E&180.65 1.021 -E228.9&4 
-E&180.&5 1.228 -E228.9&4 
-E&180.&5 1.476 -r228.9&4 
-E&160.65 1.774 -E228.964 
-E&180.65 2.133 -E228.964 
-E&180.65 2.563 -E228*96 
-E&183.63 3.127 gt228.96 
-E&186.62 3.802 gE228.96 
rE6189.59 4.607 gE228.96 
-E6192.5& 5.566 ea28.95 
-E&195.51 6.702 gF228.94 
-E&198.1)5 8.052 -E828.94 
-E72Ol.37 9.643 gE828.92 
-E7204.28 1.151 -El28.91 
-E7207.16 1.371 -m28.90 
-E7210.02 1.629 -El28088 
-E7214.8& 1.946 mEl28.86 
wE7219.66 2.316 -E128.83 
mE7224.43 2.744 -E128.81 
-E7229.18 3.240 gEl28.78 
gE7233.90 3.810 -El28.75 
-E7236.58 4.465 -E128.72 
gE7243.23 5.215 -El28.&8 
wE7247.85 6.071 -El28.664 
mE7252.44 7.045 1E128.60 
-E8257.00 8.150 -E128.56 
-E82&6.44 9.568 -El28051 
gE8275.85 1.117 28.47 
-E8285.20 1.296 28.42 
aE8294.92 1.496 28.37 
-E8303.78 1.719 28.32 
-E8313.01 1.966 28.27 
mE8322.19 2.239 28.22 
-E8331.33 2.540 28.17 
-E8340.43 2.870 28.12 
rE8349.49: 3.233 28.07 
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OUU34 1 
000342 
000343 
OUUJ44 
tlUU345 
OUU346 
000347 
000348 
000349 
ouu350 
OUU35 1 
f lUU352 
OUU353 
OUO354 
OUO355 
OUO356 
OUU357 
OUU358 
OUU359 
000360 
00036 1 
000362 
000363 
000364 
OUO365 
OUO366 
000367 
000368 
0003&v 
OUct370 
00037 1 
000372 
ouo 
000 
000 
ouu 
000 
ouo 
000 
000 
000 
ouu 
OUU 
uuu 
000 
000 
000 
000 
oou 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
9R. 
VP. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
10s. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
Ill. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
1180 
119. 
‘_ 
9.538 
9.535 
9.532 
9.529 
9.526 
9.523 
9.520 
9.517 
9.514 
9.511 
9.508 
9.505 
9.502 
9.499 
9.496 
9.493 
9,490 
9.488 
9.485 
9.482 
9.479 
9.476 
9.473 
9.470 
9.467 
9.464 
9.461 
9.458 
9.455 
9.452 
9.449 
9.447 
PROGRAM AFILIP-HIGH CM 
This program computes values of drag coefficient for various 
values of Knudsen number and Reynolds numbers for Mach numbers above &. 
. 
.  !  
119 
YRUN,/TPC AFILIP,UAHXXXXXXXXX,OR8Il,5,400 
HIGH CH- 
OFORtIS M4INrMAIN 
GSIF(S) - .9V75&17977-.01842696&*S 
XF(Sl - .399+.01b.S 
CDFMLF~S)-~2./~PI=~.5tJ.~8~/f3..Sl+~..S~l5.~8.~S~S.S/2~O.~~GS~~ ’ 
COFMHF(S1 l 2..~1.+1./lf.S~-.25/~S~SoS*S~~*GSI 
C3CF(S1=.V2+.1660714 /S-.36&0714 /(S+S.SI 
DIHENSION XH(1U01,RE(1001,C0(1OC),BKNo( 
1 CDLSf1001,CR(lU01 
PI = 3.14159265 
GAMHA = I.4 
CONVSM = (GAMMA-.5)**.5 
10 READ(5,1,END-1001C~,NI 
l FORHAT(FlDeO,I51 
READ(5,331 XL,EL,GSI 
33 FORMAT(3F15.01 
REAOf5,21 (XH(I1,RE(I1,CD(I1,1II,Nt.) 
2 FORHATI3F20.U) 
GSI - GSIF(CH1 
SLLK I 0.0 
SELKZ - 0.0 
SY = 0.0 
SYKN 8 0.0 
WRlTEI6,ll) 
11 FORMAf(lH1,13X,‘PRESENf EXPERIMENTAL SPHERE DATA’) 
WRITE(6,5lCt’ 
5 FOHHAf~lHO,/,/,25X,,CH = ‘,F6rY,/,/,llX,‘XM’,l7X,‘RE,,~9X,(CD(,/I 
wRlfE(6,61(XH(I1,RE(I),CD(Il,I’,l,NI1 
6 FUKHAT(5X,FlO.4,IOX,Flil.4,lOX,FlO.41 
Ati+GAHHA*.(-.S) 
7 DO 20 I-1,NI 
A = .499.(B./PI I*..5 
A = 1 ./A 
BKNlIl * XM(I)/tREfIl*4G1 
BKNiI) = A*BKNt 11 
SH - Xn(I)*CONVSM 
IF(5R-1.251 95,95,9& 
95 CDF’H = CDFHLF t SR 1 
GO TO 97 
96 COFH I CDFHHFtSR) 
97 GM’= xH(I1 
CDCN - CDCF(GHJ 
DC = CDFH-CDCN 
UC = CD(I)-COCN 
CHi 11 - UC/DC 
WHITE(6,‘oDC,UC,CR(I~ 
q FORMAT(/,/, lH ,‘DC l ‘,E20.10,5X,‘UC =‘,E20.10,5X,‘CR(I) -‘,E2OelD) 
20 CONTINUE 
E - r212 
DO 41 J=I,IDl 
X=.005*lJ-1) l 0.35 
FX=DSuX(CR,BKN,E,NI,X) 
120 
I 
)‘X-FX-X 
41 WHlTE(6,l2~X,F’X,NI 
x - XFICM) 
00 42 J-1,lUl 
E-rOOS*(J-l.b*.l 
FE-DSUE(CH,BKN,E,NI,X) 
FE-FE-E 
42 WRITE(b,l3)E,FE,NI 
X - XFICH) 
E - .2 1.2 [. 
12 FORhAT(/,lH ,‘X -‘,E20.10,5X,‘Fx -“,E20.10,5X,‘N - ‘,13) 
13 FURHAT(/,l~ ,‘E -,‘,E20.10,5X,‘FE B ,,EZoe10,5X,‘N I ‘,I3) 
suu-0.0 
DO 75 I-l,Nl 
SR-CM.CONVSM 
GM-CM 
IftSR-1.25)85,85,86 
85 CDLS(1) - CDCF~GH)+((COFHLF(SR)~CDCF(GH~)OEXP(~E~(BKN(I~)~OX~) 
GO TO 70 
86 CrJLS(1) = CDCF(GH~*lCDFHHF(SR.~~COCF(GM~~~EXP(~E/(8KNfI)~~*X) 
70 StiD-SOD*(CDLS(l)-CD(I)J**2. 
75 CONTINUE 
RMS-(SQD/NI )**.S 
WHITE(6,74) 
74 FORHAT(/,/,/,9X,‘CDLSD,18X,*CD*,17X,’BKN’,/) 
WRlTE(6,73)(CDLS(N),CP(N),BKN(N),N-1,NI) 
73 FORHAT(~.H ,3EZOelOl 
~RIT~(6,3),CM,NI,X,E,GSI 
3 FUHHAT(/,/,/,/,/,lH ,9X,.CM’,~8X,.N~,,/,/,lH ,7X,F&.4,1&X912,/,/,/ 
1,lH ,9X,‘X’,lVX,‘E’ ,18X,‘GSlb,/,/,1M ,3E20.10) 
wRITE(6,71)RHS 
71 FORMATI/,/,/,’ RHS9’9E20.10) 
Sl - CM 
52 - CH*CONVSH 
DCF - cDCF(SlJ 
DFML - CDfHLF(S2) 
UFHH - CDFHHF(S2) 
WHlTE(6,76) DCF, DFML, DFHH, SI, S2 
76 FOHHAt(/,/,/,lH ,, CDCF”,E2O.lO,/,/tlH 0 CDFHLF-‘rE20.10, 
1 /D/DlH ,’ CDFHHF-‘,E2O.lU,/,/,lH ,’ Sl-‘,EtO.lO,/,/,lH , 
I e’ SZ-‘,E20.10) 
DO 53 L-1,5 
00 50 K-l,9 
BKN(K) - ~0.01+0.0~~~K~l~l*~lO.~.(~~~J) 
BKN(K) - BKN(K)*(lO.‘,.(-3)) 
SR - CH*CONVSH 
6H - CM 
IF(SR-1.25155,55,56 
55 CDLS(K) - COCF(GH)*((CDFHLF(SR)-COCF(GMI)OEXP(-E/( BKN(K))**X)) 
GO TO 51 
56 COLSfK) - CDCF(GH)+(CDFHHF(SR)‘-CDCF;GH)lbEXP(-E/( BKN(K)l*bX) 
51 WHlTE(6,52)CM,SR,6KN(K),CDLS(K) 
52 FOHHA~(lHO,1bX,‘CH’,14X,‘SR’,/,/,lH ,12X,FB.4,8X,F10.4,/,/,/,1H , 
1 YX,‘BKN’,17X,‘CDLS’,/,/,lH ,3XDE1S,8,5X,E15.8) 
50 COIJT 1 NUE 
53 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
121 
100 STOP 
FUNCTION DSUXJCR,BKN,E,NI,XJ 
DIMENSION CRJJUD~,BKN~JDDJ 
5x = oao 
DO 65 I=J,NI 
BKNX I BKN(IJoeX 
sx = SX*(CRJIJ-EXPJ-E/BKN~JJ*(EXP~-E/~KNXJJ@~A~OG~ BKN(IJJJ/BKN.X 
65 CONTINUE 
DSUX m X+SX 
R)ETuRN 
FUNCTION DSUE~CR,BKN,E,NI,X~ 
DIMENSION CRJlOOJ,8KNtlDDJ 
SE = oeo 
DO 66 I=J,NI 
8KNX I BKN(Il.*X 
SE . SL+~CR~1J-EXP~-E/BKNXJl~~EXP(-E/BKNX~J~BKNX 
66 CONTINUE 
DSUE m E+SL 
RETURN 
END 
122 
PROGRAM AFILIP-LOW CM 
This program computes those same values as the AFILIP-HIGH CM 
except that only Mach numbers lower than unity are employed. 
L’ ‘: ,. , , ,r .:,, : ,. ‘T’., ,I :I v,. 
vs.,, ,:y,.. .i-,. 
, .  3. 
;‘.. i 
.  i ‘. j .  .  
7. :  
193 
ORUN,/TPC AFILIP,UAHXXXXXXXXX,ORBIT,4,3OU 
LOW CH 
IdFOR,IS HAlrJ,flAJN 
XFtS) = .399+rU16aS 
GSIFlj) - r997561;977*.DJ8426966,5 
CDFHLF~S)~~2e/~PI~~rS))~~8~~~3,~S)+~~.S/l5o~8.*S*S~S/2JO,)oGSI 
COFHHF(%) - ~~*OD+J./(S*S)-.~~/~S*S*S*S))“GSI 
C0CFf.S) - 0a40297-0,1424799*S*S+0.45950669*~S*~4.) 
DJHENSION X?l000J,RE000),CD000)0( 
1 CDLSO00),CROOO) 
PI = 3.1‘4159265 
GAMMA - 1.4 
CONVSH = fGAHHA*r5)*.,5 
10 HEAD(S,l,END-JOO)CH,NI 
1 FORHATIFlO,O,I5) 
READ(5,33) XL,EL,CSJ 
33 FORHAT(3FlScO) 
REAO(S,Zl ~XH~I),RE~I),CD~I),Irl,NI) 
2 FORHATt3F20.0) 
GSJ - GSIFtCM) 
SELK = 0.0 
SELK2 = OeD 
SY - 0.0 
SYKN - 0.0 
WYlTE(6,ll) 
11 FOHHAT~lHI,13X,‘PRESENT EXPERJHENTAL SPHERE DATA’) 
wHJTE(6,5)CM 
5 FOHMAT~lH0,/,/ ,25X,*CM i ‘BF~.~,/,/,J~X,‘XM’~J~X,‘RE~,J~X,’CD@,/) 
WHITE(6,6)(X~~l),9E(l~,CD(I~,I=l,NI) 
6 fORHAT~5X,FlO~4,JOX,FJU~4sJOX,flO,4) 
AG=GsnMA.*(-.5l 
7 DO 20 I-1,NI 
A - r499.(8*/Pl)*.r5 
A =. 1./A 
dKN( I I * XM(J)/iRE(J)*AG) 
BKNO) = A*BKNtI) 
SH - xHtl)*CONVSM 
IFiSR-1.25) 95,95,96 
95 CDFH = CDFHLFISR) 
Gu Tr) 97 
96 CDFH = CDFHHF(SRJ 
97 GH = XHlI) 
CDCN = CDCF(GH) 
DC l CDFU-CDCN 
UC = CD(I)-CDCN 
Cti(II - UC/DC 
WHlTE(6,4)DC~UC,CRII) 
4 FOHHATi/n/wJH ,‘OC -‘,E20.J0,5X,‘UC =‘,E20.J0,5X,‘CR(J) =‘,E2O,JD: 
20 CONTINUE 
E = 0212 
DO 41 J-l.101 
X*,D05*(J-l) *De35 
FX-DSUX~CRBBKN,E,NI,X) 
124 
FX-FX-X 
41 wHITE16,12JX,FX,NI 
X - XF(CH) 
DO 42 J-J,101 
E=~005*(J-lJ*el 
FE=DSUE(CH,BKN,E,NI,XJ 
FE-FE-E 
42 WRITE(6,13lE,FL,NI 
x - XF(CM) 
E - r212 
12 FORMAT(/, lM ,‘X -‘,E2O.lD,SX,*Fx -,,E2CtrlU,5X,‘N - ‘(13) 
13 FORHAT(/, lH ,‘tr -‘,EZO.J0,5X,‘FE - ,,E20~10,5X,‘N - ‘,I3) 
SQD-0.0 
DC) 75 I-1,NI 
SR-CMaCONVSM 
GH-CM 
lF(SR-1.25)05,85,86 
85 CDLS(I) - COCFIGMJ*((CDFHLF~SR)~CDCF(GMJJ~EXP(IE/(EKN~IJJ**XJ) 
GO TO 70 
86 CDLS(I) - CDCf(GM)*(CDFHHF(SR)-CDCF(GMJJ*EXP(-E/(BKN(I)).4X) 
70 SQD=SQD*~CDLS~J)~CO(I)J~~2a 
75 CONTINUE 
HMS=lSQD/NI)**r5 
dRJTE(6,74) 
74 FORHAT~/,/,/,~X,‘COLS’,J~X,‘CD’~~~X,’I~KN’,/) 
WRITE(6,73)(CDLS(N),CD(N),DKN(N),N=J,NI) 
73 FORMATOH ,3E20.10) 
wHITE(6,3)CM,NI,X,E,GSI 
3 FORMAT(/,/,/,/,/,lH ,9X,,CM,,l8x,,NI,,/,/,JH ,7X,F6.4,JbX,IZ,/,/,/ 
1elH ,9x* ‘x’,JYx,‘E’,l8x,‘GSI’,/l/tlY ,3EZOoJOJ 
WHITEt6,7l)RMS 
71 FORHAT(/,/,/,’ RHS-’ ,EZO. 10) 
Sl - cn 
s2 - CH*CDNVSH 
DCF l CDCFISJ) 
DF ML - CDFMLF(S2J 
OFHH - CDFMHF(S2) 
WRITE(6,76) DCF, DFML, DFHH, Sl, S2 
76 FORHAT(/,/,/, lH ,’ CDCF-‘,E20110,/,~,JH 0 CDFMLF-‘,EZO.JO; 
I /s/,~H ,’ CDFHYF-‘,E20rlO,/,/,tH ,’ SJ-‘,E2O.)O,/,/rJM , 
I ’ SZ-‘(E.20. JO1 
00 53 L-J,5 
DO 50 K-1.9 
BKN(K) - (O.OJ+O~Ol*(K-J)J*llO.*.(LmlJJ 
BKhtK) - BKN~K).(JO.or(-31) 
SR - Cfl*CONVSfl 
GM - CM 
If(SR-1.25)55,55,56 
55 COLS(KJ 6 CDCF(GHJ+((COFMLF(SR)~COCF(GMJ)*EXR(-E/( BKNtKJ)**XJJ 
GO TO 51 
56 CI)LS(K) - CDCF(GMJ-+(CDFHHF(SR)-CDCF(GH))*EXRf-E/( BKN(KJJ**XJ 
51 WHIfE(6,52)CH,SR,f!tKN(K),CDLS(K) 
52 FOHMAT(lHD,J6X,‘CH’rJ4X,‘SR’,/,/,JH ,J2X,F8~4,8X,FlU~5,/,~,~,lH , 
1 9X,‘8KN’,l7X,‘CDLS’,/c/tln ,3X(EJ5.8,5X,EJ5~8) 
50 CONTINUE 
53 CONTINUE 
GO TO JO 
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;  : .  :  .  .  
.:’ 
J O 0  S T O P  
F U N C T I O N  DSUX(CR,BKN,E ,N I ,XJ  
O I H E N S I O N  C R f 1 U 0 ~ , 8 K N O D U J  
sx =  0 .0  
D O  6 5  I=J,NI  
B K N X  I BKN( IJ**X 
sx -  S x + ( C R ( I J - E X P ( - E / B K N X J J * t E X P ( r E / B K N X ) ) * ( A L O G (  BKN( IJJJ /BKNX 
6 5  C O N T I N U E  
D S U X  =  X * S X  
R E T U R N  
F U N C T I O N  DsUE(CR,BKN,E ,NJ ,X)  
D I~ IENs ION C R 0 0 0 1 , 6 K N 0 0 0 )  
S E  l  o e 0  
D O  6 6  I=J,NI  
8 K N X  I BKN( IJ . *X 
S E  -  S E + l C R ( I J - E X P ( - E / B K N X J J a [ E X P ( - E / E J K N X ) ) / B K N X  
6 6  C O N T I N U E  
D S U E  =  E * S E  
R E T U R N  
E h D  
1 2 6  
PROGRAM CDCLEV 
This program computes free molecular drag and lift coefficients 
for flat surfaces at various angles of attacks and for a specified 
range of speed ratios. 
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@HUN,/TP C3CLEV,UAHXXXXXXXXX,Fi~lASTfC-GK,S,l5U 
ImPLICIT REAi*B(A-H,O-2) 
DlHtNSION A~GO(2O),CL(25~2~),C~(25,20) ” 
READ(S,lOO) PJ,ALJ,X 
S&2-1.41421356237 
PI-3.141592653 
SuPI-1.?724538509 
S&2-1.41421356237 
E-2a718281828459 
Xfi=X*PI/1800 
P-0.3275911 
Al=U,25982Y592 
AA--0.284496736 
A3=1.~21413741 
A4--1rY53152UL7 
A5=1.061405429 
LOO=4..3./PI 
0o;L21-1,25 
S=I 
DO 22 J= I ,‘I’0 
AhG-XH*(J-1) 
AtdGD(J)=ANG*l8O./PI 
SA=SIN(ANGl 
CA-COStANGl 
Z=S*S*.S*Sk*SA 
tz=E*.(-Zl 
l=L/3.75 
ES-E..(-5*S) 
R=)ro/(frO+P*Sl 
~HFS=(~O-(A~.R+A~*R*R+A~~(R*~~~)+A~~(R~*~~~+A~*(R**~O)).ES 
F=S~PI.(S.S*~OO-(O~~S/(S.S)~~*ERFS+(S+(O~~/S~~*ES 
CDO-P..F/(S*S*SQPI) 
IF(Z-3r75~lO~lU,11 
B~=(Z~.,5)~LZ.(l.O+3,5156229*l*T +3,0899424*(1**4eJ 
)+1.2067492*(1**6.) +r2659732*(11*8.) +.0360768*tl**IO,) 
2*.C1045813.(1**12~)) 
Hl-(Z.*l,5l.EZ*(rS+.8789U594*T~T +a514Y8869*(T@*Yel 
2*.150&4934*(T**6*I +rO2658733*(7**8.) l *00301532*(T**~~o~ 
3+~00032411*(T**12r~) 
60 Tn 12 
801.39894228+e01328592/T+.OO225319/(T*T) 
1~.00157565/(T*T*T)+.00916281/(T**4~~ 
2-~02fl577U6/(1**5~)*~02635537/(T.~6e) 
3-r016‘t7633/(7*.7r)+~OO~92377/(T**80) 
81-.39894228-~0398ti024/T-~00362018~(T*T~ 
l+.U0)638U~/(T~T~T~-.OlU3l~55/(T~~4,)+.~2282967/(l~.5ml 
2-~O2A95312/(T.+6~)+.0~787654/(T*~7~~-~004200590(T*.8~~ 
AL=8.*SA*SA/3e 
BL=-4.*SA*SA+PI*SA 
C=~PI..5*SA*(b~.SA~SA/br) 
AJ+ALJ 
CL(I,J~=SQZ*S~PI..~*CA.((~~+~I)*AJ~(AL+~L~PJ+C~PJ*PJ) 
1490*~1.+~3, -PJ~.AJJ/(S*S)*~~~(~~*(~,/~~*PJ/~~+PJ/~~~*AJ~/(~OS)J 
CL(I~J)=(LOD/(~O+LOD)~*CL(I~J~ 
AU--l.*4.*SA*SA/3. 
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: 1. 
.:,J:*,. . 
I ; , y- ;. I .; -1 ,. ; ‘,.. ;- 
. !: ‘;. ” 
..’ 
~U=Pb8.*SA*SA/3; 
CDDm>./2,-PI*Sa*SI*SA/Ja 
OO=~.~+PI/~O~SA*SA/~. 
KO-AD+BD*PJ+CDDiPJ*PJ+OD*PJ*RJ*PJ 
If(J-1120.21120 
CU(I,J~-~QZ*SA*((~~*~~~*(~~+AJ*KD~+~~*(~~+AJ*(~~-~.*~P~J.+~~*PJ*PJ~~ 
1/(2,*S.5~+81*(1.+ALJ*(1~/3.+2.*PJ/3,~PJ.PJ/6~11/(2.*S*S~1 ” 
2+S~2*(RO+BlJ*(l.+ALJ~(-l~+l*5*PJ*PJ-. S*PJ*PJ*PJll/(SA*S*S) 
CD(I,Jl=CD(I,J1*SOPI 
CO(I,J~~(LOD/(I~+LO~~~*CD(I~J~+CDO/(~~+LOD~ 
GO TO 22 
C3(1,J1-SOPl*(l.*AJ*(~l.+l.S*PJ*PJ~.5*PJ*~J*~J11/S 
CD(1,J~=(LOD/(l.+L0D1~*~D(I,Jl*CDO/(l.+LOD1 
CONTINUE 
~JITT(6~,2[‘~0~PJ,ALJ 
W~lTE(6,2011(ANG~D(J1,J’=l~,l0l 
DO 2 I=l,iS 
wRITE(6,2021I,(C&1,Ji,JII,IO) 
WHITE(6,203)PJ,ALJ 
W~ITE(6,2fll~(ANGD(J1,J=l,lO~ 
00 3 I-l,25 
dRITE(6,2021I,(Ci(I;J1,J=l,lO1 
60 TO 50 . 
FORHAT(3DlO~51, .]. 
FORM4T(iHl,25X,~k~(S,ANG1,8X,3k(PJ =,~15e5,4X,4HALJ=,EI5,5/) 
FOHHAT(4X,7HS.~ANG=,10E12~5~1 
FORMAT(3X,I2,6~,lOEI2~51 ” 
FORHAT(IHI,251,9HCL(S,ANG1~8X,3~PJ= ,~15.5,4X,4HALJ=,E15~5~1 
END 
:, .:.‘.. .., 
., 
PROGRAM CFEVAT, 
This program compute's values of force coefficient for a 
specified speed ratio as a function of gas surface interaction para- 
meters and angles of attack. 
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ORUN,/TP CFEVAL,UAtiXXXXXXXXX,FANTASTIC-GK,5,150 
IHPLICIT REAL*Y(A’H,O-2) 
DIMENSION A(50.2).Gf50.2~.H~50tl),Q(50,2).P~5~.,2) 
DIMENSION E(50.2) 
DIMENS)ON GAMf20),ALJ(15),PJ~15),CF(20,2~,2~) 
DIt lENSION AS~50,2),GSf50,2),HS~~~,~,.Q~~~~.~~,~~f~~.~~ 
DIHfNSION FFt50,2) 
RLADt5.100)SRAl 
SRAZ..SRAl*SRAl 
AR-l.5780 
Al-.44325141463 
AZ-.06260601220 
A3r.04757383546 
A4-.01736S06451 
61=.24998368310 
821.09200180037 
83-.04069697526 
54-r00526449639 
AAO=).386294361)2 
AA)-0.09666344259 
AA210.0359~1092383 
AA3-0.03742563713 
AA4-o.o)451196212 
bUlJ’O.5 
B&l-0.)2498593597 
882-0.06880248576 
083=0.03328355346 
BBY-0.00441787012 
Pl..3.14159265359 
DO51 I-1,19 
GAH( I )-S.O*( I-1) 
G~HH~5.0*~I~1~~PI/180.0 
SlNG=SIN(GAMR) 
COSA=COS(GAHRJ 
SINA-SING 
FHl*l.U-SIMG*SING 
FH2-FMl*FMl 
F.l3=FM)*FHZ 
FM4=FMl*FH3 
J.1 
IF(FM))21,31,21 
~~~,J)-~,+~~.FH~+A~+FM~+A~*FM~+A~*FM~+~~~*FM~+~~*FM~+~~*FH~+B~*FM~ 
l).AL~G(l./FMl) 
FF~I,J)-AAO+AAl*FH~+AA~*F~2+AA3*FH3+AA~*~~~+~BB~+8~~*F~l+BB2*~H2 
1+8H3.FM5+RB4~F~4)*LOGf,.~F~l) 
60 TO 4) 
EO,J)-I. 
FF( I BJ)-lllOO. 
~(I,J)-7.+4..AR*E(I,J)/PI 
AS~I,J)=~.*SO*AR*FF(I,J)/PI 
6(1,J)-AH*Y.*E(l,J~/~3.*PI~+AR*l6.*COSA*COSA*FFfI,J)/f9.*PI) . 
GSO.J)=-AR*FF(I.J)/PI 
W~~,J~=~./~.+AH*~E~~,J~*~~~~./~~.*P~~+~.~~~.*COSA*COSA/~~.*PI~~ 
~+PI*SINA~SINA+.5-8.*FF(I,Jl*COSA*CtlSA/~3.*PI~~ 
~S~I,J)~~./~.+AH*~..~(I,J~/(~.*FI~+AR*~~~I,J~*~-~.+~./~~.*~I~~ 
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.: _, ; 
I+AH*(-PI*SINA*SINA/~.-PI*3.*('SINA**4,)/;6.) 
.. : ." ! * 
O(l,J~=l,/6.+AR*E(l,J~*()6=/(3...~I~-4.+8.*,COSA*,,C.~S-A//,(3.*~I)~ 
~+Ah*(~.*E(I,JI/PI-.~S*PI*SINA*SINA+~,*~OSA*~OSA*FFfIDJ~/~’9.*PIl~ 
QS~I,JI-~./~.~AR*E~I,J~*~./~~.*PIJ+AR*FF~IDJ~*~~.+~~D~~~D*PI~~ 
l~A~~l.5.FF(I,J~/PI+AR.PI*fSINA*SINAofl./8.+3.*SINA*SINA/32.~~ 
P(I,J)r-l./6,*AR*E(I,J~*(~8./(9.*PI~+l.-8.*COSA*~OSA/(9.*~I)~ 
I-AR*2.*E(I,J1/+'1 
P5(I,Jl-~l./6.*AR*E(I.J~/(3.*~I)~AR*FF(f,Jl*f.25+2.0PI) 
1+.5*FF(I,Jl*AR/PI 
DO 51 J=l,ll 
uu 51 K=l,ll 
ALJ(J)*rZ*(J-1) 
PJ(Kl-.2*(K-1) 
RJl-PJ(K) 
PJZ=PJl*PJl 
PJ3=PJl*PJ2 
CF(K,J,I)=A(I,I~+AS(I,ll/SRA2+~LJ(Jj*(G(I,l)+PJl*H(I.lJ+PJ2*QfI,~~ 
l+PJ3*P(I,l)J+ALJ(Jl*(GS(I,l~+PJl*HS(ID~~+PJ2*~S(I,l)+PJ3*~S(I,~)) 
2/SKA2 
CF(K,J,I)=CF(K.J,1)/(l.+AR) 
Sl CONTINUE 
(~0 15 J=l,ll 
WR1TE16,211) J,ALJfJ) 
211 FORHAT(lX,4HALJ(,I2,4H) = F8.2) 
WRITE(6,9797) 
WRlTE(6,9997) 
wRlTE16,98Y91 
DU'lIlS K=l,ll 
WRITEf6,2ll11~CF1K,J,I1,I=l,71 
WRITE(6,2l1111CF1K,J,I1,I-8,1~1 
WRIT~(6,2111)(CFfK,J,)),I,.15,19) 
1115 WRITE(6,)62l 
15 WHITE(6,1631 
Go To 99 
I62 FURHAT 
163 FORNAT(////l 
2111 FOHMAT(lXEl5.9,2XEl5.9,2XEl5.9,2XEl5.9.2XEl5.9,2XEl5.9,2XE)5.9~ 
9797 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I J 
9997 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1651 
9899 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
100 FORflAT~DlO.Sl 
END 
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PROGRAM RUFSPH 
This program was used to compute drag coefficients for a 
number of non-spherically shaped objects. The copy shown here was 
used to compute the drag coefficient of ellipsoids of various eccentric- 
ities and gas surface interaction parameters. 
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JHPLJCJT REAl.*8(A-H,O-Z1 
DJMENSJON FB~2l~,FF~2lJ,~HB~21)o,TX8(2l),fXF~21~ 
DIMENSION DJI2lJ,OR~2l,2l~,x~21~,WJ21J,~JJ21J,C~FJ21,21J,GAHJ2J~, 
lTHJ~2l~,wW~21~ 
DJHENSJON ‘THxJ40) 
DJHENSJON GA(1o),GA2JloJ 
DIMENSION CR{201 
DJHENSJON fi(2i),ss(21) 
DJHENSION RR(2l) 
X(l~=0.07652652113350 
X(2)=0,22778585114165 
X~3)=0,37370608871542 
X(4~=0.51086700195083 
x(51=0.63605368072652 
X16~=0.74633190646015 
x(7)=0.83911697162222 
X~6)=0.91223442825133 
~~9~=0.96397192727791 
x(lO~-0.9931285991851 
wll)=1~.1527533871307 
~(2~=0~149l729064726 
w~3~=0.1420961093183 
W(4~=o,l3J6086384492 
~~5)=0,1181945319615 
w~6~=o.1019301198172 
W(7)=0.0832767415767 
w(8)=0.0626720483341 
w(9l=0.0406014298004 
~110)=0.017614007132 
P=Oo3275911 
Al-O,254829592 
A2=-0.284496736 
A3=1r421413741 
AY=.-1.453152027 
A5=1.061405429 
PI=3,l4159265356976 
DO 2 J-l,10 
J-l 1-I 
GAM(I)-PJ*r5.(1,-X(JJ) 
2 wWCJ)=W(J, 
D031=1,10 
J=J+lO 
GAH~J)-PJ~.5~~1r+X~J~I 
3 Ww(JI=W(Jl 
00 40 n=1,5 
ECC = 0*0001*rl 
GA2~H)-r5~~lO~~*~H-lJ~.P1/~36~o*36O~,J 
GA(MI=ECC 
ASi1 r0 
BS=ll .-ECC*ECCIe*rS 
O041=1,21 
004J=). ,21. 
4 ORtl,~l=O,0 
00 29 J=J,lO 
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29 
27 
31 
33 
S(,A=SJ,,,(G&(,J.)~.: : ‘.‘:’ E’.! .‘, : t,!,. ‘,., -‘: 
C~A*COS(GAH(III  
CZ-CGA*CGA 
S2’SGAeSGA 
RH(I)=(C2/(BS...BS)*S2/(AS.AS))**’(-,5) 
DROTH=((RR(Jl)..3~).(BS..(~2,)~AS..(-2,)).CGA.SGA 
GR(J).ATAN(DRDTH) 
CONTINUE 
DO 27 I-11,20 
GR( I )=OeO 
RR(I)=100 
CONTINUE 
0051~1,10 
ss.1 I l-10,*.(-1 1 
f-lr/(l.+P.SS~Jll 
s=ss(Il 
EHfS=2..~S~S*.S.s/3~+~s.*5.~/10.~~s.*7,~/42. 
~+IS..9.~/216~~/~PJ..o5~ 
DJ(J~=O,O 
006J=1,20 
Y=ABS(S.COS(GAH(J))) 
T=l*/(lr+P.Yl 
ERfY-2..(Y-Y.Y.Y/3~+(Y*.5~l/lOo-(Y..7,)/42~ 
I+(Y..9.)/216rl/(PI..e51 
CGA=COS(GAFI(J)) 
If(CGA)31,33,33 
Y=-Y 
ERfY=-ERfY 
PQ=,S+rS.ERfY 
Q=S.Y.(lr+ERfY)*S.EXP(-Y.Y)/(PJ..,s) 
f l(J).(Q*Q+2o.PQ.Q.CGA+PQ.PQ).*b5 
fHI(J)-PJ*,S-ACOS((Q.CGA+PQ)iFJ(J)) 
fHX(J)=PJ..5-fHJ,(J) 
6 CONTINUE 
DO 70 J=l,ZO 
ANB-CAM(J)-GR(J) 
ANF=GAH(J)-CR(J) 
YB=ABS(S.COS(ANB)) 
YF=ABS(S.COS(ANF)) 
TB-l./(I.+P.YB) 
Tf-lr/(l.*P.Yf) 
ERfYBr2..(YB~Y~*YB*YB/3.~(YB**5.)/lO.-(YB..7t)~42.+(YE..9~)~216,)~ 
I (PI..rS) 
EHFYf=2,*(Yf-Yf.YF.YF/3t+(Yf..5,)/~~, -(YF..7.)/42o*(YF..9r)/Z16r)/ 
l(Pl...S) 
CANB-COS(ANB1 
CANF-COS(ANF) 
If(CANB)51,53,53 
51 rid*-rs 
EHFYB=-ERF YB 
53 PQB=.5*.5.ERfYB 
QB=S.YB.(~O*EHFYB)*S.EXP(-YB*YB)i(PJ.*o5) 
fB(Jl-(wB.QB+2..PQB.QB.CANB+PQBePQB)..,5 
THB(J)=PI.,S-ACOS((QB.CANB+PQB)/FB(J)) 
JF(CANf)61,63,63 
61 Yf--YF 
EHfYf--EifYf 
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63 PQf=r5+.5*ERFYf 
QF.S.Yf*(J,+,ERfYF)+S.EXP(-YF.YFl/JPJ.ae!) 
FFJJJ=JQF*QF+2..PQF*QF*CANF+PQFePQF).*,S 
THF(JJ*PI*rS-ACOSJJQF.CANF*PQFJ/FF~JJJJ 
TXB(J)=PJ.,S-THBJJI 
TXF(J J=PJ*rS-THFJJJ 
70 CONTINUE 
00 85 L- I,20 
DJB=FB(LJ*COS(GAH(LJ-PJ*o5+THBJLl-GRJLJJ 
l*RR~LI.RR~LJ*WW~Ll*SJN~GAH~LJJtCOS(QR(LlJ 
DJ~J).DJB*OJ~JJ 
85 CONTINUE 
Dl~Jl.DJ~Jl*PJ*r5 
OOlK-I,21 
PJ(K).rl*(K-II 
00 a L. I,20 
THRf=PJ~Kl*PJ*r5+~lr-PJtKJJ*THF(Ll 
DRf=Ff(L).COS(THRF+PJ*,5-GAHtLl+GR(L)J.WWJLJ.SJN 
l~GAM(L~~.RRJLI*RR(L~/COf(CR~L~J 
DRJJ,KJ=DR(f,KJ-DRF 
6 CONTINUE 
DR~J,KJ=PJ*r5.DRJJ,KJ 
COF~J,Kl=DR~J,KJ/DJ~JJ 
7 CONTINUE 
5 CONT JNUE 
D091=1,10 
WRllEJ6,lOJJ SSJIJ,DI~J~ 
WRJTE16,103) GA(n) 
DOlOK.l,21 
WRJTE(6,lOZJ PJ(Kl,COFIJ,KJ,DRIJ,KJ 
10 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
WRJTE(6,105J 
DO 28 J-l,20 
AI-J 
GR(J~=GR~JJ.l8O,/Pi 
GAH(JJ=GAH~ll*l8O,/PJ 
WRJTE~6,lO4JAJ,GAH~JJ,RR~JJ,GR~J~ 
28 CONTINUE 
105 FOR~AT~//4X,lHJ,6X,6HGAH(J~,6X,5HRR~J),6X,5HGR(J)/) 
&04 FORMAT~2X,FlUo5,2X,EJO,5,2X,ElO,5,2x,ElO.5J 
103 FORMAT~4X,3HGA=,ElOo5/J 
101 FORHAT~////~X,~HS=,EJO.~,~X,~HDJ~SJ .,E13.5//8X,2HPJ,6x,7HK~PJDS)I 
lSX,BHDRIPJ,SI/J 
102 FORMAT~4X,FlO*5,2X,ElO,5,4X,ElO,5J 
200 FOHHAT~////4X,2HS-,EJ’O.5,2X,6HOI(S) r,ElO,5,//8X,lHK,lOx,6HGAM(KJ, 
l6X,6HTHJ~KJ,6X,5HFio/) 
201 FOHHAt~4X,FlO,5,2X,EJO,5,2X,ElO,5,2x,ElO.5J 
END 
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PROGRAM CLELAN 
This program was employed to calculate orbit perturbations 
due to lifting satellite shapes. 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
t 
C 
C 
CALCULATION OF SATELLJTE ORBlT CHANCE CAUSED By LJFT AND DRAG 
l ERTURBA~I~NSO,,~,‘NUMER!~AL INTEGRATION USING A MODIfJED RUNGA,= 
KUTTA TECHNJOUE 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREcJSIUN fA=H~0=2l 
DIMENSION Yl7l,W(7),9(7~,PH!~T(lOl,PHIW(l~OJ,AA(S),.YYJ7~6OJ,DEN(6O 
I) ,HT(60) 
OOUBLE PRECISION HU . 
REAL ESTEP,DJFfEP,W,Q 
EXTERNAL OJFFEO 
COMMON tA,~u,P,CF,ACtrU.,R~,~At’N~,ACK,VM~A~ 
JNPUT OF lN!TJAL VALUES 
L = NUMBER OF ECcENTRJCyTJES TIMES NUHBER OF PERIGEE HEIGHTS 
n = NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SATELLITE ATTITODES 
N = NUMBER OF AREA/MASS RATIOS 
NO I UPPER LIHJT ON THE NUMBER OF ORBITS FOR A SINGLE LAUNCH 
READ (SD31 N,H,L,NO 
3 FORMAT (415) 
READ tS~S)(AA(I),J~ J,N ) 
4 FORMAT~ElSr9! 
READ (5,JY)(PHJNT(K),PH)W(K), K n l,H, 
I4 FORMAT (2FlS,JO). 
READ(5,IO)VE,RE,WU 
10 fORHAT(3E15,91 
READ (5,131 GA,PJ 
13 FORMAT (2F10,oB) 
READ (5,151 ((YY(MH,NNl ,HM. = 1~71 ,bENtNN~,HTINN~, NN l ItL) 
I5 FORMAT ~~El5;~~2El5.~/2~lS,6~ 
PI = 3.,14159265359 
PSTEP=rZ 
STEPEX=r30102999~6 
I?0 1010 I =‘J,N 
Atl = AA(I) 
00 102D K = !,M 
PI = (PJ/180,) 4 PHINT(K)’ 
P2 n (P~/l8Oil l PHJW CR) 
WRITE (6,121 N,n,L,NO 
12 FORMAT~lHI, (FLAT PLATE IN AN ELLIPTIC ORBIT.ABOUT THE EARTH,,iBX, 
l’llb,f//l 
WRITE(6lI6) AH,PHJW(K),RWJNt(K),GA,PJ,VE~,RE, HU,ESTEP 
16 FORMAT (IX,,PARAHETERS~;///, , SATELLITE AREA/MASS = ,~15X~F703,9X 
~D~M~/KC,D//D~ ATTITUDE ANGLE PHIW = ,D~SX~~~,J,~XD,DEG’D//~, ATTJT 
2UDE ANGLE l HfNT = ,,l4X;F7,3,9X,,DEG,,/),r GA (6~s SURFACE PARAMET 
3ER) = *,8X,FBr4,20X,’ (GAMMAI X SPRT(l-ALPHA1 -----a REF. IQ,//, 
4, PJ (GAS SURFACE PARAMETER) l ,,BX,FB,~D//~ D EARTH ANGULAR VELOCJ 
STY = ,,1!X,E14,B, IX,tRAD/SEC’,//,’ EARTH RADIUS l ,,23X,E~O,6 
6D3XD,~,;//D, EARTH GRAVJTATJONAL CONSTANT = ,,~X,E~ID~,~X.,,H~/SE 
7C2,,//,, ECCENTRIC’ANOHALY STEP SJZE = ~,7X,Fllr7,5X,,RADDi)tlHII 
AT=COS(P2l*CDS(PIl ?: 
AN=AT*TAN(PII 
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. . 
AKrns(N(p2) ‘;-. .-> . . ,. :. ‘I 
yl(rORBIT~L INCLINATION~?~ d ,:: “. .‘I‘.‘.‘- - - . 
YSi iRGUHENT~OF PERIGEE tW!Tn RESPECT TO ASCLNDINB MODE) 
~~-LONCITUD~-‘0f:AS~t.N~t~~:;iJDDL~f~it~~RE3pECT~tO VERNAL EOUJNOX) 
Y7rfIHE O~.p~R~6~&pA~~&6c.. 1 :-l :. :‘I; .- -; . 
TIHE~TIME 1Mt0-oRDITO). 
.>. . 
DO 1000 II. - 1;L’ : .: , I,,; __, : 
0020 H”.I,, . . <*.I., y:t-. .-, 
: 
,” 
20 YfHM.) l . YYfnn,II)- 1, ~ 
RHOO’= DEN(I1) 
HH . HTfII) 
H?I - Yf2)@fIo*yf3,)-RE i 
VP~SQRT~~HU/Y~~))*(JO+Y~~))/~I-Y~~))) 
DYNAPPm RHOD*VPo.2 
OLDY=DoO 
OLDTmO.0 
NOReITrI 
I TLRmO 
J-l 
NULL l ,I) 
CALCULATION OF VARIAbLCS 
24 NEXT=0 
NDIP - 0 
25 ITERuITER+I 
R m  Yf2)*flr-Yf3)*CoSfYtI,,, 
WlR-RE 
RP=Yt2).flr-Y(3)) 
HP = RP - RL 
IF ~~PrLtrOrDoOR~Yf3),LToO~O) GO TO 999 
RHO=RHOO*CXP~-~N-HPI)/~~) 
PF . SQRT~fIr~Yt3)oo2~~t9~~Yt3).CDStYf~’)))/llo~Yt~)~CDStYf~)))) 
P l Ytr).tl.-Yt3).*2) 
IA . AcoSffCOs~YfI~)-Yt;))~fI.-Yt3).cestYtl~))) 
TASIN . fSINfYf~))oSQRTflr-Yf3)*.2))0tIo-Yt3)*COStYtl))) 
IF (TASIN) ‘lO,bD,bD 
‘ID TA=tPm*PI)-TA 
50 U.TA*YfS) 
ARItIe/F~)@iAT~Yf3)oS!NtTA)~AN.t~~~Yt3)~COS’tTA))) 
AS=fl./F~)~fAT.(I.*Yf3~.CDS(TA))~AN~YI3)~S:N(TA)) 
ArSQRTfAR**2*ASotZ+AK*~~) 
VR~~SQRT~HU/if2))ofyt3~~S~NtYtt)l~~~fI~~~f3Jo~OSfYf~))) 
V~mSQRTIHU~(I~+~i3)oCDSITA)j~~)-(VE~RoCOS~Y(~))) 
VK~VE~R~COfIU)*COSIY~R)~ 
V=SQRTIVRi*Z+VSmo2+VK*~2) 
. 
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;,. :'. ) . . .. . , --., . 
., 
V”EANtSQRT.(nUlYfi)..3). 
DDT=tARoVR*AS.VS~AK*VK)lfA*V) 
IF f~BSfDOT~iLT,Iro~ CO TO 51 
POT=1 l 
i1 A&A-iK=ACOstDD+,. 
iAS=;N6-ATK .’ .‘. 
IF fTA>, 5SiSr;sS 
5!1 : COTiS l 0.0 ” 
is 
b0 TO. 56 
COTAS’ l COTAN fTAS) 
54 TAJ = (PI/2e-TASI 
CDV=~,.SIN(TAJ~.~,.~A~S~N~TAJ~,C~~((~~/~.~O~J~~~.~PJ~*TAJ~ 
CDRmfVR/V)aCDV 
cDSm(VS/V)*CDV 
CDK=tVKYVl*CDV 
CL~=-~~.~A*SIN(TAJ)OSIN~PI~~..PJ*~~.-PJ~*TAJ~ 
CLR=(AR-(VR/V)*SIN(TAJ)i*CLZ/SIN(TAS1 
CLS=~ASF~V~/V~.SIN~TAJI~*CLZ!S!N~TASI 
CLKmfAK-(VK/V).SINft~J’~~.CLr/SINfTAS~ 
CDV l CDV@Ir~l~792II7 
C&Z = CbV.ffI/SINfPZ)) 
AMH l AM/Z*00 
RL = CLZ*AMn 
80 l CDV@AtiM 
ACR=(RHO*V*.~)@(~BL l AR~fVREAN.SIN(TA$))).ft.my(3~*CDStyttJ)~-y(2 
I)@Yf3~*SIN(y(I~)@(OL l CDTAS +BD b/V) 
ACS=(RHO.V@.~).~(BL *AS/ fVREAN*SINftAS))) l flr-Yt3)*cOSfYtIt)) m 
~(SQRT(l;-Y(3)i~2)-(VE.CDSfY(~))~ VMEAN).(tr-yf3)@COSIytt))) l *t’)* 
I(Y(t)/VI*(BL l COTAS *DO 1) 
ACK=(RHO*V).((VE.Y(2)/v~EAN). SINfYfY)) l cOSfUl.ffIm-Y(J)* CDsfYf 
lllll.*21 .(-6L .CDTAS r8D ,+fQL .V/VME~N)~A~.tt.-Yt3)~CDStYtttt~) 
ACN~~I./FF~~~(I,*Y~~~~~OS~TA~~*ACR~~~~~*S~~~TA~.ACS~~ 
ACT~flil~~~.tYf3~.f~NfT~~oA~R~tl~~Yt~~.~DS~TA~~@ACS~ 
TIME=~Y(I)-Y(~~oSIN(Y(I~))/V~EAN *It71 
R~m~ft~*(~r*~(d)) 
OYNA = RHO*V.*t 
IF~~oYNA/DYNAPP~~LTo~~DD-SI GO TO, SO 
ESTEP l (~~f~t.(D~N~/DY~A)~)..f~~~~t~~~~*o~~~~~~~~~~~ 
GO TO 59 
se ESTEP=rt3962634D( 
59 ORBITrNORBIT 
IF ~NDIP.EQoIrOR.N~XYrEQ~~~ GO TO 01 
IF (NORBIT~EQ.I.AND,ITER.EQ,~~ CD TO 40 
GO TO 70 
60 OLDRA = RA 
OLDT l TIME 
TAl=tA 
Y2rYt2) 
Y3=Y(3) 
Y4mYfYl 
Ys=Y(S) 
Y6.Y(6) 
HPI-HP 
OLDHP=HPI 
OLDY3mY3 
VI=V 
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I- 
,, . , I . .I . 
ACTlmACT 
WRITE fA.18) ~Y~MN~,MN*~~~~,TA~w?~R~OO 
18 ~ORMAT(3SX,‘.=....e.. IfiITIAL MAIN ORRlTAL~EL~RENTS l .**9.+=.'e//f 
I,IX,~EccENTRIC SEHIMA~OR ECCENTRICITY ORBITAL' ARCURENT 
2OF LONQITUDE OF*,BX~‘TIHE OF~~BX~~TRUE~~~X.~~?ERIG~E PERItEL*,/, 
3’ ANOHALY’,4X,~AXIS’,?DX,‘~NCLINATION PERIGEE ASCENDING NDD 
PERIGEE ~AS$AGE 
:5Y2'.11x, 
ANOMALY HEIGHT DENSITY *,/,sX,'Y~',~OX, 
'Y~',~~X,~YY~,I~X,'Y~',~~X,'YA'~I~X~'Y~'~~~X,'TA'~~X;'~~~ 
6~7X,‘RHoo’,//,F9~~,~1~07~ ~9~~,Fl~r7r2F~~~7rFi~~7~Fl~oBs2~lD~~~~,~ 
7,52X1 ~~H-K-S-RADIANS)~~//// 9 
70 IF (Y(llrf2~*PJl 
80 NoRsiT&N~Rai~‘&~~’ “. :. 
:‘) .?oDm?m 
bl DELRA-OLDRA-RA 
DELT-TfHE-OLDT 
DELTA=2~*PI?~TA-TAI~.,. 
DELA=Y2=Yf2) 
OELACT-ACTI-ACT 
DELV-VI-V 
1 s ,. 
DELHPWIP-HP1 
DELE=Yt3!-Y3 
DELImY(Yq 
DELI-Y(S)-YS ii 
bELWW=Yf6)-VI ,i 
ADECAY m DEFRA/TIHE _ 
THETA=18OC*TA/PI 
EErI8O~~~~WPI 
ttr f 
.OioR~‘k RA’ 
NbIP,EG.~,O~.NEXT,EQ.l~ CD TO 620 
OLOT-TIME ,, .: 
TAI-TA’. 
” 
Y2mYfi) ” !I_ 
Y3=Y93) . : ,, :.> 
YYmYt’o _’ 
,. 
Y5BY(!s) 
Y4=Y(O) 
HPl=tiP 
OLDHP*HPI 
OLDY3mY3 
VlmV 
ACTI-ACT 
IF (NULL.EQ,!I 60 To 02 
Y(I)=Y(l)-2~*PI 
82 DYNAP=~RHO~V**2)*~ooOol 
DYNAPP=(RHO*V*@t) 
OUTPUT 
IF~HP~GToOoD~ANDrYf3~eG~oO~O ) GO TO 610 
WRITE t6,700) 
700 FORHAT (//,lOX,v SATELLITE HAS C?ASMED ON THIS ORBIT DR TM ORBIT 
I HAS BEEN REDUCED TO CIRCULAR’,///) 
610 WRITE (h,BOO) 
IF (NULLeEQel) Go TO 62D 
WRITE l&,.099 
420 WRITE (1.8909 NOR8IT,TH~T~,EE,V(29eTf39~V9R9 
WRITE tb,BtD) 
WRITE (6,830) YfS~),YfcL~,Yf7)rT~IRE’ 
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WRITE 16,Q’)Ol 
WRITE 16.0501 VR,VS,VK,Y,ACN,ACT,ACk 
WRITE 16.0601 
WRITE 16,GtOl R,H,HP,PDRWO,TAS 
WRITE 16,QQOl ADECAY 
WRITE (6,885) DELHP,DELt,DELI,DELW,DELWW 
WRITEl6,l9OlbELTA,DELA,DELRA,DELT,DELV,DELACT,ITER 
WRITE 16.7951 CLZ,CLR,C~S,CLK,CDV, CDR,CDSBCDK’BA,AR,AS,AK 
IF lNULLoEQoI1 GO TO IDDD 
IF ~NDIP,EQo 11 GO To 20 
IF 1NEXT,EQ,l1 QD TO 24 
C 
795 FORMAT ~I~X,‘R’,IGX,‘S’~IGX,‘K’,~ , , LIFT COEFPICIENT,,/,~X,YD~~, 
lIO#i ,’ DRAG COZFFIC1ENT’,/,9X,‘lD99alO,/ 0 ATTITUDE VECTOR’, /, 
19X,4b19.10,/~~///1 
800 FORMAT llX,‘NOR~1T,;llX,‘TA,,l7X,,Yl’,l7X,’Y2’,l7X,,Y3,,)7X,‘y~,,l 
lOXm,TA,YI IN DEGREES’1 
801 FORMATtlX,*NEAR PERIGEE’) 
RIO FORMAT II5,YX,SDl9,12,~f 
820 FORMAT (18X,,Y5,,17X,,Y~,,17X,,Y7,,16X,,T1HE'1 
830 FORWAT 19X,9Dl9,12,/1 
840 FORMAT fGX,‘VR’,l6X, ‘VS’,96X,‘VK8,16X,‘V’,16X,‘ACN’,15X,’ACT’,15X, 
I ‘ACKO 
IS0 FORRAT 17D18,11,/T 
860 PORHAT 19X,'R',I9X,'H',lbX,,HP',l9X, ,RA,,lOX,,RHO,,lOX,,TAS,1 
Xi”0 FORHAT 16020,13,//l 
FORMAT (6X,* THe: APOGEE DECAY RATE l ‘,lD20,9,’ RETERS/SECONb’,//l 
085 FORMAT l7X,,DELHP,,l3X,,bEL~,,l~X,‘bLLl,,l~X,,DELW,,I3X,,~ELWW,,/, 
15E18.12,/ 1 
090 FORMATl7X,‘DELTA’,13X,‘~ELA’,l~X ~‘~ELRA’~~~XB’OELT’,~‘+X.,‘DELV’,I~X 
I,‘~ELACT’,IOX,‘ITERATIGR~,,~,~EIQ,~~,GX,I~B~~ 
C 
I TER-0 
J l 0 
C 
c Wmmmmmm~nUmUnnBmhEnmU~mmDE~mmEmmhEm8EmUm8~b~8Emm~nUnmmmm’mmU~mm~E~ 
C 
90 CALL GILLlDIFFEQ,Y,r ~,ESTEP,W,Q,~ 1 
c 
C marnaamoaansanmobanon8mn~mmubnmnnnma’nummmm8wmnmn~nu~mmnmnunnaammu 
C 
IF fHP,LT.OrO.ORrYl3loLl!,O.Ol GO TO 999 
IF lNORlIT=NOl 910,1000,1000 
910 1F ~~PoGT.ltG~OL~~Pl.AN~,Yl3loGT,I,G~OL~Y3ll 60 TO 915 
DLDHP=HP 
OLDY3mYl31 
NOIP-I 
WRITE 16,800) 
GO TO 25 
915 1FlOYNAIQT,DYNAPrOR,J.Efi,9l GO TO 2Y 
920 Y111=2,oPI=Y11'1 
J = ,I 
NEXT = 1 
WRITE 16,000) 
WRITE 16,802l 
002 FORMAT tIX,*NEAR APOGEE~~ 
60 TO 25 
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I - 
999 NULL - I 
GO f0 81 
1000 CONTINUE 
I020 CONYINUE 
1010 CONTINUE 
END 
faPOR,IS DIFFEQ,DIFFEQ 
REAL FUNCTION DIFFEOIYDI) 
DIMENSlON yf!l 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y ,fA,HU,~,FF,ACt,U,R,ACN,ACK,VHEAN 
COMMON TA,HU,P,ff,ACT,U,R,ACN,ACK,VHEAN 
C uau~~amnL~a~800~0~nun~mmm~~~~~~~~~8wn~~a~~a~88n~~n~au~~nn~hn~~ag~~ 
C 
C DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS FOR ORBITAL PARAWETERS~YZ-Y~~ WITi RESPECT 
C To t,HE INDEPENDENT PARAdEtERm YI 
C 
C an~r~a~sr~r~bDn~‘nbaaan~~nonu~anu~~an~~~ann~a~~a~~~unu~8~~~~n~~~~~ 
GO TO f3l0,320,330,340,~50,3~0~,1 
310 DIFFEO=I2r*IYf2)..2)~SQRTIMU*P~J*FF~ACY 
GO TO ‘(00 
.320 DIFFEQ=(SQRTI P/HU)/FF~~~~.OICOSCTA)~YI~~~~AC~~R~I~O~Y~~~.~~J*S~INI 
ITAl*ACN/Pl 
GO TO 400 
330 DIFFEO~R*COSIU)OACK/SQRTI~U@~~ 
GO TO 400 
311b DIFFEO=~SQRTIP/HUJ/Y~~~~* ((~o*SIN(TAJ*ACT+IR/PJ*I~~*YI~~+COSITAI+ 
I(Y(3~**2).COSITAJJ.ACNJ/FF-R.Y(3I.SIN(U~~ACT~(~*TAN(YI4JI)J 
IF (Y(4)) 400,399,‘400 
390 DIFFCQ=IR*SINIU~OACX~/~~QRT~~~MU~*SI~~Y~~~~~ 
IF fYIr0) 400,399,qoO 
360 D1FFEP~IY~2J/HUJ~I2r*fP~Y~3J~R~YI3~~*SIN~TAI~FF-3~*SQRYIMu~P~~FF~I 
IYIlJ=Yf3J*SINfY(IJJJ~VMEAN~.ACY+II~.P@COSITA~~~INU*YI3I~FFI).AC~ 
GO TO 400 
399 DIfFEQ=OrO 
400 RETURN 
END 
WOR,lS Q!LL,B!tL 
SUBROUTINE GILL fDY,Y,z,W,W,Q,Nj 
DIMENSION YINJ,WINJ,Q(N),A(Yb,Cf,JJ,Bt~J 
DOUBLE PREClSIoN Y 
0CfA~A~1J,C~19,~f1),1~~,~)/2*,5,2,,2*~2~2B~32B3,1,,2~~~707J0671, 
Il,,rl66666666,,~,2,/ 
C 
c TNIS ROUYlNE IS A MODIFIED RUNGA-KUITA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
C TECHNIQUE 
C 
C “CIIIIIICICIII.CIIII-~-~--~----*--~.~”~*~”--~~-.~~~~~ 
C OX* IS THE INTERVAL SIrEm 
C w- IS THE ARRAY USED To STORE THE 
C VALUE OF Y*(x), Wl!)rFOIXJ=I 
C -r.rrl-rt”-.--t.,rrr.--“---.“--.-*------~w~~~~--..--- 
DX=H 
Wfl)=l. 
C ---11------1------------------------.--------*-----.- 
C FOR THE FIRST INTERVAL. THE 09s ARESET To ZEROI FOR 
C SUBSEQUENT INTERVALS THE PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED O’S’ 
C ARE USED, 
143 
I; 
IO 
15 
20 
C 
c’ 
c 
25 
DO 5 J.I,N 
GtJlmo, 
DO 20 Jil;s 
DO 15 Kl2,N 
wfKI=DYlY,K-!I 
DO 20. Kml,N 
Y(K)=Y(K)~DX~A~J)O(W~K~-B(J~*O~K~~ 
O(K)=Q(K)~~~@A~J)O(W~K~~B~J~~~(K~)~CTJ)OW(K~ 
.rrrrrrr.rrr.rl”rrr.-.----....---------.----~-------- 
TEST IF VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
HAS BEEN RCACHED, 
CII.~~......~LI.“I-~~“~~w.~~~w~~~---.--~-.~-.----~-~~ 
lFfYfl)*DX~GTrZ) DXd-Y(I) 
IF~DX~LTrABf~Y~l~~o2e~-B~ GO TO 25 
!FfYfl)-21 lb,2S,25 
RETURN 
tND 
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